
CHAPTER l 

THE PROBLEJ.! 

Human action proceeds in highly eff'icient 

co-ordination wtth many aspects of a rtch and changtng 

environment" The information about the environment 

which this achievement demands must be extracted from 

the input of some three million sensory fibres, Few 

of the nearly infinite number of input properties 

which could be extracted have any functional value, 

and selection of those that arc useful is essential 

for efficient behaviour. This selection must be 

largely genetically determined, but a system which 

enabled new properties of the input to be extracted, 

on the basis of individual experience, •·muld have 

great advantages over one that did not. Individual 

adaptation is o.t' course a general phenomenon, but 

it has been widel_y assumed to result only from learning 

new relations between old properti.es, rather than 

from changing the properties used. This latter 

possibill.ty is also important with respect to the 

nature of the processes extracting the properties 

from the input. In a system developed by individual 

experience, these processes would dif'fer markedly 

from those in a system determined by genetics alone, 

Important though this issue is, the technical 

dif'ficulties are such that neither the nature nor the 

extent of' the dependence of' input processing on 
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individual experience have been at all clearly 

determined. The basic dif:fi.eulty is that the only 

evidence avai.lable and relevant is behavioural., 

whereas the issue is concerned w.i.th processes that 

are central~ Furthermore, neither physiological nor 

psychological experiments with animals can provide 

conclusive evidence of the importance of perceptual 

learning in man. ~!an makes use o:f environmental 

properties which are particularly subtle, eompl.ex and 

idiosyncratic; it may wel.L be tbat perceptual. 

development through individual experience is f'ar more 

important in man than in other animals, Extensive 

experimental control of the environment in which 

humans develop is not feasi.ble, however, and the 

amount o:f experi.menta.Lly controlled expe.rience wil.l 

of'ten be negligible in comparison w·ith the background 

of everyday experience. Everyday experience .is 

itself di:ff'icul t t;o treat as an exper:Lmental. 

variable, and so the experimenter is .l.e:ft; ·with 

experimental ef.fects which are often small. and 

unreliable" 

Even i:f experimental changes j.n performance are 

produced we are faced with a fundamental d:ifficul.ty 

o.f interpretation, Is the change in performance due 

to the extraction of new properties from the input, 

or to the occurrence of new responses to the o.ld 

properties? Consider, .for example, the rflsu.lts 

obtained by Leeper (19J5), He reports that exposure 

to incomplete f'igures, supplemen.ted by a verbal 
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de scr:Lpti on of' the ass oc ia ted complete .figure, .in ere ase s 

the probabi1ity that a. person wil.l. 'see' the complete 



figure in the incomplete one. Is this because the 

person learns to put the input together in a new way, 

or is it only because he learns a new verbal response 

to the input analyzed as before? Similarly, Von 

Senden (1960) reports that adults who have had 

congenital cataracts removed are unable to recognize 

simple shapes and objects, Is this because they have 

not learned to extract the relevant visual properties, 

or because they have not learned to eall these 

properties t round t or 1 square 1 ? 

In spite of these diff'iculcies of interpretation, 

considerable advance has been made in discovering the 

relation between prior experience and performance in 

perceptual tasks. A wide variety of prior experiences 

have been used, and their effects have been studied 

on many perceptual phenomena: e,g. the recognition of 

words presented visually or acoustically, the 

perception of form, the perceptual constancies, the 

visual illusions, depth percepti"on, and the appearance 

of stabilized retinal images. Extensive reviews of 

the i'indings of such research are given by Ammons 

(1954) and by Wohlwill (1<960), The recent discussions 

by F'antz (1965) and by Postman (l"96J) provide 

particularly close analyses of the methodological and 

interpretive problems. 

Word recognition differs i'rom the other phenomena 

in a number of important respects, and these difJ:'erences 

give word recognition a particular eignii'icance in the 

study of percept;ual learning; 



(a) Words, being culturally determined, have 

t the kind of' regul.arity which can be 

utilized only by post-embryonic 

development. 

(b) Language is unique to man, and may well 

be due in part to a particular capacity 

f'or post-embryonic perceptual development. 

(c) Since ,J, McKeen CatteJ.l•s experiments .in 

1885, performance in word recognition 

has been known to be highly dependent on 

indivi.dual learning. With this 

phenomenon at least, experimental effects 

are large and reliable. 

(d) The interpretive issue is particularly 

clear, and the inconclusiveness of 

performance change in word recognition 

as evidence o.f perceptual learning is 

at the centre of much recent debate. The 

difficulty is generally believed to result 

from the fact that some recognition 

responses are more likely to occur than 

others, quite independently of' information 
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f'rom the stimulus. ThereJ"ore Jt i.S referred 

to as the problem of response bias. 

(e) Presenting a set of' items, and then noting 

the accuracy of the subject's reproduction, 

is a procedure common to experiments on 

word recognition and to experiments on 

verbal learning. When in addition prior 

training is given on the word to be 



recognized, the methodological continuity 

between the word recognition situation 

and tradit:ional learn.ing situaci.ons is 

parti,cularly clear, 

In addition, the restricted viewing conditions used in 

most studies of word recognition are of significance 

in that individual experience may function primarily 

to make reactions to particular environmental 

characteristics quicker, easier, or more efficient. 

If this is the case, and in word recognition at least 

there is good evidence that it is, then the effects 

of individual experience will be seen, not i.n the 

percepti.ons attained, but in the rate o.f attaining 

them. It is this point which gives importance to 

procedures such as tachistoscopic presentation, but :it i.s 

one that is rare.ly noti.ced. 

The research reported .in this thesis is concerned 

w:i th the way :in which prior exper.ience of' the displayed 

word affects information processing in word :recognition 

tasks. In word recognition we have a task in which 

success appears to depend on events of reception, 

and which is known to be highly dependent on the prior 

experience or the subject, But this does not justify 

the conclusion that i.nput processing is developed by 

experience because .it is poss.i.ble t1mt the responses 

change while the input properties to which they are 

given stay the same. The primary aim or the present 

research is to investig·ate the processes underlying 

the effects of prior experience in word recognition 

by the use of teclmiques tlm t overcome this basic 



interpretive difficulty, In order to further clarify 

the nature of the facts, theories, and difficulties 

involved, the remainder of this chapter deals with 

three topics; 

1, The scope of the effect o:f prior 

experience on word recognition, 

2, The nature of the explanations which 

have been of'fered for these phenomena. 

), The nature of the problem of response 

bias in word recognition situations, 

and the attempts that have been made 

to overcome it, 

The literature on each of' these topics is very 

extensive, and the following sections do not attempt 

a comprehensive review~ Instead they attempt to 

illustrate the major empirical :findings and to show 

the various ways in which they have been interpreted. 

1.1 The dependence of word recognition on prior 
experience 

In the study o:f word recognition four areas of 

research have been predominant: these are the 

investigation of reaction time, the span of 

apprehension, reading efficiency, and recognition 

threshol..ds, In all four areas the prior experiences 

most relevant to performance are those in which the 

person met the words to be recognised, Many aspects 

of these prior experiences have been studied for 

their eff'ect on word recog·nition• :for example, their 

frequency, their recency, the modality through which 
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the words were presented, their association with 

reinforcing events, and the emotional, motivational, 

and other meanings they develop for the words. 

Throughout this thesis the primary concern is with 

those aspects of prior experience that develop word 

identity, That is, with those aspects directly 

concerned with the presentation of' the word itself, 

rather than those concerned with associated events, 

such as might develop meaning f'or the ward, The 

e:f.fects due to these aspects o:f prior experience 

are normally called the effects of word familiarity, 

There are two main reasons :for this emphasis, l"irst, 

word identity must be established bef'ore meaning 

can be given to the word, Second, large perf'ormarwe 

changes have been shown to result :from the prior 

experience of words, even if no meaning is given to 

them (Solomon and- l>ostman, 1952), 

Reaction time and reading efficiency are not of 

central concern to this thesis, They are therefore 

discussed only to the extent necessary to show their 

relation to the areas that are of more central 

concern and to show how general are the ef.fects of 

:familiarity, 

1.1.1 Reaction time 

Discrimination of verbal material was among the 

cerebral operations whose dm'ations were estimated by 

the reaction-time method initiated by Danders in 

1868. The methods ar1d results are well illustrated 

by the experiments of J, McKeen Cattell (1886b). 
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His form of the method was to present a word, selected 

:from a specified set of words, and to require the 

subject to make a reaction only i:f .it was a particu.lar· 

one~ Cattell determined the 'perception time' :for 

this particular word by first subtracting from the 

average reaction time the simple reaction time, and 

then dividing the result by two, The division by 

two arose from the view that both per0eption and the 

subsequent prepru•ation of the mot or lmpulse were 

added to the simple reaction, and that these were of 

about equa.l duration, By such methods, 

determined his own 'perception time' to 

Cattell 

be 116 

milliseconds :for single letters, 141 miliseconds 

f'or short English words, and 150 milliseconds f'or 

short German words" (Cattell, as an assistant to 

Wundt.~ was 

language,) 

probably wel.l acquainted with the German 

The ca.lculation of 1 ion time' may 

not be valid, but the f'act remains that discr.imi.na ti ve 

reaction time for a .famil.i.ar word is little more than 

for a sing.le letter, and for a :familiar ·word in a 

native language shorter than for a familiar word in 

a foreign .language It 

Although discrimi.na tive, or choice, reaction time 

remained for some years a major tool in the study of 

word recognition and other perceptual processes 

(woodworth, 19
0
38) it is little used as a tool. in 

contemporary word reeogni.tion research~ The recent 

revival of' interest in discriminative reaction time 

l1as been concerned. wi.th topics such as the relation 

of reaction time to the number of bits of inf'ormation 



per stimulus presentation (Adams, 1964), rather than 

with the relation of reaction time to processes of 

word recognition. 

1.1.2 The span of apprehension 

Experiments on the span of apprehension are all 

characterized by the presentation of' a visual display 

for a brief' duration, and the subsequent calculation 

oi' the accuracy of' the subject's reproduction. The 

resulting perf'ormance is variously known as the span 

of apprehension, the span of attent:ion, and the span 

of perception. Many variations of the displayed 

material, -che manner of reproduction, and the type of' 

calculation have been used, Most have been exami,ned 

f'or their dependence on prior experience, and the 

dependence is typically large. The span for randomly 

chosen letters is rarely above 7 letters; Zeitler and 

Becher in independent experiments, found that for 

familiar words 25 or 26 letters could be reproduced 

after a single brief' exposure, Their experiments, 

and others showing similar results, are described by 

Tinker (1929). 

If a sequence of words, syllables, or letters, 

is presented acoustically, rather than visually, the 

span calculated is known as the span of' immediate 

memory, This too is known to be highly dependant on 

the familiarity of' the presented material (Miller, 

19 56) • At first sight it appears that this procedure 

is not related to word recognition, Nevertheless, 
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both the span of apprehension and the span of immediate 

memory are related to word recognition in essent;ially 



the same way. In both cases the task of reproducing 

the word 1 Bewegungsemfindungen 1 , for instance, may 

be either one of immediate memory or one of ward 

recogni"tion. Which it is will, in this case, depend 

on the person's familiari"ty wi"th German, 

l. 1, J Reading efficiency 

The familiarity of the material being read will 

clearly af:fect many aspects o:f reading efficiency. 

Some of the earliest measurements are reported by 

Cattell, He says' 

I f'ind it takes about twice as long to 
read (aloud, as fast as possible) words which 
have no connexion as Y>yords wh:ich mak_e 
sentences, and letters whi.ch have no connexion 
as letters which make words~ When the wards 
make sentences and the letters words, not onl.y 
do the processes of seeing and naming crverl.ap, 
but by one mental effort the subject can 
recognise a whole group of words or letters, 
and by one will-act choose the motions to be 
made in naming them, so that the rate at which 
the words and letters are rea.d .is realJ.y only 
limited by the maximum rapidity at which the 
speech-organs can be moved~,,,wnen a passage 
is read aloud at a normal rate, about the same 
time is taken for each word as when words 
having no connexion are read as fast as 
possible, The rate at which a person reads 
a f'oreign language is proportional. to his 
f'amiliarity with the language, For example, 
when reading as fast as possible the writer1 s 
rate was, English 1]8, French 167, German 
250, Ital.ian J27, Latin 4J4, and Greek 484; 
the figures giving the thousand.ths of a 
second taken to read each word, Experiments 
made on othe~'s strikingly conf'irm these 
results, (Cattell, l886a, p,64~65,) 
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Morton (1964) shows that as the order of approximation 

to English of the material increases, reading speed 

increases, the eye-voice span increases, the mean 

number of fixations and regressions decrease and the 

number of errors decreases, The degree of 

approximation to English, however, did not affect 

the mean fixation time. Similar results were 

obtained by Sumby and Pollack (1954), 

l.L4 Word recognition threshold 

In all the variety of recognition threshold 

measures there are two common elements, These are 

the systematic variation of a stimulus parameter 

affecting accuracy of recognition, in accordance with 

the ascending method of limits, and the definition of 

the th:J:•eshold as that value of the stimulus parameter 

at which reproduction of a specified degree of 

accuracy occurs, In nearly all experiments the words 

are presented either visually or acoustically. 

Numerous parameters of the visual stimulus have been 

used; duration, brightness, distance, the amount of 

blurring, the number of onion skin papers through 

which the subject sees the word, and many others, 

The parameters of the acoustic stimuli on which 

research has concentrated are intensity, and the 

relative amount of background noise. The aspects 

of prior experience whose effects on the recognition 

thresholds have been studied are also numerous, 

including: the frequency of experimental presentation 

of the word, the modality of presentation, the 

relative frequency with which the word occurs in 
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popular magazines, and the emotional, motivational, 

or neutral meanings that have been associated with 

the word. Most combinations of type of threshold 

measure and type of prior experience have been studi,ed, 

Brown (1961) gives a thorough account of the results, 

The experiment of' Solomon and Postman ( 19 52) has 

served as a paradigm for many later experiments, 

They showed that the visual duration threshold for 

word recognition is a sharp,ly negatively accelerated 

decay function of experimenta,lly controlJ.ed rehearsal 

frequency, This was proved to be a reliable 

phenomenon by the replication o:f King-Ellison and 

Jenkins (1954), Simi1.ar results were obta.ined for 

the visual brightness threshold by Baker and Feldman 

(1956) and for auditory masking threshoids by Postman 

and Rosenzweig (1956), 

The general outcome of this research is that any 

prior experience with initi.al1.y un.farni.liar words will 

affect the recognition thresholds for those words, 

no matter which of the methods :for measuring the 

recognition threshold is used, There are two reported 

exceptions to this genera.U .. zation, Fi,rst, Postman 

and Conger ( 19 54) report that frequency of' exposure 

when uncorrelated with response :frequency does not 

influence the visua.l duration thresholds, Sprague 

(1959), however, reports that .it does, The difference 

is very probably due to the fact that in Postman and 

Conger 1 s experiment, the pri.or presentation of the 

words was as parts of other words, whereas in Sprague 1 s 

experiment they were presented as words in their own 

right, If so, this increases the importance af word 



identity as an aspect mediating rehearsal effects~ 

Second, Postman and Rosenzweig (1956) find no of:fect 

of acoustic presentation on the visual duration 

threshold, However, Forrest (1957) and Weissman and 

Crockett (1957) do report such an effect, Whether 

there are exceptions or not, the e.f'fect of' prior· 

experience on recognition thresholds i.s clearly a 

phenomenon of very great generality, 

1,1, 5 Summary 

Four di.:fferent performance measures have been 

considered; reaction time, span of apprehension, 

reading speed, and recognition threshold, In all. 

four the subject's basic task is to determine the 

nature of' the word or words in the visual display, 

and in all four the performance depends on the speed 

with wh:ich he does thi.s, In all four, also, :it has 

been found that performance .is better if the words 

are familiar to the subject;, These common effects 
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need not all be due to the same cause, .Indeed the 

phenomena in the four areas are most often investigated 

and explained independently, Nevertheless, it seems 

un·wise to reject the search for a common explanation, until 

there are good grounds for doing so, 

1,2 Some proposed expla:nations 

Explanations of' the effect of' pri.or experience 

on word recognition are commonly div.ided into two 

groups. In simple terms, the first group states that 

the effect occurs because, with fami.liar words, the 



subject sees more of' the presented stimtllus; and 

the second group states that it occurs because, with 

familiar words, the subject's @~esses are more likely 

to be right. The issue between the two groups is 

widely debated, but it is described in a most informal 

way. lt is variously stated, for ex3lllple, as 

perception versus response, seeing versus sayi.ng, and 

stimulus discriminabili ty versus response bias, 

Unfortunately the use of' terms of' this kind confuses 

two is sues. First, there is the is sue regarding the 

amount of' stimulus information that controls ward 

recognition performance. That is, does a greater 

amount of' the stimulus control performance when tb.e 

word is famiLiar, or does the amount of stimulus 

information used remain unchanged but become more 

accurately supplemented by the subject? Second, 

there is the issue regarding the visual perceptions 

of' which the subject is aware. That is, is the 

subject aware of' dif':ferent visual. perceptions when 

the word is familiar, or are unchanged visual 

percepti.ons reported by r.he subject in a different 

way? Although very commonly confused, these issues 

are clearly distinct, The second can only be 

resolved when 'techniques are discovered that will 

allow the investigation of a subject's awareness 

other than through his verbal report, No such 

techniques are available at present, and it is 

therefore with the f'irst issue that this thesis is 

pri.marily concerned, 



To avoid the ambiguity inherenc in the terms 

commonly used, and to make it clear that only the 

first issue is being referred to, explanations >vill 
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be divided according as to whether they offer 

explanations in terms of input processing or in terms of 

supplementation, Explanations in terms of input 

processing postulate that, as a result of changes in 

the way the input is processed when words are familiar, 

more information from the stimulus is transmitted lnto 

the word recognition response. Explanations in terms 

of supp1.ementation postulate that performance changes 

are due only to the increased accuracy of that 

component of word recognition performance which is 

determined by variables extraneous to the presented 

stimulus, In this thesis that part of' word recognition 

performance which is due to the stimulus will be 

called the stimulus component 1 and the remainder, 

which must therefore be supplied by the subject 

himself, will be cal. led the supp1.ementary component, 

Thus, explanations in terms of input processing claim 

that familiarity ai'fects the stimulus component, and 

explanations in terms ot' supplementation claim that 

it aft'ects the supplementary component. An attempt 

to clarify further the meanings of these terms will 

be made in Chapter J, 

1.2,1 Explru1ations in terms of input proeessi~ 

The ear1.y workers took it f'or granted that the 

phenomena were due to a change in input processing, 

Cattell's explanation >vas in terms oi' the person 

seeing the word as a whole, He said: 



We now come to consider the time it takes to 
see a word, a process with .,;hich the brain is 
constantly occupied, Twenty-six words were 
taken, and when the expected one was seen 
the observer lif'ted his hand. Tho 
perception-time so determined is the time 
needed to distinguish the word from the other 
twenty-f'ive; the time is slightly longer when 
it is necessary to distinguish words from 
others very similar in f'orm ; f'or example, 
hand f'rom band. Indeed we must remember that 
perception is not a sharply def'ined process. 
As I have shown, we see a letter before we 
see what letter it is; in like manner a 
further time passes bef'ore we see the letter 
in all its details, that it is not perfectly 
printed, f'or example •••• It will be noticed 
that the perception-time is only slightly 
longer for a word than f'or a single letter; 
we do not theref'ore perceive separately the 
letters of' which a word is composed, but the 
word as a whole, (Cattell, l886b, p.J87.) 

Cattell gives a similar view in the statement quoted 

in Section l.l.J. He seems not to have noticed the 

possibility that the letters could be perceived 

concurrently but separately, Nor does Woodworth, 

who endorsed Cattell's view and expanded on it: 
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One curious f'a.ct noted by several investigators ••• 
is that even when 0 can report but a f'ew, he 
believes he has seen all the letters distinctly 
during the actual exposure, Unless they formed 
a f'amiliar word, he forgot them bef:ore reaching 
them in his report. Nothing is more likely; 
unless some word suggested itself' at once, 
brute memory would not hold all the disconnected 
letters, But if 0 is not mistaken in this 
impression, he gets f'or an instant per·fectly 
adequate cues of a correctly presented word" 
If' for an instant he sees the whole word clearly, 
as he thinks he does, he has all the cues he 
could desire ([I., .. The most ef'fective cue for 



read.ing a long 1vord consists of a .large 
share of the letters in the word, seen with 
f'air distinctness for an instant, 

This conclusion does not mean in the 
least that the word is read by spel.ling it 
out; evidence previously cited :is enough 
to exclude that supposit.ion, ;,11at the 
conclusion means is that an adequate 
simultaneous view of' the entire word is 
the cue for recalJ.ing the word, (Woodworth, 
19)8, p.742-74J,) 

Host of the early work on word recognition was 

concerned with the determ.ination of those aspects of 

the word which served as cues f'or its recognition. 

Erdmann and Dodge (Tinker, 1929) agreed with CatteLl 

that familiarity caused a change in ·the cues used, 

but proposed that it was not the whole oi' the word 

which served as the cue for familiar words, but only 

its general or external. outline. Goldscheider and 

Muller (Tinker, 1.929) emphasised the importance of 

particular letters, which they ca.lled 'determining 

letters' , in forming this genera.l outline. It was 

assumed that whole word form or general outline cues 

could not be used with unf'amiliar words, tb.e sub,ject 

having then to revert to the more laborious 

procedure oi' ;identifying the word letter by letter. 

Tinker accepts the view that :familiarity changes 

input processing, He suggests this may take the 
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form o.f a 'natural tendency to combine the di.f:ferent 

elements o:f a visual impression into higher perceptua.l 

units whenever grouping is possible'. (Tinker, 1929, 

p,227)• These explanations were primarily concerned 

with reaction time, the span of attention, and 



reading, but were applied to some thresholds,e.g. 

distance thresholds, and could easily be extended 

to most of the others. Wi.th respect to reading the 

general view was that the subject read by letter, 

word, or phrase, according to his purposes and his 

familiarity with the material. 

The idea that the phenomena might not involve 

improved input processing, but be due only to 

improved ef'f'iciency of supplementation, either did 

not occur to most of these investigators or did not 

st:t'ike them as a critical diff'icul ty. The 

explanations they oi'fer are suggestive, but lack 

crucial details, .B'or instance, it is dif'ficult 

to determine what 'perceiving the word as a whole' 

means~ It might mean perceiving each of the letters 

concurrently, although Cattell's statement seems to 

imply that he means something else. What this :Ls, 

and what processes may ach:Leve the perception of 

words as wholes, neither he nor Woodworth suggest 
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l<'ew modern writers offer explanation emphasizing 

input processes, and those that do give little detail, 

Portnoy, Portnoy, and Salzinger (1964) suggest it is 

a matter of 'heightened stimulus discriminability', 

but give no more detail of what this entails, 

Neisser (1954) reports an ingenious demonstration 

~hich indicated that prior experience may exert its 

influence through a 'perceptual process' or seeing, 

rather chan through 1 verbal response 1 or saying; but 

no further analysis of this distinction is offered. 



1.2.2 Explanations in terms or supplem~ntation 

Although ignored by many workers the importance 

or supplementary processes was pointed out rrom the 

time or the earliest experiments. 

and Winch in 19 , as described by 

Zeitler in 1900 

Tinker (1929), 

were claiming that only part of the word served as 

a cue to recognition, the rest bei.ng rilled out by 

association, The parts thought most likely to serve 

as cues were the •dominant letters', that is, the 

ascenders, descenders 1 and cap:ltalso 

Since about 1950 expl.ana tions in terms or 

supplementation have been given a great deal or 

attention, and are now widely accepted. These 

explanations cake many rorms which differ amongst 

themsel.ves i.n important ways: firstly, i.n the nature 

or the supplementary processes that they postulate; 

and secondly, in the way stimulus and supplementary 

components are presumed to combine to produce the 

overall recognition perrormance, 
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Supplementation explanations are orten said to 

be o.f two types: those claiming that stimulus and 

supplementary components combine to .form particular 

~·ecognitions, and those claiming that they do not, 

Kempler and Wiener (1963) call the !'irst type 

part-cue response-characteristic theories, because 

they claim that experimentally or motivationally 

induced di:f:ferences in recognition performance result 

rrom di:frerential response characteristics to the 

seen part-cue~,. The second type of supplementation 

explanation is one which denies part-cues and claims 
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that the stimulus component is either a.l.l or nothing. 

If this claim were true supp1.ementation would occur 

only in the complete absence of any stimulus 

component, Supplementation explanations of this 

type can thus be described as no-cue response

characteristic theories, or simply as no-cue theories. 

Contrary to common belief the no-cue theories 

which are at best false and at worst absurd - have 

no supporters. The explanations to be reviewed in 

this section are the rei' ore all part-cue theories, 

As, however, it is the no-cue theories which are the 

most commonly attacked, an attempt to show thB.t they 

have no supporte.rs must .first be made, 

Two different forms of the no-cue theory havE' 

been discussed in the literature. The first form is 

that which denies the stimulus any role in recognition 

perf"ormance, Kempler and Wiener, for i.nstance, 

suggest that Goldstein may support this view. 

say: 

They 

It is not clear from the various expositions 
of the response explanations whether any or 
ho;,c much variance in threshold behaviour can 
be attributed to stimulus input, Occasionally 
the impression is even given that response 
probabilities rema.in constant despite cb.anges 
in stimulus information, For example, Goldstein 
(1962) states: 'The results indicate that: the 
subject does enter the perceptual s.i.tuation 
with clearly defined response habi.ts which are 
not under the control of the perceptual 
stimulus and which can influence the subject's 
recogni t.ion score' (po 27), (Kempler and 
Wiener, 1963, p,350,) 
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However, if Goldstein is quoted at greater length it 

is clear that he does not claim recogniti.on scores to 

be independent of stimulus information: 

The present study represents an attempt to 
isolate two sources of variance in perceptual 
recognition scores: variance related to 
highly overlearned response habits and 
variance related to the presence of' a visual 
stimulus, The results indicated that S does 
enter "he perceptual situation with clearly 
defined response habits which are not under 
the control of the perceptual stimulus and 
which can influence S•s recognition score, 
With regard to the perceptual def'ense effect 
words classified as anxiety arousing have 
less probability of being used as recognition 
guesses and this negative response bias makes 
a correct signal detection less likely when a 
discriminative stimulus is presented~ 
(Goldstein, 1962, p. 27,) 

The second form of' no-cue theory admits that 

there ar·e both stimulus and supplementary components 

of recognition perf'ormance, but supposes that they 

occur only on different trials, Although not 

explicit on this matter, Brown and Rubenstein (1961) 

seem to take this to be the most general form of 

response bias theory, and they suggest, as do many 

other writers, that Goldiamond and Hawkins support 

such a theory. Goldiamond and Hawkins (1958) 

demonstrated that a logarithmic relation between word 

frequency and pseudo-recognition thresholds could be 

obtained without stimulus words and thus without a 

stimulus component of recognition perf'or~ance. It 

is clear, however, that they do not propose a no-cue 

theory of any kind to account for performance when 
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stimulus words are presented. They make the assumption 

that when ·words are perceptible then they are a.ll 

equally perceptible regardless of the f'requency with 

which they have been previously met. This i.mplie s 

that partial stimulus control of word recognition 

may occur. Goldiamond, in another article, is more 

explicit* He says~ 

The organism enters the perception 
situation with built-in response biases, 
that is, he has been shaped by preceding 
conditionings. Certain of these biases 
are so regular as to enable us to recognize 
him by them; presumably persona.lity re.lates 
to such biases#~#· 

The ef.fect of the interaction of this 
f'a.ctor with partial i.dentificatio:tl o.f a 
discriminated stimulus needs little 
elaboration, A couple of letters discriminated 
may provide the occasion for a response which 
has been previously reinforced undf'Jr simil.ar 
conditions. lf this response has a higher 
probability than others, and this bias will 
lead to quick congruence, 5 will display 
sensitization eff'ects, (Goldiamond, 1958, 
P• J97-J98.) 

This account shows all the basic characteristi.cs of 

a part-cue theory. 

(Primarily, the experiment of Goldiamond and 

Hawkins should be seen as demonstrating a weakness 

in the traditional methods of threshold measurement. 

Initial presentation must be below threshold., If 

the steps by which the presentation energy is raised 

are small, pseudo-recogni tlon thresholds wil.l re suit; 

whereas if' they are large, threshold measures will 

be crude, The existence of an acceptable size of' step 
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will depend upon specif'ic conditions, particularly 

upon the subject's knowledge of which words are to be 

presented, and· on the degree to which these are 

restricted by the part-cues avai.labl e at short 

durations,) 

All explanations in terms o.f supplementation are 

therefore part-cue oheories, Those described here 

have been chosen either because they are widely 

influential, or because they demonstrate key features 

clearly. No attempt is made to give a comprehensive 

review of all supplementation explanations. 

The statement by Howes (1954) of one "Well known 

explanation is sufficiently detail.ed and clear to 

deserve full quotation: 

The interpretation to be considered here 
can be characterized as a response-emlss1on 
theory. We may think of the momentary 
probability of a word (defined as the strength 
of S' s tendency to emit that ward in preference 
to any other) as a quantity that fluctuates 
widely from moment to moment in accordance with 
changes i.n innumerable environmental and 
organismic conditions that affect the emissions 
of words. Over a time period of considerable 
length the average of these momentary 
probabilities will be a relatively stable 
statistic, which we shall call the base 
probability of the word, 

Visual exposure o.f a word to S for a 
brief length of time D. t is assumed to 
represent an environmental event tending 
to cause emi.ssion of the exposed word, The 
momentary probability of a word following 
i·ts exposure may therefore be analyzed into 
two components: a component due to the 
ordinary impulses to emission of the word, 



whose average value is the base probability; 
and a component due to the additional 
impulse of the word's visua.l exposure, 
Consequently, the average probability of a 
word foLlowing each of a number of exposures 
of given durat.ion must be greater than the 
corresponding average base probability of 
the word, A given level of probability 
fo.llowing exposure can resu.l t either from 
a relatively large component due to base 
probability plus a small additional component 
due to exposure or from a relative.ly small 
component due to base probability plus a 
large additional component due to exposure, 
It follows that the duration threshold of a 
word, which is defined as the duration of 
exposure f'or which 50% of S' s reports 
following exposure are correct, wiJ.l be 
lower :for a word with high base probability 
than for a word with low base probability, 
(Howes 1954, p.l06.) 

There are grave weaknesses in the notion of base 

probability suggested by Howes, As the base 
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probability is estimated over all situations, it 

already includes emission probablli ty in situations 

where words are viewed briefly, The two probabilities 

are therefore not independent. Another difficulty is 

that base probabilities are extremely small; as 

estimated by the Thorndike-Large word count most 

words have a base probability of less than • 0001. 

On the f'ormulati.on o±' Howes, therefore, accurate word 

recognition would be so largely controlled by the 

component dependent on visual exposure that va.r.iations 

in threshold due to varying word i'requeney would be 

extremely small. They are in fact very large. 

Finally, the gravest weakness is that the base 

probability is a false estimate of prior frequency 
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of emission when appl.ied to any part:icula2' situation 

or· limited class of situations, such as threshold 

measurement experiments1' Changes in emission 

probabilities across differeEt situations are large 

and discontinuous, In experiments l:ike those of 

Solomon and Postman ( 19 52) and Gold :Lamond and 

Hawkins (l958), for example, r<o English words are 

emitted at all. 

The conception of word recognition as detennined 

by d.iverse f'actors, imp1ies that these f'actors may 

often be in competiti.on, and there are explanations 

of the efi'ects of or experience on recognition 

which emphas:ize this aspect. One of' the first was 

the hypotheses-theory of Bruner and Postman (Allport, 

1.955), They talk of t.he strength of perceptual

hyp01::heses i.nstead of the strengths of tendencies to 

emit a w·ord, Hypothesis strength is said to be 

dependent on the f'requency ol' past confirmation, the 

number of' alternative hypotheses available, 

motivational support, and cognitive support. If 

the strength of' a perceptual hypothesis i.s increased, 

less information is required to conf'irm it, and more 

inf' ormation is required to infirm it. Which o:f a 

number or competing hypothes.es is confirmed will 

depend upon their relative strengths and upon the 

stimulus inf'ormation avai.lable. 

Solomon and Postman take a similar line. They 

state the position c.learly: 



Given a population oi' associations, the 
one which has been exercised most frequently 
will have the greatest probability of being 
elicited relative to other, like associations. 
How will this f'act influence S 1 s responses 
in a oachistoscopic situation? When a 
stimulus pattern is presented at short 
durations or at low illumination intensities, 
only f'ragments of the total word stimulus are 
1 effective 1 , Such a stimulus f'ragment may 
be considered to represent a point on the 
generalizatj~on dimension o:f stimulus patterns 
capable of eliciting the co:t'rect verbal 
response. A given stimulus fragment may, of 
course, be located on several~ generalization 
dimensions, each involving a different ward. 
Which verbal response will be given depends 
on the relative strengths of association 
which have been established, through 
generalization, between the particular 
stimulus fragment and the different response 
words, If the visually presented stimulus 
word has had a greater frequency of prior 
usage than any of the competing response 
words, a correct response is highly probable, 

Words of lower prior exercise frequency 
wil~l be interfered with by words of higher 
exercise frequency. This interference will 
manif'est itself in the tendency of s• s 
1 guesses 1 to be high frequency words, If 
the actual stimulus word is a low frequency 
word, effective stimulus fragments will 
elicit erroneous 'guesses' until the amouno 
of effective stimulation becomes great enough 
on successive exposures to reduce the number 
of competing .,-ord responses, One may describe 
the increase in effective stimulation as 
limiting the range of competing 'hypotheses' 
(1, 10) or one may speak of a restriction of 
stimulus generalization. In this connection 
it is interesting to point to the parallel 
between overt intrusions in retroaction and 
proaction experiments and '"rong pre-recognition 
responses in the tachistoscopic si cuation. In 
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both cases, a. strong competing response 
tempDrari.J.y replaces the correct response. 
{Sol'lmon a.nd Postman, L952, p.597.) 
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This reasoning has been developed by Havens and Foote 

(196.1), They report that the thresholds for short 

English ·words are determined by the number of English 

words having a sim:ilar structure, and a high frequency, 

but not by thE> frequency of the word itself. They 

conclude that it is only competition which determines 

thr<?sholds, and that the low thresholds for high 

.t"requency words is to be explained on the basis of' 

their having low i'requency competitors, Hi.gh 

f'requ_ency words, they suggest, will have low frequency 

compet:itors as they themselves a.lrea.dy occupy the 

high frequency s.lot t"or words of that con:figurati.o.n, 

The weakness in this argument is that word 

configurations are not found randomly distributed 

throughout the frequency range; on the contrary, 

configuration is h.ighly rela.ced to :frequency. High 

frequency words, for· instance, tend to be short words, 

A high frequency word :is thus more l.ik.ely co have a 

high fr·equeney than a low frequency competitor, If 

this argument is correct, then a word 1 s own i'requency 

must be important in determining its interaction with 

competitors, otherwise high frequency words would 

have the hi.ghest thresholds, as .it is they which face 

the strongest c.ompetition, 

LastLy, a few weaknesses common to all 

suppl.ementat.i.on explanat:ions will be mentioned: 



L They are limited to span o:t' apprehension 

and to threshold phenomena. They have 

been formulated to expJ.ain the increased 

accuracy wi"th which a subject reproduces 

familiar words. Reaction-time and 

reading speed depend upon the .r.ll.:t..e at 

whieh the person recognizes words without 

making errors. Accuracy is not a variable. 

As supplementation explanations say nothing 

about the rate at which supplementation 

occurs, and as they usually imply the 

occurrence of errors, they are not relevant 

to measures of' either reaction time or 

reading speed. 

2. Explanations .in terms of the response

characteri.st ics to part-cues shoul.d state 

wha.t the part-cues are, but they rarely 

do, This has the result of making them 

hard to test, as will be seen more clearly 

in the next chapter, 

3· Recognition is often seen as response 

emission, or as tendencies to response 

emission, where the response closely 

corresponds to the stimulus (e,g, Howes, 

1954). On the face of it, this is a 
surpris:l.ngly perverse assumption, If 

it were correct, recognition of the 

sound of a jet engine, or of a painting 

would be hardly possible. In any case, 

reoogni"ion seems co be necessary for the 
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person to know wh,ich response to tend 

to emit o In view of' such difficulties, 

adopt, ion of' this assumpti,on would be 

expected to result only f'rom very strong 

evidence :tn its support, No such evidence 

It :is war th noting that 

there :is no necessity f'or supplementation 

exp,l.anations to be in response terms, and 

a few are not; hypothesis theory for 

example, 

Goldschei,der and Muller, as reported by 

Ti,nker (1929), discovered that for straight 

and curved l:ines in wrrelated arrangements, 

about four strokes could be described and 

reproduced, Bu:t letters are made out of 

such strokee, and a long word could 

cerhd.n:I.y not be reconstructed from just 

four of' them, (It may be that more strokes 

are recognized if they form letters, but 

to claim that this is so i,s to admit the 

effect of pri,or experience on the stimulus 

component , ) Consequently, the extent to 

which accuracy is increased by pri,or 

experience, appears t'ar too large to be 

due t<> supp1 em.entat ion. 

It can be seen that input processi,ng and 

supplementation exp1anati,ons are very different, 

If lt is the oase (as cla:Lmed later in this thesis) 

that some effects of prior experience are mediated 



by the stimulus <;oiDponent, and some by the 

supp.lementary component, then any attempt to 

explain overall performance changes in terms o:f 

e.it.ber input processing or supplementati.on is bound 
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to arrive at a :false aceoont, Separation of the 

stimulus and suppl.ementary components o:f performance 

is thus essential i:f our v.nderstanding of the effects 

of prior experience on word recognition is to adva.nce. 

LJ ~separation or stimulus and suppJ.ementa,!:Z 
compon~~ 

This sect ion w·ill g.ive an ace ount of the at tempts 

that have been made to determine how the effects o.f 

prior experience are d:i.st12ibuted between the stimulus 

and supplement«ry components, :In view of the 

importance of the problem it is not surprising that 

many attempts at resolut:ion have been made. However, 

no generally accepted solution has yet been offered, 

as is attested by frequent statements to that effect 

(e.g. Gibson, 196'3; Postman, 1963), andbythe fact 

that new attempts are continually appearing, 

It is generally believed that separation o:f 

stimulus and supp1.ementary components wi.ll result 

from resolution of the problem of response bias. 

That is, :from control for the different a priori 

probabili.ties associ.ated ·wi.th di.:ff'erent recognition 

responses:; It is there:fore the problem o:f response 

bias that most workers have tried to solve. However, 

it wi.l.l become apparent that the problem is essentia.lly 

not one o:f re,sponse bias but one of stimulus bias. 



Experiments designed to test response bias 

explanations by showing that either correct or 

false recognitions depend upon the stimulus presented 

test only no-cue theories. They therefore test the 

weakest kind of supplementation explanation, which 

no one appears to hold. In any case, demonstratf"on 

of the obvious fact that there is stimulus control 

ot' recognition in no way solves the issue as to 

whether stimul.us control varies with prior experience. 

The remaining attempts to decide between input 

processing and supplementation explanations fal""l 

into f'ive groups: those presenting stimul.i in such 

a fashion that the part-cues avai"lable to the subject 

are known; those using· phenomenal reports; those 

testing hypotheses derived from explanations in 

terms o"f either response bi"ases or other forms of 

supplementation; those measuring response biases 

and thresholds concurrently; and finally, those using 

indicator responses other than reproduction of the 

words being recognized. 

l.J.l Part-cue control 

The rationale of this approach is given in the 

f'ol.lowing argument. Reproduction has two components, 

the stimulus and the supplementary, which are not 

separable under marginal conditions of presentati.on. 

It is therefore impossible to know how changes in 

reproduction accuracy are dtv:ided between them. If 

presentation ts not mar·ginal, however, separation 

will be possib.le as the stimu.lus component will be 
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known, l'hus, when part:i.al cues are presented above 

thresho,ld, th,e way in which the subject supplements 

them can be studied,, An approach of this kind is 

suggested by Kempl,er and Wiener (1963). The 

experiment of' Goldiamond and Hawkins (1958), already 

menti,oned, can be seen as an early form oi' this 

approach, lf no stimulus is presented, there is no 

stimulus component, and any change in peri'ormance 
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must be due to a c,hange in the supplementa:t'y component,, 

The first difficulty with this procedure is that 

response charaeterist ies in the total absence of' cues 

will not be the same as those in the presence of 

part-cues, and part-cues are normally available in 

tachi,stoscopic 

1953). Spence 

situations (Bricker and Chapanis, 

(1963), therefore, sought to 

demonstrate that the response biases to part-·cues 

were also such as could account f'or the ef±'ect o:f 

prior experience on thresholds, Her experiment shows 

the major characteristics of' this approach, Eng.lish 

words of four letter,s were presented to subjects 

according to normal thresho:J.d measurement procedures, 

Three letters o.f each word were heavily typed, so 

that they wou.Ld serve as part-cues, To make the 

fourth let'ter e.ffE>cti.vely absent, it was either typed 

lightly, so t.hat J.t was barely vi.sibl,e under norma.l 

viewing conditions, or replaced by a smudge. The 

words were chosen so that the fourth letter could be 

f'i,Lled in with either of two, and only two, letters; 

one forming a high frequency word and the other a low 

frequency word, The resuLts showed that guesses of 

the :fourth letter were much more likely to make high 



f'amiliar.i ty than 1 ow f'amLliari ty completions. Other 

experiments in a similar vein are those of Kempler 

and Wiener (.1964), Goldstein (1962), and Smock and 

Kanf'er (1961). 

These expe~·iments make a useful contribution, 
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for they show the variables on which the supplementation 

of part-cues depends, They leave little doubt that 

in cases where a person can only use part-cues, 

performance will depend on response biases, Such 

cases undoubted:ly arise, and so the dependence of 

word recogni.tion on prior experience is at least in 

part a matter of supplementation, But this is no 

resolution of the problem, for the issue is whether 

performance change under marginal conditions is duo 

to changes in input processing, in supplementation, 

or in both. In essence, these experiments show 

that performance change is a matter of response 

bias in cases where it could not possibly be a 

matter of perception, but leave untouched the question 

of whether it is perception in cases where it could 

be. In other words, :it is .impossi.ble to shaw· that a 

person fails to see a Jetter when it is present by 

showing that he can gu.es s i.t when it is not, 

One other aspect o:f Spence's ex.periment must be 

mentioned,.. .It is that 'thresholds' were measured by 

treating the fourth letter as present. This procedure 

:faces the obstacle that it is not possible to tell 

to what extent the thresholds were pseudo-thresholds, 

Spence does not say whether the ll.ghtly typed letters 

were at al1. visibl.e under conditions of brief 

presentation. Even if they were, interpretation of 



the thresholds would be dif'f'icult, for with only two 

possibJ_e eomp.letions, accurate responses can easily 

occur :l.ndependently of' inf'ormation f'rom the input. 

(This is the weak:n.ess of' traditional threshold 

measures noted in Section 1.2.2.) The combination 

of clear part-cues with unc.lear parts was probably 

used to avoid the subject reporting three letters 

and a gap. Unf'ortunately, it complicates 

interpretation of' the results, Any variation in 

recognition of' the unclear parts, as a function of' 
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the available part-cues, is just another demonstration 

of the dependence of recognition on context; it still 

suffers from the familiar ambiguity. That is, if 

the fourth letters in Spence's experiment were at 

all visible under tachistoscopic presentation, it 

cannot be known whether they \<ere recognized better 

in highly familiar words because of better input 

processing, or because of better supplementation. 

l,J,2 Phenomenal reports 

The most natural and straightforward way to state 

the issue is by usi.ng the words 1 seeing' and 1 saying', 

and. this is how it is commonly put. Some workers 

suggest that, if this is the issue, it might be 

reso.lved by simply asking the subject to report only 

what he sees, This technique for response bias 

control is used by Haber (1965) and by ~forton (1964), 

Haber concludes that word frequency effects ·are 

mediated by response processes (although the stimulus 

controls more basic perceptual processes). Morton 



concludes that context and frequency effects are 

mediated by perceptual changes. 

Assessment of the role of phenomenal reports 

will centre on two main aspects; the relation of 

perceptual awareness to input processing and 

supplementation, and the relation of report to 

awareness,. Perceptual awareness is commonly 

identified with the information the person in fact 

received from the stimulus, so that if a person 
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1 sees 1 more of a familiar stimulus, then input 

processing must be more efficient, This is the view 

Haber seems to favour. Morton, on the other hand, 

holds the view that awareness is of the combined 

result of input processing and supplementation. In 

this, he agrees with the hypothesis theory of Bruner 

and Postman. It is reasonably clear that awareness 

is not a faithful. representation of the information 

received f'rom the stimulus. Firstly, the subject 

claims awareness of elements not in the stimulus, as 

indicated by the errors of subjects who claim not to 

be guessing, Secondly, experiments carried out in 

association with the research reported in this the sis 

indicate that the reproduced letters said by the 

subject to be guessed and not seen, are in some 

conditions more accurate than is possible by chance, 

As an attempt to separate stimulus and 

supplementary components, therefore, the introspective 

method proceeds by asking the subject to make the 

separation himself, but fails because with marginal 

presentations he does not know which is which. 



Furthermore, even if the subject could make the 

separation this wouid not solve the problem, for the 

only way to determine whether he could would be to 

compare his separation with the stimulus and 

supplementary components, If this was possible the 

problem would already be solved. 
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As an attempt to determine whether perceptual 

awareness changes with prior experience independently 

of the input versus supplementation issue, this 

approach faces the old but real problem of' the 

relation of awareness and report. This problem is 

particularly important where the perceptual awareness 

being considered exists only briefly. An experiment 

of Glanville and Dallenbach (1929) is of importance 

here* They report that the span of apprehension is 

not the number of i terns to which a person is aware of' 

attending, but the number he does not f'orget. Their 

evidence for this is that items are reported as all 

appearing equally clear during presentation, although 

only a small proportion of them can be accurately 

reported, This wide field of distinct vision is well 

documented, and consequently it does not appear 

possible to accept the view that what is reported is 

what is 1 seen', The report certainly does have some 

relation to portions of the stream of consciousness, 

but present techniques allow no clear decision as to 

what these portions and relations are, 
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1. J, J Theoretical development and test 

In this approach, theories are developed on the 

basis of either an i,nput processing or supplementation 

interpretation, and their consequences tested, For 

instance, Zajonc and Nieuwenhuyse ( 1964), assumed 

that the frequency effect was due to response bias, 

and noted that the S-R drive theory developed by 

Spence (1936) states tbat an increase in drive raises 

the probability of responses governed by strong 

habits, and lowers the probability of responses 

governed by weak habits. On this basis an increase 

in drive should height en the eLfect of frequency on 

recognition thresholds, The results obtained by 

Zajonc and Nieuwenhusye showed no significant 

frequency-drive interaction, so they concluded that 

response bias plays a negligible role in threshold 

effects, A minor objection to such a conclusion is 

that, statistically, little weight can be placed on 

a failure to find an effect, particularly in instances 

where the theory bei,ng tested makes no prediction 

about the size of the effect, A more importrutt 

objection is that, as innumerable theories involving 

the notion of supp,lementation could be developed, 

tests of' particular ones do not necessari,ly test the 

others. The value of any particular test depends on 

the degree to which the prediction concerned is 

conunon to supplementation explanations in general. 

F'or instance, prediction of an interacti,on between 

drive and the frequency effect, may be common to some 

supplementation explanations, but it certainly is 

not common to all. The premise, basic to all 
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supplementation explanations, is the statement that 

the prior experience changes only the supplementary 

component. It is this statement, or those it implies, 

which must be tested; not the theories which may be 

built around it. 

i.J.4 Measures of response characteristics 

If variations in thresholds are due to the 

different probabilities associated with the difi'erent 

indicator responses, then simultaneous measur~ of 

thresholds and of response probability should show 

them to co-vary, e.g. response probability should 

depend on frequency in the same way as thresholds. 

This technique has been used most in studies of 

perceptual defence (Mathews and Wertheimer, 1958; 

Minard, 1965), Neisser 1 s attempt to determine 

whether set affects 'perceptual process' or •verbal 

response' is a form of this technique (Neisser, 1954), 

He showed subjects a list of 10 English words and told 

them these would be included in the words to be 

displayed briefly in the tachistoscope, 1'hresholds 

for the set words were :found to be 1 ower than those 

for control words. Thresholds for homophones of 

the set words were not different from those of the control 

words. Neisser concludes that as homophones are 

reproduced by ident.ical responses, the ef'f'ect: of' set 

could not have been mediated by changes in response 

frequency, In the experiments of Mathews and 

Wertheimer, and of Minard, the bias f'or or against 

responding with emotional words was estimated by the 

f'requency with which emotional words were given as 



erroneous responses, to blanks or to other words, 

Both experiments produced results indicating that 
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the bias against responding in error with emotional 

words was not large enough to account for the 

di£f'erence in the recognition of emotional and neutral 

words, 

The basic weakness of this approach is that it 

only tests the no-cue theory, which is clearly 

invalid as a general explanation anyway. A part-cue 

theory, can eas:i.ly explain the results of these 

experiments. In Neisser's experiment, :for instauce, 

one pair of homophones was 'COLONEL' and 'KER~EL', 

The set established by the instructions could increase 

the probability of correctly completing the part-cue 

1 COL----' without affecting the manner in which the 

part-cue 'KER--·-' is completed. The effect of set 

in Neisser' s experiment could therefore be explained 

as mediated solely by the supplementary component 

without this explanation predicting any changes in 

the thresholds for homophones. On the other hand, 

the effect could equally well be explained as mediated 

solely by the stimulus component, and so the ambiguity 

remains. 

In view of t;hese considerations it can be seen 

that t;he response-characterist;ics which must be 

measured are those to the part-cues the subject uses. 

But to determine what part-cues are used i.s the very 

problem with which we began. This diff'icult;y is 

increased by the fact that experiments using t;he 

above approach are typically based on some notion of 



response probability in the abstract, and display 

blanks or haphazardly chosen words to measure it. 

If the stimuli used to measure response bias were 

sLffiilar to those for which thresholds were measured, 

the part-cues used in both instances would be more 

likely "to be similar, Even "then, however, results 

would be suggestive rather than conclusive. 

l,J,5 Forced-choice techniques 

This is the solution in which perhaps most hope 

has been placed. It is developed from the study of' 

psychophysical methods made by Blackwell (195J). 

The proposal made is that as different indicator 

responses have dif'ferent probabilities of' emission, 

quite apart from recognition, the problem migh"t be 

resolved by using the same indicator responses for 

all acts of recognition. The most common procedure 

is for the subject to indicate in which of four 
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quadrants a selected stimulus is located. Exp er imen t s 

using techniques of this kind to control response 

bias are those of Goldstein and Hatleff (1961), 

Portnoy, Portnoy, and Salzinger ( 1964), and Taylor, 

Rosenfeldt, and Schulz (1961). The basi,c inadequacy 

of the method, however, is clearly seen by Taylor, 

et al.; their discussion is sufficiently clear and 

pertinant to warrant quotat,ion: 

The forced-choice technique would appear 
to overcome Goldiamond's methodological 
criticisms of' the method of limits, In the 
present investigation evidence was obtained 
that indicated that word frequency is related 
to verbal report even when response bias is 
controlled, 



The survival of the empirical relationship 
between performance and prior frequency of' 
usage with still another source of extraneous 
variance reduced or eliminated may give added 
confidence to the perceptual interpretation. 
But even in the forced-choice situation S is 
still perceiving partial cues and guessing as 
to the spatial location of the desiguated 
stimulus, Thus the question remains 
unanswered as to whether perception is 
influenced by frequency of prior usage or 
whether fewer partial cues are needed to 
identify more familiar materials. 

Whatever the psychophysical method, 
partial perception would seem to be inevitable 
if complex patterns are to be employed. The 
search for a 1 pure 1 measure of perception 
would thus appear to be a f'utile one, The 
latter conclusion is hardly novel. (Taylor, 
Rosenfeldt and Schulz, 1961_, p.494-495·) 
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From this discussion it ca:n be seen why attempts 

to decide between input processing and supplementation 

explanations have not succeeded. The problem is not 

primarily one of response probabilities at all. If a 

person's prior experience changes the efficiency with 

which he can replace lost or absent information, then 

this changed efficiency can affect recognition 

performance no matter what the particular .indicator 

response may be, The difficulty i.s due, not to the 

presence of response biases, but to the presence of 

conditional dependencies between the letters of' the 

words presented. 1~at is, to the presence of what 

could be called st.imulus biases. A person's prior 

experience can only affect his ability to replace 

lost infomation if there are biases i.n the selection 

of stimulus words. If the stimuli are selected in 

an unbiased fashion, supplementary and stimulus 
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components can be separated, independently of whether 

there are response biases or not. Exactly how this 

can be done will be shown in Chap·ter J, First, an 

experiment is reported which tests some predictions 

of the supplementation explanations reviewed in 

Section 1.2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENT 1: RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS, REJECTION 
THRESHOLDS, AND USAGE FREQUENCY 

When a distinction is excessively difficult to 

make empirically, the suspicion must arise that it is 

an empirically meaningless one generated solely by the 

vagaries of language. The distinction between 

perceptual and response processes in word recognition 

may warrant this suspicion, particularly while stated 

in such terms. Later chapters attempt to show that so 

unproductive an end to the affair can be avoided. An 

indication of how this may be done is provided by the 

results of the investigation reported in this chapter. 

Input processing and supplementation explanations 

differ most in their predictions regarding the 

occurrence of the learned word as an incorrect response, 

but research has concentrated on the occurrence of 

the learned word as a correct response. Both 

explanations predict that the subject is more likely 

to give a correct response when fam.iliar words are 

presented. Where their predictions differ is with 

respect to what will happen when other words are 

presented. Explru1ations in terms of supplementation 

predict that, in addition to being given more often 

correctly, the familiar words will be given more often 

incorrectly, when the words presented are similar to 

the familiar words. They also predict that although 

learning makes the recognition of the familiar words 
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easier, it will make the recognition of similar words 

harder. These implications can be clearly seen in the 

explanati.on o.f Sol.omon and Postman quoted in section 

1.2.2. In contrast, explanations in terms of input 

p:t·ocessing carry neither of these i.mplica tions. 

The above considerations indicate the need for a 

direct investigation of the effects or prior learning 

on recogni.tion when the words presented are not the 

learned words but are similar to them. This chapter 

reports such an investigation. Subjects rehearsed 

Turkish words, to various :frequencies. Rehearsal 

f'requencies were then related to the recognition 

response given to simi.lar words as well as to the 

].earned words themselves, .fl.eieetion thresholds were 

measured in addition to the usual recognition 

thresholds. The rejection threshold is de :fined as 

the longest exposure duration at which the word .is 

given as an incorrect response to the presentation of 

another word. Three predictions were tested: 

l, The recognition thresholds :for unrehearsed 

words increase with the rehearsal frequency 

o.l their compet.itors. (Competitors are words 

of' similar structure to those presented,) 

This prediction is made explicitly by Havens 

and Foote (1963), but appears to be an 

implication of all currentl.y held 

supplementation explanat.ions. 

2, I'he probabill. ty that a word will occur as an 

incorrect response to similar words incrt)ases 

wich .its rehearsal :frequency. This is clearly 



an LmpLlcat:Ion of aLl. currently held 

supplemen t.at.ion exp.lana:ti ons. 

J. Rejection threshoJds, for words occuri.ng as 

incorrec-t responses* .increase wi t'h t:b.e 

rebearsa.l frequencies or those words. Althoug.b 

rejection thresholds have not been prevj.ous.ly 

measured, they are clearly releva11 t to 

theor.ies i.n which ease or confirmation and 

res.is t.an.ce to i.nf.irmati.on are c.laimed to 

depend on a conunon property, .rn the 

formu.lat.ion of Bru.n.er (1951), which is 

supported by ALlport (1955) and also by B.lake 

and Vanderplaas ( 1950·-1951), this common 

propE..rty .ls 'hypotheses strength'. ln the 

t'or'lllul.atinn of Solomon and Posunan l19'52), as 

devel.nped by H<nrens and Foote (!96)), the 

common property 15 the 'compet.i.tjve strength 

of responses'. Both formulations Lmp.ly tha.t 

rejer . .:.-tion ·tbr,t:.sholds mu::--·.ror X'ecogn:l tion 

thresbo.lc!s. .It' tbts is the cas(• reJe<et.ion 

thresbolds will be a sl1arply nega.t.i:ve 

acee.ler8ted t~un:c-t.ion of rehearsaJ 

frequency~ 

None o.f these cttons appear to have been di.rect l.y 

tested by the use o.f ex.peri.men tal.l y controLled 

rehearsal .frequency. 

The ex.per.lmeot was des.i.gned to allow investigation 

or· ·two f'u..rt:h.er aspeets~ 

L The effect o.f rehearsal f'requency on the 

recognit.ion t;bresbolds for the rehearsed words 



themselv·<HS, This was expected t.o .rep.licate 

the ef'fect found by So.lomon and .Postman, and 

to provide a basis against which to compare 

rejection thresholds. 

2, The number of presentations intervening 

between rejection of the .lEHl.rned competitor 

and correct rec.ogni tj_on~ Theor:ies in terms 

of' compe ti.tion predict th'il t:, as correct 

recognition depends upon. overcom.tng 

competition, it will occur at the same time 

as the strongest: compe t:ing response is re,jeo ted 

(see, for example, the quotation :from Solomon 

and Postman, given in Section 1.2.2.), 

2 •. 1 Hethod 

The experi.ment consisted or two phases: the 

rehearsa.l. phase, in <vhich the subJect rehearsed words 

to se.lected :fr·equen.cies; and the measurement phase 1 in 

which thresho.lds were measured. In the rehearsal 

phase, Turkish wo:r•ds of' seven letters were presented 

in a tachj,s to scope; each word remained on the screen 

ror :four seconds, wi. th an .i.nterval or ei t seconds 

bet:\\reen w-ords.. During· each :tnt:erva.l the subject, L 

the preceeding word .I.e t ter by .letter, and then 

pronounced it as though .i.t were a word i.n Eng1.ish. In 

this series, words recurred at varying :frequencies, 

such that two words oeeu.rred at each of the :f:ive 

f.requencies: l, 2, 5, 1.0, 23. The13e will be called 

the rehearsed words. Fourteen other words occurred 

once each and were .not used The 100 



pl'esen.tati.ons so requ.ired were given a random ordtn:', 

wi th a new randomization :fo.r each su.b j eo t • 

After a break ot' about ten minutes, thresholds 

wcl't~ .measured for three groups of words e the ten 

rehearsed words; ten matehed words net previ.ous.l.y seen 

by the subJect (these were constructed by c.han.g-.i.ng 

two letters of eaeh rehearsed wo:rd) ' and ten con tro.l 

words .not previ.onsly seen by t;he subject, and having 

no particular sJ.mi.larity to the rehearsed or matched 

words, The order in which the i:hresho.l.ds for t.bese 

)0 lvords were measured was randomized except that 

exact.ly half of ·the rehearsed words ocr·urred befor'e 

their corresponding matched word. 

was made for each subject, 

A new rando.m:i.z at _ion 

At the eomm.encement of t.he measurement phase the 

subjects were informed that some of the wo:rds they 

were to see were words they had prev.i.ous.l y rehearsed, 

and that some of them would be words they had never 

seen before. Thresho.ld measurement began wilh a 

display duration of 40 m:i.l.Lisecoods. Th:is dorati.o.n 

was increased by ten mil.l.iseconds steps r;o .?.00 

rot l.Liseconds, and thereafter by steps of 20 and 

mtll:iseconds. The subject was encou.raged to 

as much as possible of the wo.rd a,fter eac:b 

presentation, and all recogn..i t.ion responses were tape.,,. 

recorded. The sequence was ended after the sub,jt,ct. 

had given three correct responses .in succession. 

T'Wo recognition threshold measures were recorded' r:be 

dnrat:ion at which the ±'i.rst correct response occ1.n red, 

and the duration at which the f.irst of three su.ccess1ve 

correct responses occurred"' On t.he Ot':eaeri.o:ns wben 



matched. words were p.resented., the experim.ent.er aJ so 

·recorded the occur:ren0e and na·ture o:f any· 0vert 

i.ntrustons from. the rehearsed competttor, Overt 

irJtrus!ons were de.fined as recognit,'ion responses 

eon raini.ng e.i ther o:f those letters in the rehearsed 

word that had been changed to make the matehed word, 

When they occurred, re,jecti.on thresho! ds .for th.P 

ov-ert intrus:io.n-s were recorded., 

Over the who.le exper~.ment 40 words were used. 

O.f t:hese, .20 were the Turk.ish words of' seven Iett;e.rs 

used by Solomon and Postman ( 19.52). The .rema.inLng 20 

were obtai.ned by construcU.ng one mat:ched word .for 

each of' the i.ni tial 20. The construction was 

per.f'ormed by randomly se1ecting two of' t.he three midd.le 

letters and rep.lacing th<"m by other lettt>rs chosen 

:from the alphabet random.ly, except. for the restriction 

that the word rema.ln pr·onou.nceab.le. This procedure was 

based. on the requ.iremen t that t:be matched words shouLd, 

at short du rat tons, prov:i.de the same part "cues as are 

used in recognition o.f the learned words themselves. 

As .it l s a estab.li.shed .fact that .let: ters at the 

ends o.f br.ie.f1y d:isp:layed "ords are recogn.ised betTer 

than those in t!Je mldd.Ie (Woodworth, 19.18) 9 :it appears 

that the regu.;iremen t can be met by .Leav·ing the out side 

.letters the same and chang.in.g those .i.n the mi.ddle, 

The w·ords were t;rped i.n cap:i.ta.ls onV} <:a:rds by an .IBN 

electr:l.c ~ypewriter. None of the subjects bad met 

any of the words prior to the exper.iment. AU. J'be 

words used are shown i.n Appendix. l • 



2.1.2 pesi.gn 

The main tasks or the design were to allow each 

subject to be tested under each treatment comb.i.nation, 

and to separate the experi.mental ef:fect.s of freqaenc.y 

and competi t.ion :from differences due to the words 

themselves. Frequeney and word effects we,re s 

by a 5 :x 5, subjects x f'requency, lat.in square design. 

Each word theref'o.re occLlrred exactly once at every 

frequency. Th.is design was repeated t·our times to 

allow separation of competition and. word e.ffec ts. 

Four groups of subjects were required, Each word 

occurred .for one group of sub,jects as a core word, .for 

another as a matched word, for another as a control 

word, and for the .last, not; at. all. Exactl.y how this 

was done i.s shown :in Table l. (Table and J;'i.gure numbers 

begin at .1 within eaeh chapter), 

TABLE 1 

GROUP 

L' 2 2' 

l 2' 2 

2' l 1' 

The words in each set are listed in Appendi.x .1. 



The design requ..i.red 20 ects, These were the 

1'1rst 20 undergraduates attendJng .t'i.rst year ps:ychology 

l_ectures who volunteered to act a.s _pa:l,d subjects., 

Their ag'es ranged :from 17 to years; .12 were fem'l.le, 

eight were .male. Each su.bject was tested lodividl;.ally, 

A 3 ·~ Channt<l tachi.stoscope su.ppl ied by Take1 and 

Company Ltd, was o.sed. The opt iJ:a.l arrangement was 

t:.ba t. to be descri.bed in more de taLl. in Section 4. 1. 

The timer used electrical 

m.icro···Swi.tches. The rel.iab·i.li.ty o.f the cam rotation 

gave di.splay dura Ltons to within an error of a bout .five 

mi . .l:l.i seeonds. Contact bo•m.ce on the micro···SWi.tcbes 

e.f.fecti.ve ly increased thi.s error to a ·va.lue of 

approximately ten mi .. IJ.iseconds. 

Pre-st:i.mu.lus and post,··sti.mu.Jus .fields were of 

equ.al br·ightness, and slight br ter than the 

st.Lmu..lus f'ie1d, They showed a blank whits ca.cd wi.th 

a .Ught:ly dr·awn Yi.xation po:int locat:ed over the cen.tre 

of the word. 

Recogn.i ti.on thresholds measured by t.he dura t ron 

at which the .f.irst of three suecessi.ve correct 

j 

:measured by r.he duration at whJ.ch the frrst. c.n.n:ect 

judge.ment oectrr.t'ed. Once a correct JUdgement wa5 



the subject onLy rarely r<;verted T.o an incorrect 

Judgement. It is, t.here:fore, onl.y necessary to 

cons:ider thresholds measured at the t'irst correct 

judgement, No signif~lcant differences were associ.ated 

with the order .l.n. wh:i.ch. thresholds were measured 

(that ls, with whether the rehearsed word occurrt1d 

bef'ore or after i. ts matched word). These thresboJ.ds 

were theret'ore combined i.n all .la1eer analyses, 

Al.l the threshol.d measures ob taLn ed are given 1 n 

Tables 1, 2, and :3 o.f Append-,.x J., These show the 

threshoids :for thH rehearsed, matched and c-ontrol words 

res pee tively, Reeogni tio:n thx'esbolds 

all 20 subjects, for t.be .t'E>hearsed, matched and contro.l 

words are ven l.n Tables 2 and '1, Thresholds for 

the control words are given :in bot.11 ta.bles a.s hmrin~? 

a :rehearsal f'requenC-Y o.f zero., This :1s a .. Lso hCi'W tJ:u:;y 

a..re given .in F'tgu:re 1, where th<e resu.l ts are sb,!wn 

graphi.cally. 

REHEARSAL FREQUENCY 

0 1 2 .5 10 ?5 

lw• ,D 

IJl 270 178 1.46 144 
MILL 



TABLE 3 RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS FOR L~REHEAR~ 
WORDS AS RELATED TO THE REHEARSAL 

FREQUENCY OF THEIR COMPETITORS 

52 

- -~-~ 

REHEARSAL FREQUENCY 

0 1 2 5 10 25 -
THRESHOLD 

IN Jl4 298 271 Jll 244 24J 
MILLISECS 

The effect o.f rehearsal frequency on threshoJ.ds 

for the core words is large, and closely replicates 

that found by Sol.omon and Postman (1.952). As such it 

is simply another demonstration of the size and 

rellabi.li ty of the phenomenon to be explained" An 

analysis o:f variance performed on the thresholds for 

the core words showed both the frequency and subject 

effects to be high.ly signif.icant. The interacti.on 

term was insignit'ican t, As a result of the lati . .n

square design, this term includes variance due to 

subjects x frequency interaction, and variance due to 

word dif'ferences. The implication i.s, therefore, that; 

both variances are small, It can be seen that the 

relation between thresholds and rehearsal frequency 

is not a logarithmic .function, as is sometimes claimed, 

but is more sharply negatively accelerated. 

The predicted increase in thresholds for the 

matched words, as compared wi.th the control words, 

plainly di.d not occur. Instead, thresholds were 

lowered by the rehearsaJ. of a competitor. The 



sign.i.fi.cance o.i. t.hls effect. was t:es ted by an analysts 

of variance comparing control word thresholds wi'tll 

matched word thresbo]ds combined over a.Ll frequenc:Les 

from .l to 25. A log trans.forrnation of the 

threshold scores was needed to reduce heterogene.i ty 

of variance, The resu.lts of' this analys.i.s a:re gLven 

i.n Table 4. 

JABLE 4; ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GO:fTHOL AND 
MATCHED ~·WORo~COGNlTION .THRESHOLf:iS 

Sum of Degrees of }fean 
Squares Freedom Squa.re F 

180,4llt 19 9,494 2:3. 5 

1+,82J ' 4, .'J lL9 .L 

16,985 19 89h 2.2 

J60 t~;o4 

.399 

p 

01 

The competi.tor rehearsal ef.f'ect is c:learly si.gni.fi.cant .• 

The estimate o:f error variance, provided by th.is 

analysis, was used in t ,~ tests cornpar,ing the control 

word threshoJ"ds wi t.b matched~word threshol.ds at each 

of' the rehearsa.l frequencies separate.ly, T.h.ese tests 

gave values of' t having the i"ollowi.ng probabilittes; 

( .0.5 at frequencies 1. and 2, ) , .J at i'requency 5, and 

(, 01 at .t'requencies 10 and 2.5. This suggests tba t !he 

positiVE; transt'er from compet.i tor rehearsal may be 



reduced at .in_termedi.at:e re.bearsa1 .freq•.tE>nc:l es.. -1\hr~: 

s:igni.:fi.cant .interact:i.on term suggests t.he possibi.l.i.ty 

that thresl:JO l.ds :for the matched words may h3Ve been 

ra:ised abo-ve those o.f the co.ntro.l wor~.ts b~'r compet:itor 

rehearsal f.·or at least some subject.s. 

2. 2. 2 Overt InJ~Jl,!;L.and Re j~,c.toton 'IhJ;.~~ho ~S.!.§. 

Thc number o.f occas1ons on which the who.le of the 

rehearsed word was gi.ven as a response t:o j ts 

matched word, were ra:re. Otrf:Tt :i.ntrus1ons were 

t_herefore t-ak.en to have occurrod whe:n the subject· 

incorrectly named at least on8 of the thre0 m.idd.le 

.letters of' tbeo di.sp.layed. word as on<J o.f the letters 

oceu.rring :i.n _its cehearsed c.ompet:i tor anti not -Ln 

ttsel.f', Re.jection thresbo.lds were measured for 

i.ntrusions so defined. All the re tion thresholds 

obtained are given in Table 1~, Append.Lx. l. ln. tbi.s 

~able a b.l.ank indicates that no overt .i.ntrusi.on 

occtlrred .. The assoc_i.a.ted threshoJ_ds Lor <'.orrBc t 

r·ecog-n·ttion fo.L.tow.ing; .reJee:t:ion are aJso g:i:~ren Jn t.his 

table, The tot-al. numbers o.f intrusions summed ov·er 

al.l subjects are g-·iven ln Table 5., As t-here are tW() 

'f..'·o.rd.s ,at; e.a.ch .f Pequeney·? for eacb of 20 sub.JecL.s 1 t.be 

ma.xlmnm number o:f int.ros:ions possib.Le is 40. Tabl.e 5 

also gives the rejection thresholds on Jntrusion 

averaged over all snbjec ts :t and ·these :resu 1 ts a:rti 

pres en ted grapb.i call.y in Figure 2. 



TOTAL NlJl'iBER OF OVERJ~ INTRUSIONS AND .MEAN 
REJEC'I'ION THRESHOIJD§. 

REHEARSAL FREQUEXCY OF INTRUDING 

5.5 

·-~-----~ 

N1.;1:-IBER OF 
OVERT 
INTRUSIONS 
(MAX = 40) 

1 

1, 1'7 
I 

l'iEA:'T REJECTION 
THRESHOLD TN 11'72 

l'iiLLISECS 

2 

21 

19.'5 

5 10 25 

22 20 24 

202 180 

A chi.- square test of' the differences 'in the number of' 

overt intrusions at each frequency shows th<tt the 

{"\/ 2 d,iE_f'erences do not: approach s.ign-i_f'icance ~ 

= 1.5, degrees o:f freedom= 4, P).B). This is not the 

result e:x:pected on the view that a.o increase .in 

rehearsal frequency leads to a:n :increase ixl guessing 

frequency. (The over't intt'usion rate was close to 

50 per cent., and of these .less than .20 per cent we,re 

of the whole word.) 

Tt i.s dii'f.l,cult to test eff'J .. ciently t,he signi:f:icance 

of' the dif':ferences .in rnea:n rejection tbreshol.ds. Tht.s 

is because rejection thresholds can. be measured only 

when overt ,intrusions occur, and they oi.'ten did not. 

S.igni.:ficance tests are not necessary, however, as the 

pred,ict:ion that rejection thresholds increase w.i.th 

rehearsal .t'requency ts clearly not supported. Any 

s:ignii.'ic ant di f.f'crences that there are wLlL inc 1ud;, 

the de crea,se in rejection thresh a lds w.i. th the i:ncrease 



in rehearsal i'requency from 5 to .10. .From a 

comparison of' the results given in 1'ab les 2 and 5 it 

can be seen that a rehearsed response is reject,E'd as 

Lncorrect at durati.o:ce that are just as short '3.8 those 

at which it is first given correctly, Thi.s ·wou.Ld be 

diffi.cul t to explain if correct recognition of 

rehearsed words at these short durat:ions occu:r-red only 

as a guess, The di.f':ficulty is farther increased by 

the fact that once a subjec't has given a correct 

response, he rarely rever·ts to an incf'rrect. one~ 

2,2,J The UG;J:lsndence of recognit,~l,H intrusi.on and 
re j ec li;t..£!! 

The recognition thresholds for the ma\:ched words 

<vere divided according to whether overt intl:'usion 

occnrred or not, For these two sets of' thresholds 

means at each competitor rehearsal f'requency were 

ca:lcula·ted and are given in Tab.le 6, and shown in 

Fignre 2. 

TABLE 6: RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS, ...J.lL.MlLLISECO:'<DS., 
OF THE MATCHED WORDS , WITH AND WI;!::!!Q.!JJ: 

INTRUS;ION 

~LLI'OR REHEARSAL FREQUENCY 

l 2 5 10 25 

WITH I INTRUSION J40 26] J14 225 

WITHOUT 
INTRUSION 266 284 J08 264 l7 



ls ~ndicated by ~ tests 1 the d.if'i'erences ,in 

threshol.d are not s~gn .. i.f'icant at any t'requency, nor 

over aLl frequencies combined. 
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The interval between rejection and tion, 

averaged over al.l subjects and all .frequencies, was 

107 mi l11_seconds, or about .five pres en tati ons. There 

was no indi.cation t.hat the size o.r this interval 

v·aried with rehearsal. frequency. Thi_s fi.ndi.ng weakens 

theories of recogrd.ti.on in terms of competit.ion as 

they imply that there should be no i.ntervai between 

rejection and recognition. 

2. 2. 4 Sunlllla:rv .,QL Results 

The tion thresholds 'lor nonsense words 

were found to decrease with rehearsal in the usual 

manner., The reco Lion thresholds .for unre.hearsed 

nonsense ~<rords were affected by the rehearsal of 

similar words, hut. t:he thresholds t.;-ere decrea.sed. 2 not-

incx,eased.. Tltere ws.s somE~ Efv·idence tl:-UJ t this pos:it ive 

transfer w-a.s .less w.i th :int.ermed:iate rehearsal 

frequencies, The _probabUity of a rehearsed word 

occurring as an tneorrec t response to a sim.i.lar word t:'l1 d 

not increase w-:1 th rehearsal frequency, ~md n:ei·cher did 

rejection thresholds. The occurrence of an overt 

intrus.ion did not af.fect the thresho.ld of subsequent 

ree-ogni t_ion- Between rejection and t.i on ther-e 

was a rel.at:ively large interv-al of about 100 milliseoonds, 

or f'.i ve pre sen tat.ions. 

2, :1 Discuss.ion 

This discuss.ion .is concerned with three things; 

the doub·t these results throw on current explanations 

of the effec1: o.f' prior experience on recogni t.ion: the 



.failure of the ex.peri.men-c to d<':<C lde he• tween. 

supplementation and .input explanations .in 

and the ev.idence, 1n the resnlts, of d.lscri.mLnative 

processes" 

The predictions derived from explana·tions of the 

type proposed by Solomon and Post.ma:n (1952.), we:re not 

supported, These authors m.i.ght argue tha.t the first 

prediction (that rehearsal of a compe1:itor ra.ises tlle 

recogn1t:ion th·resholds) is .Lntended to app.ly only when 

the d:! sp1.ayed word has 1 tself been reheaxsed. Such a 

:res tric ti.on cou.ld be cJa:imed on t.he grounds that 

competi ti.on only affects supplementation, and. that 

unrehearsed words ha:ve no supplementation to l:>e 

interfered w.i.th by compet.lt:l.on, Th.i.s modif-'ied v1ew, 

however, predi_cts that competitor rehea-rsal wil.l not 

af:fec t recognition thresholds .for un.reh.earsed words. 

In fact, th.e thresho.lds .for matched words were 

by competi. tor rehears a.!. 

be accounted :t'or by any of the cu.rrentiy held 

supplemen ta t.ion tbeo.r i.es, Doubt is also thrown on 

these theor.ies by the fai_lure of overt intrusions and 

ec t.ion thresholds to .i.nc rease with rehearsal 

:frequ.e:ncy, 

Although e.xpE,rlment 1 show's weaknesses i.n urren t 

explanations, i.t ~.s inconclusJveo It does not 

di.ffe.rentiate between inpu.t processing and 

supplementation ex:planations :in g·ene:ral because i.t .is 

still possib1_e to explain the resul.ts of o:x:perlment 1, 

while cla.im:ing that rehearsal does not a.Lter the pa.rt•w· 

cues the subject u.ses, Th:i.s can be done by po:inting 



out that the m.iddle !.etters may be among the part···P'l.es 

extracted :from the displ.ay, and not in the section the 

subject supplies himself, Althou.gh m.iddle !.etters tn9)' 

not normally be amongst part~,cues at short du-rations, 

tbey could have been ~n exper.iment 1 Lf sub.] cts 

real:ized that middle .letters were bei.ng c banged. (One 

sub,ject did indeed report sueh a realization.) The 

predict.i.ons were all tested on rhe basis of the 

asstunption that the supp1.emen1:ary· component includes 

the midd~e letters. If. thi.s assu.mption is fal.se the.n 

the resu.l ts do not provide a general d:t.sconfi rma t i. on or 
supplementation exp.lanations. Thus the present 

experiment fails to soJ.ve what: ts commonly known as 

the problem of response bias, hecause :it is based on a 

pri_ori assumptions reg::trding· which letters set"'~"€ as 

part-cue. 

Many aspects of the present results suggest t:he 

oc.cu_rrence of"' di.scr_tmina t:i.ve processes .. In ot.her 

words~ tbtJy suggest that sub_jects w~re at. times 

processing: the .input i.n terms o:f t~he qu.Hst.ion 1 Is it. 

X? I 1 rathe,r than in terms or t.he questlnn~ tWhat is 

it? I • Three main aspects will be mentioned, 

f"j,ve pres en tat:ions in·tervened 1 on ctve rage 1 between 

rejection of~ a reheaTsed competitor a.nd correct 

recogn.i tion of the matched word. This indicates that 

the subjects were able teo determi.ne that th*' d1.spl.ayed 

word 1vas not the rehearsed word far sooner than they 

could de !:ermine what word it was. SecondLy, nearly all 

the overt intrusions were o.f one o.f' the two changed 

J.etters on.Ly. It: i.s probably sal'e to assunH? that in 



most or these cases the subject knew what the other 

letter o.f the rehearsed word was. If t:b is is so, :it 

is possible that he did not give it because be knew it 

was the wrong l.e t:ter, even thc>ogh he was o:r·ten. mwbl e 

to say which was the right letter, Lastc.l.y, the 

thresholds :for the matched words were affected by 

rehearsal. o:f the compettng rehearsed words, but they 

were independent of' overt i.ntrllsions from the rehearsed 

words. The .implication o.f th:is is that the rehearsed 

word may affect recognition on tr:ials wherE" L t does 

not. occu.x i tse1..f' as a recogni.tj on response" Thts 

would be expected .if the i.nput were processed ·Ln. such 

a way as to show that the di.splayed word was s.iJnil.at' 

to, but difrerent f.rmn, the rehearsed word. 

Word di.sc.r:im.inatJon~ j.f' .it does occul.'r could 

ex:pl,ain the et'fect of prior experience on react.ton 

time, reading ef'Ltciency, and on the span o,f 

apprehension, in addition to ex.p.la:i.n.ing the efi".e(cts 

f~ou:nd Ln expe:r.- .Lmen t J . ., 1'o o:ffer nn e.,;.p]>'·uLa t.i tYii: i.n 

terms of' word d.iscrinri.na t.ion however 7 :is to offer an 

acCO\.tn.t o.f how input processing may eha11ge, bet\,re it 

has been shown that it does c.bange, Exper.i.men ta 1 

evJ.clence that: .fails t-C~ demonstrat>e t.h.::tt a. cha:ngf..~ Ln 

i,nput processing occurs, as the evi.denee n.f ex per imen t 

1 does, caiLnot. posstb.Ly show what .formtb..cchange takes. 

The next cb_apt:e:r9 t.h e:ref"ore 1 -ret .. n.rns to 1: ht_; p:C\l b !.em o:f 

separating the stimulus and supplementa,!T components. 



CHAPTER..J. 

SOME POL'l'TS CONCERNING WORD RECOGNITIO"' 
k'<D WORD RECOQNliiON EXPERIMENTS 

This chapter attempts to make two things more 

explicit: the questions being asked, and the conditions 

f'or an answer, The :first requires consi,derati.on of the 

background notions concerning the way in which people 

process information ,in word recognition tasks, and these 

notions are discussed .in Section 3.1. T'he remai,nder of 

the chapter is concerned with the methodological problems 

involved in answeri,ng' these questions. Section 3.2 

poi,nts out the inadequacy of traditional scori.ng 

procedures and the need :for an. explicit ana,lysis of the 

word recognition situation, Section J,J provides some 

relevant terminology, and Section J.4 o:f.fers an analysis 

of word identifi.cation experiments. Section J.5 
describes the technique o:f word discrimination and random 

changes, offers an analysis o:f word discrimination 

experiments, and shows how this teclmique provides an 

unbiased measure o:f the number o:f l,etters .in the stimulus 

component. 

In this chapter, and ,in the :follow.ing experiments, 

word recognition is analysed in terms of' the subject 1 s 

performance on each trial, where a trial is a singl,e 

presentation and the subject's report of i-c. There are 

three main reasons for thi,s. Fir·st, such performance is 

most amenable to analysis. Second, such performance, 



be 

aot.i v:i. ti.es ,_ including- cec\otSn-·tT i_on t. hr*"'e<.hcd,<~t _pe cforman( t .. 

regarding J_~ w.i 11 th-e:ce.f'o.re havB a more 

genera.l signifi_eanc.e t-han f_i T pe.:r.f·ormance 

that is more elaborate. Third, lf' the perfo:rmanee 

er t":han(+:t that tJ'H? studied .is si.mpl.e there i.s a 

processes making :it con soru:eJ:JtJV.' be teased Hj)dY t .. 

J.l 
word recogJ1J.J:-=io{!_ 

Conslder the s.i tuation in ·whj_ch a pe.1:s~'Jn rep:r·oduces 

some aspec.t or as pee t s oi a bri eJ- vi sua] di.spJ.sty.. From our 

everyday knowledge of' p10ople' s at such tasks 

i.t can be seen that the transmtssion oL inffJrm.ation from 

the d.isp.lay and .into the report must involve the 

fol.lowi.ng syst:ems; 

1. Vi_sual receptor systems. 

2-o Storage sy·stems 9 .in which (:;he information 

received .:from tl:te dJsplay .is st0T'~d J.'<yr 

duraL-tons tha.n i.s poss thle in the 

receptor ay·stems. 

,),. Read~out systems~ whi_c.h j·::eansf·er: in-formation 

rrom t.ht' F€C.BptOT tO the systems"' 

4 .. Ret:r.ieval. sys ems 9 wht-:reby· the slored 

.Ln.t~orma.t:ion is llt:ed t:o c-onXX•)l .repoxro 

.5. Supp.lementat.ton syst~ems, through wbidl 

inf'orrnat:.ion othf~r ·than t.hat t.r·a:n.smi.tted 

frorn the display :i.s added to the repone 

and which r.lay be in pa.rt zoont.rolled by 

1.•.rha tever- ::L.n.Io.rma t ion is r. T ansm.i. t t-ed from 

the d:is ay 5nto the :report., 
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The division of' the sequence of events suggested can be 

more clearly seen in the block d:iagram of Figure l. In 

this diagram arrows are used to represent those processes 

that are of a relatively transitory nature, and which 

serve predominantly to transfer inf'ormation between 

states that are more stable. It is not proposed that 

any of the systems mentioned are simple or unitary; each 

will be a complex system in itself. It is proposed, 

however, that the distinctions drawn are crucial ones 

which cannot be ignored. It is also proposed that the 

basic task of research is to further analyze the 

component systems, and that behavioural phenomena are 

relevant to this analysis, but only when it can be 

determined in which system or group of systems they 

arise .. 

It is necessary to begin by examining more c.losely 

the nature of the sys·tems distinguished, and the 

fo.llowing paragraphs consi.der each in turn. 

The visual receptor systems are defined as those 

whose state continually depends upon the pattern of 

light falling on the retinae. In other words, the 

information in these systems is information regarding 

present stimulation. Anatomically, they involve at 

least the retinae, the optic nerve, area 17 and probably 

area 18 of' the striate cortex. 

It is because the receptor systems are continually 

dependent on retinal input that storage systems must be 

involved in the transmission of information from 

presentation to reproduction in word recognition 

experiments. The reproduction usually occurs some 



seconds a.fte r the display has btHm removed, and it can 

be del.ayed for JO seconds w.i thou t toss 

( " 19 ) ~per .• During this time the states of the 

receptor sy,stems foTlow whatever new di . .spJ..ay·s occu-r~ and 

earmot therefore remain in the state into 111·h.i.ch t.hey 

were put by the present word.. The necessity of the 

distincti.on be tween receptor and s systems .b.::ts 

o_fb::n been pointed out _,,. Freud (1900) ~ :foT t:xa.mple 9 

presents the argument clearly~ But it. is i.nierest 

to note that the di.st.:inetion has also frequent 1 y been 

denied (Gomuiicki 1953). 

that, 1 the Lmpressions o1-. sense,.t;.l.ie stor~tad. up in a 

chamber qui.te apart .rrom the recipient apparatus, to be 

man.ifested aga.in when the oecasi.on calls.' He goes on 

to suggest t.hat instead~ tThe renewed 1~€:'t31ing occ:u.pi.es 

the very same parts 9 and in the ·v·ery same .mann't"'r, as 

the o.rigi.na:t ·fe-eling 7 and no o tb.e.e ru .. 1.c in. any 

other assignable manner .. 1 (Bain .t8 , pp. })5 \56) • 

The 

that the retained event has ~he same ef.':fects as the 

or.ig.inal event, and that reten.ti .. o.n of an event must 

involve .repeti.tion or that event. 

notice is that if the original feel Ls to be renewed 

it. must somehow b<e maintained in the meantime, 

The processes trans.feri.ng i.nfo.rma tton .from 

reception to storage will be called 1 read-out 1 processes 

in accordance wJ tb the usa.ge o.r Averbach and Corie.U 

{1961), and of Sper.l.ing (1963). This term is used 

because it ind:icates what the processes do, whtle 
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f'ew con±'usi.ng connotations as to how they do 

it,. Nevertheless 1 the :idea oJ~ 'read-out' differs Li it 1 e 

.f'rom the .long established idea. of' 1 at ten ti on 1 • Attention 

was well doscribed, for instance, by Stewart in 1802 as 

a fact of' common knowledge: 

For my own part, T am inclined to suppose, 
(though I would by no means be t1nderstood to 
s with confidence) that it is essential to 
memory that the perception or idea that we 
would wish to remember, should remain in the 
m.ind for a certain space of' time, and should be 
concemplated by it exclus or every thing 
else: and that attention consists ly (perhaps 
entirely) in the efTort o.f' the mind to detai,n 
the i.dea or the perception and to exclude the 
other objects that so1icit its notice, 
Kotwithstandi.ng, however, the di.i':f'i.cul.ty of' 
ascer·ta.ining in what tbis act of~ mind consists, 
every person must be sa.tisi'ied o.f its reality 
from his own consciousness; and of' lts essent.ia.l 
connexion with the power of' memory. (Stewart, 
1802, p.l08). 

In this statement Ste\vart even imp.Li es ~ as do the modern 

writers, that: the process is sequential and ocmnot handle 

more than one 'percepti.on 1 or 'i.dea' at a time. 

Recent word has brought to t mu.oh important 

evidence regarding the stages o:f fi , capaei ty 

1 imi ts, a . .nd pr.incipl.es of se lee tions I.nvo.lved in 

attention {l'reisman 196h). Prom many expwdments rt i.s 

clear that read.,·out; is hi.gh.ly se.Lective, and is 

control.led by a w.ide variety of' influences, The bas.ic 

properties of read-out processes, however, are still 

rar from clear. In this the sJ.s, concern is LLmi ted to 

the read~out p:rocesses dealing w:l th briefly pres en ted 

words, an.d particularly with those aspects o1' read~ out 

which may be mod.i.:f.ied by word familiarity, 



,In tachl,S toscop,i,c s tu.d,,ies o.f word r ec ogni tio.n, ,it 

i,s y assumed that the n01tn~nral a:n,d use of 

st;ored i.nf'o_r•ro.at:ion are o.f little or no coneer_n" Th:is :is 

presu.mab.l y bt:cause both t,b£' am.ou:nt o.f ma ter,.lii.l. and t:b.e 

st;o,rage t!m.e are, typ.i.ca.lly, so small, t,hat aJ though 

retri.evaJ and use are L.i t t.l.e u.o.de:r·s tood we can be 

reasonably Stlre that t:hey are-- opf:'!.t~ating a·t nea:r pe.rL-ec tc 

e:fficJency. Evidence on this matte:r· r.cntLtd be gained by 

ask.ing 'for two .reproductj_ons 3 onf'i some l i t:Lle wbi.le 

af'ter the .fLrs t.. If' no i..ncrease in ac~cur·-ac.:r oecu:rred. on 

the second. tion, tb,e ass 1.on o 

retorteval on the .first reproduction wo11.1d 

.rwar perfect 

be s t rengthenet:L 

The supplementary systems are aLl those wh.ich add 

l.n:formation to tbat prov.ided by" the display. Orten they 

w1 .. 11 se.r"\te to make- up f<o:r i.n_fornH:3..tion Jos t duri_ng .Lrq;:rttt 

proces The ou.tJ.ine n.f.fered so far "'"Y gi.ve tbe 

impression t.ba t supplement at i.on occu:rs o:n l.y v-ery tate 

in the sequence of events, 

supplementation most probabJ.y occ•n·e at a.U stageso 

Supplementation .is not rhs bed by the t:Lme at 

which .it occurs, but by the .fa.ct that it supp.lies 

information which does not come from th(' st·imulus. 

Thtts in tht:;. bLocck diagram gLven in r-e l s r,·--~":_-afi--"ot_;t 

stor-age and re·tr_ie·v-a.l, m.ean re3.du--out.s stor-age~ and 

retrieval 

The quest:! on ~<1 th which thj.s research :1 s 

concer-ned ea11 no-w be stated eLS 9 v Tn wh·tt:;h o.r t::!Je abo-'vt: 

sjrstems does t:he e-t?f'ect o:f_ p_t"'ior e:xper-tence f1n w·o-rd 

recognition. If tht.s questio.o is to be answered 



the :fi.r'st step must be to separate those e:f.fects aris.ing 

:in the systems producing the stimulus component :from 

those ari.s:ing in the systems produe:i.ng the supplementary 

component, The remai.nder o:f the present chapter 

attempts to show how this can. be done. 

3.2 Scores of word recognition 

The basic data of word recogni.tion experiments are 

scores relating to the degree of accuracy with whte.h 

the subjec't reproduces the l.etter sequence presented to 

him. These are the scoves whi.ch Go.ldiamond ( 1958) 

ca.lls accuracy scores~ But if we are studyi.ng the 

reception and transm:ission of st:imu.lus inr~orma tion, 

these are not the scores we want, On most occas.ions, 

the accuracy o.f reproduction wi.l.l be in part due to the 

recept.ion and transmissl.on or St;imulus infor.mati.on, an.d 

.in part due to efficient supplementation. To obtain the 

score that is required we must correct the accuracy 

score ±'or that amount which i.s due to supplementationo 

When we are concerned with the reproduction of complex 

stimulus patterns, and when in addition some or al.l of' 

these are :familiar to the sub,ject, it i.s very di.:fficult 

to determi.ne the form these corrections shoul.d take, and 

no adequate procedures have yet been devised. 

The di.i'i':icul ty o:f devising sui tab.le corrections is 

rurther increased by the ex:i.stence o.r many di.i':ferent 

forms of scoring procedure, all. des.igned aecording to 

principles that are arbitrary or unstatedo Woodworth 

clear.ly recognised and described part of: the problemo 

D:iscuss.ing the method of retaining members be saidc 
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It is easy to score, if we are satisfied with a 
simple count of the correctly reproduced items. 
When two 0's reproduce correc the same number 
of items, but one 0 gives the correct order and 
the other not, the first 0 cJ.early shows the 
greater memory of the presented list; but as soon 
as we try to devise a scoring system which sha.ll 
allow partial credits, we find any system 
arbitrary. (Woodworth, 19J8, p.8). 

Scoring systems remain arbitrary, and are in addi ti.on 

often f'ar from simple. 

example: 

The .following is a typical 

The recall score was obtained as follows: 
each correct letter in the response was given 
one poi.nt. Letters were scored as correct i.t' 
the correct letter was in the correct position, 
Double and triple reversals were given one point 
each, In addition, a single omission or 
intrusion was discounted from the array in 
marking the rest of the letters, but one point 
was subtracted each time this was done. A letter 
was considered an omission or intrusion i.f~ a:fter 
correcting for its position, the response resumed 
correctly· f'or two or more consecutive letters., 
Thus i.i' the stimulus was RPITCQET and the response 
was RPTCOETC the score was 6-1 or 5 letters. 
(Pylyshy:n, 1965, p.284). 

As long as theoretical concern ls limit,ed to a 

consi.dHration of whether particular variables do or do 

not affect reproducti.on accuracy, such scoring procedures 

are adHquate. But when an attempt is made to discover 

how thBse variables affect accuracy, the procedures are 

plainly inadequate, because such accuracy scores combine, 

in unknown proportions, the accuracy resulting from the 

stimulus and supplementary components. While the bas:ic 

data remai.n so equivocal,. no amount o:f theoretical 

juggling can remove the ambiguity in experimental results, 



The deve.lopmen t of adequate correct.ion procedures 

is possible only i.f the relations between the data that 

we can cell.,ct and the data that w" need, are anaJ.yzed 

explicitly and in deta:il. This, the remaj_nder o.f' the 

present chapter attempts to do. 

J.J The elements of analysis 

The analysis can be made in terms o.f' two primit:ive 

elements, .t:rom which are obtained thre" important, but 

derivative, components, The primitive elements are 

1 letters 1 and 'operations'; where the operations are any 

defined procedures f'or select:ing and grouping letters, 

The derivative components are 1 alRha~ 1 , 1 terms 1 , and 

'dictionaries', The meanings of these words are 

similar to their conunon meanJngs, t•he main dif'f'erence 

being that here they are more general. An '£!.1J;.>habet 1 for 

instance, is any def.ined set of letters, not just those 

sets occurring in natural languages. They coul.d theref"ore 

contain any number of' letters from zero to infini 

I.f' these words are in tended i.n thei.r normal, more 

restricted sense, confusi.on will be avoided by use of 

phrases such as 'the Engli.sh dietionary', and 1 the 

English alphabet 1 • 

The only property of letters required by the 

analysis is mutual exclusiveness. That :is, if anyth.ing 

i.s a letter, then it is one particular letter and not 

any other. The analysi.s .is not itsel.f coneerned w:ith 

declding letter :identity. It can only be app.li.ed to 

situatlons where lt has already been decided what th:ings 

are letters, and what letters they are. 
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An alphabet. is any exhaustive set o.f l.ctrers. It 

determ.ines the number and :ident.i ty o.f di.ffercnt letters 

ava.ilable t.·o:r the coJ1strucrt ion of- t.ermsj and there.foTe 

also the maximum number of d.i.fferent terms of any g1.ven 

size.. A tertn is any se1ect.i.on ot"' .letters, usuaLly·, but 

not neeessarily, i.n a part.icula:r order. Both ordered, 

a:n.d non - ordered t-erms ·may contain repeti t.:-.ions o:f 

letters. F·inally, dictionaries are sets of terms. 

They are not ordered, and do not contaLn repeti.tlons. 

(Alphabets could be called dlctionar.iea o:f a.1J possihte 

single letter terms, but as a case of particu.lar 

significance they meri.t the:Lr own t:i.tle.) 

Operat .ions are, there!'ore, any def'ined pro;c edurea 

whereby alphabets, terms, or dictionaries acre formed 

either from letters, or from othe~ alphabets, terms, or 

dictionaries. The variety or d Lfferent opera U ens whi cb 

are poss.ible is u.nl,i.mi ted. An example tlJat sl1.ows the 

.form such ope:ra!;i ons can take is, 'se.lec t from 

dictionary D any term that has no ]etters in common 

with term B.' Any defined system of' letters, alphabets, 

terms}: di.ct:ionaries, and operati.ons is caLled. a 

formative system. An in·f:inite '\/a.rJety of "formati_vr; 

systems is possible, ranging .from those with a 

si,ngJe alphabet and a s:lngle operat.ion, to those w1 tb 

many al,Ithabets 1 terms, diction.-::::triesj and op~'Lrati,->ns .. 

The .formative system of word identtricaU.on &;,x.perimBnts 

is just one o.f these, and it i.s with this one that ch.e 

next section is concerned. 
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The foca.l po.int o.f \<ord .ident.Lficati.on experiments 

:i.s the ect r s reproductt.on, whi.ch is a sequence of 

.letters formed .from the .!.etters and words available to 

the experimenter and from the letters and words a'!ailable 

to the subject, By describing the experimental siTuation 

as a £ormati.ve system it .is possible to show c.learJy the 

major steps involved in the formation of· this :reproduction. 

Once this is done the .forma.l properties of' the system 

can be determined. Thi.s w:l11 show whether the 

separat:ion of stimulus and supplementary components .ts 

possib.le, and if' so ho1v i.t must be per.fo.cmed. It is 

essentia.l to the purpose o:f the analysis that. it :involve 

no un_likely assunrptions rega.rd .. in.g word :reeogn.iti.on and 

word recogn.i tion exper1.ments. The experimenta.l situat.ion 

must there.fore be ar•ta.tysed only into steps o:f' whose 

existence and :lnterre.lation there is lt tt .le doubt, 

The .format:ive system proposed i.s outlt.ned in the 

diagram o:f F'Igure 2" ~·or a.Ll terms, except terms Z and 

G, the su.ffix j In the symbo1 .. K1 .j indicates that the 

symbol stand£> £or tlJe j th J.etter in the .i th term K, 

For the terms Z and G the suJ:Ux indlcatt<s the posi.ti.on 

that the letter occup.ies in term R. For e.x:amp.le, Z 1 • j 

stands f'o.r that letter i.n the .i th term Z w,hi eh when 

reasons f'or describing word tdenttficatTon as 

a rormati:'n'l system o:f this particula.r klnd wiLl .t'irst be 

given bri.ef.ly, and then various po.ints will be discussed 

:in more detai.L 



Term X is the term whi.ch .is select-ed from some set 

o.f terms ca.lled dict.iona.ry l, and p:rese.:nted to the 

subject. The rules ng the seJectton of term X 

are caLled operation ]. AJphabet I 18 thl" set of' 

letters .from wh.i.ch d.ic tionary 1 is formed, and the ru.les 

according to whit•h thi.s :i.s done are called uperat.i.on 1, 

Term G is the suppl.ementary component o.f reproduction), 

it .is formed by operation 5 'from d.1ctionary 2, 

Dl.ct:i.onary 2 is the whoJ.e set oi· t!'rms which art' 

available to supp.I.ement term Z, The procedures by 

whJ.ch i_ t is constructed are ea.Lled opera ti.o.n 2,; Fi.na.l.ly, 

term R is t:he reproduoti.on, whi.cb is f·ormed by simply 

adding togethe1' terms Z and G, The scox e rel'ml ti.:ng from 

the experiment ·is a.lways some func ti.on de{ i ned on terms 

X and R, 

Various points requ.i.re .fu.rrher elaboration, 

1 . .In the :format.ive system g:iven here d·J.oti.onar1es 

1. and 2 "re construe ted from the: sa.me a 1 phabet, 

This corresponds to experiments in wht.eh 

ex:peri.ment.:•r and subJect can be reasonab.ly 

described as agreeing upon an a1pha.bet <> T.h_i.s 

w.ill moa·t often be the case, but 2t .1.s poss.ible 

to ne sltuati.ons where it is not~ 

ma:ny of~ the latter s.i-r:uattons~ howev·er,~ thll;) 

results deri.ved I' rom tbe pr·esent is w.il.l 

stil:l be vali.d, Th:is wi.11 be so, pnnri.ding 

on.ly that the subject's alphabet i.s a sub~· set 

of the 8Xpl,r.imenter' s a.Lphabet;. 

2# contents of' the d_ict'ionRries wiJJ be most 

easily specified, sometimes .in terms or the 



operatio.ns by which they a:re .formed, and 

som~' times by ex:p.Li e.i t denotation, 

J. In some e.x:peri.ments t:he cont<mts oi' d1etionacy 

l. a:ee known, but in marry they are not, rn 
experiments ns:ing English words, .for :instan.ce, 

the set or words t·rom which the words pre sen ted 

are chosen is ot'ten not definitely known, either 

to the experimenter or to the subject. 

Nevertheless, no great d.i.f.T.i.e•J.l.ty exists here 

.for the e.xperi.menter .i.s always able to choose 

dictionar:ies that he can spec'! 

needs to,. 

whenever he 

!~. '!'he case .ts si.mi.lar with respect to dictionary 

2. IJ' the sub,ject i.s inst:rtlcted to -u.se only 

Eng.lish words, the contents oJ' dictionary 2 

cannot be e.x_ac t, ly spec i.f'ied,. T.f ~ on t-f:u·; ot.:b.er: 

hand he i.s instructed to use a particular set 

of words, then there is a better chanee that 

the contents of dicti.onary 2 can be speJci.f'led. 

In cases where the subject is unable to the 

instructions an adequate description ot' the 

experimental s:ituatl..on might not be 

f'ormat.i:ve system o.f t,he type proposed but 

some other formative system, I.n Jnany 

exper:i.men ts this dif'f:icu 

hy a 

however, as it w.i.ll be a s.i.mple matter for the 

subject to act in the lnstructed fashion and 

produce only t:he terms spec iLl ed as term R. I:n 

any case, most. of the difficu.lti.es associated 

with s}Jeclfying the contents of d.ict.ionary 2 can 



It wLLl be shown :i.n t:he ne.x.t 

sect:l.on that the propert-ies wi t.b w·hich we are 

most concerned can be determined wi.tbout the 

use of' any de taiLed assumptions .regarding th.e 

contents or dtet·ionacy 2., 

5., rrhe ru_leB govcrn:ing eeleC tion OJ' t:er.ms fJ"Om 

dictionary· 1., f'o.r presentation, are of great 

.importance. I:f terms a:re se.lecte(t in some 

orderly fashion, J.t. is possi.ble tha.t th:is 

order could be used to select terms .trom. 

di.ct:ionar-y 2 so that term H is a.Lways accurate 

but independent of' term Z, It is :relati.ve.ly 

co.mmon to mrol d this di.i'f'icuJ ~y by randomly

se.lect.ing the tet"!ll.s for p.resentat ion. 

Accordingly, c.nly that case will. be st-udJ.ed i.n 

wh:l.ch oper-aU.on J is defined as the random 

se.lection of terms i'rom dictionary 1. An 

important: di.StJ.net-Jon :is t.bat between selection 

wi.th replacement and select len without 

replacement, Random sele\':'tion 

,!".,212.1 ace;!!!!t!l!'_, i a by .far the most cnm.mo:n. pJ:·ocedtLre 1 

but it .has the de.feet that :it involves a 

cont:innal decrease 'in the ELi:ze of d.:l:.('.1. ttrn:;try l" .. 

'l:llis contlnual decrease might be used (;o 

increase Lhe efTiciency o.f supplcmenta tiorq 

pa!'ticu.la.rl y when the number o.f t<?rm.s !.n 

di.cti.onary l lS relat:ive1y small and t.he l;lUbjeet. 

knows t<ha.t terms these are. Random select ton 

:!:i.ii~EJ).aC~J!l-OJl!. i.s eas! 1 y a chi evt:d expe rim en taJ .l y, 

g-reatly sJrnpl:Lf.ies the anal.ysl.s, and does IJO t 
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requ:lre t,he dubious a.ssu.mpti on that sub-lt:'c>ts 

are u.nab le to use the .know I n.f wrrich word.s 

hav-e already been presented to .increase 

e.ffi. c1eney. It lS therefore the procedure 

exam.i.ned in th.;:~ present chapter, and used. .tn. al.l. 

later experiments. 

6. Operation 4 is defined a.s the se.l.ec; t ion or none, 

some, or a.U of the Letters of term X to .form 

term z. Ev<'H"Y 1 e t te:r i.n term Z can t.b.ere fore 

be paired with a l.etter in term X. .ton 

4 corresponds to the suxn o.f those events rhat: 

were di·t.r:ided "in sect:i.on J, 1 tnto the _ph--:tses oJ~ 

Te.cm Z 

.is that group or letters, which is transmitted 

through all o:f these phases, The p:roper ties o.f 

the f·ormative system will gnoatl.y depend on 

whether or not operation 4 maintains the letten> 

o.f term Z in the.ir correct position, Three 

di.:f.ferE";nt ca.ses w·i.Il be studied~ ordered 

trans.fer, in wh.:i ch Z i" j j ror aLl j in z, 

non·"'·ordered t.ra.nsf'er, i.n w-h.i.eh. tbe posit i.on of 

Letters in term Z is independent o.f t.beir 

posit i o.n tn term X; and .mi:x:efi t r a.ns fer~ iJl \V"h.i f">b 

some lett·ers are t:rans:f"t::H"red. a.s i.n o.rdB:red 

t Tfl.n.sft)r 1 and. some as in non rdered trans.fe.r" 

7. Opt•rat:ion .5 :is def"i..n.e.d as the seleetion ot' 

letters .f.t·om dictionary 2 at::cord.:l.ng 'f:,o any n .. tles 

whatsoever? provid..i:ng tlJe·y are i.ndependexl t of ;,tLI 

.letters :in term X that Jai.l to b<e tr.·B.nsferred 

into term Z, .In the di.agrammat:.i.e out 1 i:r1e ~ thf~ 



arrow from term Z to operation 5, lndi<:-ates 

that the rules o.t' ope:rat.i<Jn 5 incl.ude 

the use of term Z, not that. they musio 

8o Operation 6 .is defined as the summa-tion o:f 

terms Z and G to form term R a0co:rd.i.ng tn 

the rule Zi,j ~ Ri,,j .for all j in term Z and 

G
1
,k " Ri ,k for all k i.n term z, .It; .is clear 

from the det'i.nirion o.f operation 6 just given 

that there cannot be both a letter z1 ,j and 

a letter G. , j, for if there were two dif.f'erent 
l . 

letters Hi, ,j would result, 

Let the number of; 

Also 

letters in alphabet .1 ·~ n 

terms in dictionary 1 = d
1 

terms in d:i.ctionary 2 - ct
2 

se1.ee tions made by opera tinn 

letters in term X " l 

letters in term z. ·- z. 
2 2. 

l.etters in term G, -
2 

letters .Ln term R. -'1 

let; 

) 

the permutation score - .Sp and 

the combination score -· Se 

-~ N 

The permutation score, .SpB,C' on terms Band C sBy, is 

defined as the number of .letters in the two terms which 

are identi.cal and in the same pusi tion, Tb.e comb:ination 
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score1 SeB C' on two te:rms B a:nd_ C~, .is defined as the ' ,, 
number o,t' !ett<?rs in t<?rm B which, can be paired with 

a letter in term C, Letters can b<> paired ou.ly Lf 

they are identical, and letters in ei th e,r if!rm can be 

used ,for pairing on.ty once, 

scores on the t0rms X and R wLll be 1.rritten without 

sub-scripts, that ,is, simply as Sp and Sc, 

In many experimental situations the va,lues o.f thP 

variables z, g, Sp, and Sc will, vary :from trial, to 

trial, In these cases the values of the variabLes 

will be best described by their probability 

distributions and by their expect<ed values, (The 

expected va],ue of a variable, x, that takes onty 
~:; 

discrete values, is de,fi.ned as ,~, ( ) 
~, f X, oX., WheX'B t::=b l. I ,1,. 

f(x1 ) is the probabi:Uty that x. takes the va1'1B x., l 
~ J 

The task o:f separating the stlmn.lus and 

supplementary components o:f reprod'Lction can now be 

restated, .It is the task of dett?rlllining the relations 

between E(z), E(g), and either E(Sp), or Ec(S<e), or 

both, where these :four va1.u.es are the expected va.lues 

of z, g, Sp, and Sc respeeti.vely, Conditions must 

then be roand under whi.ch E(z) ca.n be alculated from 

only those other .. variables o.f the system whose values 

are know·n or can be determined, 



To si.mplify the ana1.ysis only those cases will 

be considered wher·e 

x. ,_ x for all i 
l 

That is, where all terms in di.c t v.•woiry J and hence 
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every term X are of the same size, and where the 

subject's reproduc. t;ion i.s also of thi.s si.ze. Both 

of these conditions are easy t.o meet experimentally. 

The first problem is ·to determi.ne E(Sp) - Le, 

the expected value of Sp, 

Ji'rom the definition of operation 6 

( 1) 

The vaiue ot· !D(Spx,zl will depend upon the nat•;re of 

the 10ransf'er, If' the transfer is ordered this value 

will. be E(z), if the transfer ;is non-orderr•d i.t w:LU 

be a rel.ati.veJ.y simple function of E(z). ~t is worth 

noting chat l.f the tra:ns:fer is .non-ordered then 

E(Scx,zl = E(z)J 
To determine the value of E( SpX c), con~id<?r any 

' ·' 
pair of' letters Gi. j and xi' j' when td2Tlll z is a 

specific term zh and term X is B. specific term xi. 
The probabiJ.ity that the t.'Wf) letters ar0 the same, 

is given by 

i (X , 
~ ,1_ • ( ) 

., 
--j=k J 



That is, the bot b eqtlal 

some part.icular .letter k 1 summe•J uv-er 8.1.1 11 rLL.fferent 

letters in the alphabet., 

The probab.il_ities may be d1fferex1t f'or dj .. fferent 

terms Zh 1 and .i:n act:J.lal sit-uat.i..ons they nearly always 

wi .ll be. The ma1Limlun n•.unb<:r of dif.feren t terms 

possib.le is 2(x~l)., as each letter .Ln te.c.ro X, 

f'or X .• ,j, may or may not be in term z. The probability 
,l 

that the (\vo letter,s are .identtcal must be averaged 

over a.Ll these d.iff'erent terms Z, and must. t.heref'ore 

be stated as 

(G
1
.jk) 

Now the average value ot' SpX ,, when term X equaLs XL. , 
. ' l_;r 

will be th.is value summ.od ov-er a.ll g J.t~tte.r-s i.n term 

G, that j_s 

in di.rt'i.onar_y l to aTI 1:-Jther, sr) 

expressed as the average ·\ralu:e 

aLl dL terms. 

l 

E(SpX,G)= dl 

g 

that B( Spv C) il'M.s t 
J\ 't y 

o£ th.is expreesion 

( 2) 



A similar expression can be derived for the val.ue o.f 

E(ScX,G) o 
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Equations 1 and 2 are quite general, and state the 

basic relations in the relatively simpl.e type of word 

recognition experiment we are here considering. They 

state explicitly the problems that must be solved by 

any experiment endeavouring to separate the stimuhts 

and supplementary components ef word recognition 

performance. To achieve this separat.ion the value of 

E(SpX G) must be determined, and equation 2. shm,rs 
' that this is impossible if the distributions of the 

Zh, Xi,j' and Gi.j are unlLnown. In nearl.y all 

traditional expe:r·iments on -~~ord recogn;ition (and in 

all that use words chosen from an existi.ng language) 

a.ll three distributions are unknown, and so divisi.on 

of the accuracy scores obtained in these experiments 

into stimulus and supplementary components is 

impossible, Thus the above considerations provide 

a general proof of the concl usi.on arrived at in 

Section l,J, where particular experimental designs 

were examlned in detaLL 

The most difficult problem, as can be seen .from 

equation 2, is that the value of SpX,G depends on the 

exact contents of term z, In other words, the amount 

of accuracy due to guessing usually depends on exactly 

what inf'ormation from the stimlllus is used, .In most 

actual situations this would indeed be the case. 

Therei'ore a correction f'or guessing is only possible 

i:f we already know wha.t in:fo:rmation from the stiJ'llulus 



is used. But it is because we do not know this that 

we need the correction. 

Fortunately, there are some specific situations 

in which it is possible to determine the value of 

E(z) without prior knowledge of exactly how 

are distributed. One is where the value of 

is the same for all Zh of any given size, This 

situation is analyzed in detail in Section J,4. 4, 
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Another, is where, for all Zh of any given si.ze, the 

value of E(SpX,G) is the same within each of a number 

of classes of Zh, and where it is known with what 

probability a Zh is in each of these classes, 

is the situation made use of by the method of 

This 

random 

changes, and is analyzed in deta.i.l in Sect.ion J, 5. 

J,4.4 Dictionary 1 complete 

Let 

terms in a dictionary, 

x be the different sizes of 
n 

The dictionary is called 

complete if it contains all the terms of size 

x, xb, x, ,,,, x that it is possible to construct a c n 
from its associated alphabet. The case considered 

first is that in which dictionary 1 is complete, 

J,4.4.l Ordered transfer 

Ordered transfer is that in which Zi.j = X.i.j 

for all i and all j, This corresponds to the case 

in which all letters transferred from the display 

to the reproduction maintain their correct position. 

First consider the case where z is constant over all 

N repetitionsof operation J, 



We begin with equation l 

E(sp) 

From the de.fini.Li on of operation .'3 ror Qrdered 

transre:r· 

E(Sp ) .x, z. 

To determine E( SpX, G) conside:r a single iet tf'r , j, 

Because all possible ter·ms are in diet lonary 1 and 

sel.ection is random, the probab:U . .i ty thSt t X .• j is any 
1 . 1 

particular letter is n , for all. possibLe terms X, 

and hence f'or a1.1 poss.ib.le terms z. Therefore 

x-1 C ::t::: P[Z=Zh]P[ (Xi. J•~k) (G1 , 
h"' 1 k ·"' 1 

1 
" n 

Th;!.s is"':.:'' no matter how the G1 ,j and Zh are 

d:istribu.ted, because thB su.mmatio:ns over both h and 

k are exhaust.ive, But this is true .fo:t' all g letters 

in term G, and t'or a_Ll terms i.n d.ict::ionary L:1 

therefore f'rom equation 2 

F(SpX,, G) " 
l • dj , !!. 
d l n 

' 1£ , 
' E(SpX,G) " n (J) 



As r z g + .z and. .x ". r 

.X "'" 'Z 

' ' n 

Substituting i,n equ.ati.on 1 

E(Sp) = .z * 
n 

(4) 

All val.ues on the R..,H~S, of this expnossion are va.Joes 

that are known or can be determlned, 

1\ow conslder the case where z i.s not constant 

over the N repetiti.ons of ope.rat.ion .J, Let the 

probab.U.i ty 

value of' :f ( 

But now 

and 

that term Z has z. letters be gi.ven the 
:L 

) , Then, as before, 

X 

X jj ( ) l:r:: 
n i".o 

E(Sp) 
n 

E!:(z) ~· ll.ll!i .. ££L:::: .x 
n ~ 1 



E(z) can thus be determined independently of whether 

or not z 'varies from trial to trial. 
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This derivation carries a most i.rnportant 

implication. In the preceding analys.is it has been 

assumed that the transf'er of' letters is an al.l-or-·none 

affair. Empirically this may not always be the case; 

but even if transfer is not all-or-·none equation 3 

remains appropriate. Any transfer from term X to 

term Z, for instance, that involved parts of letters 

rather than whole letters, would be egui.va.lent to some. 

probability function f(z) 1 a.nd. equation 5 was derived 

for a.ll f ( z). It seems reas onab1 e, therefore, to 

view E(z) as giving che average number of letters 

transferred f'rom term X to term Z independent"ly o:f 

whether or not the -cransfer is all-or-none, 

,).4,4,2 Non-ordered transfer 

In this case z letters are taken from term. X to 

1'orm term Z but their position :in term Z is independent 

of thei.x· position i.n term. X, 'Ille problem is -co 

determine the relation between E(Sc) and E(z), 

F'irst, conslder the case where z is constant;. 

.B'rom the definition of operation 6 and Sc 

sc = Scx.z + Sc( z) , X- 1 ~G 

and 

The last term is Sc(X-Z),G and. not ScX,G because, by 

the definition of Sc, letters are only available for 

pairing once; Each letter :from term Z will pair with 



one letter J.n term X leaving only the rema:lnder of 

term X for pairing with term G, 

of operation J 

E(sex 2 ) = z 
1 

From the definition 

The problem is to determine the value of E(Sc(X-ZI .G). 
·. ; ,, 

That is, to determ:lne the average number of letter 

pairings that can be made, regardless of position, 

between two independently selected terms of g letters. 

As in the case of' ordered transfer, the term.s can be 

assumed to be independent because operation 3 is random 

selection from a complete dictionary. It might be 

expected that E(pc(X-Z),c) would be as easy to 

determine as E(SpX r:') but it appears to be extremel.y ., ~ 
dif'f'icul t. The following derivation is the most 

s:lmple it has been poss:lble to find, 

. Let L . be the number of times that the j th 
a, ,J 

letter of' alphabet 1 OC(•Urs in term (X•»Z), Let 

Lb . be the number of times the j th letter of 
' J 

alphabet 1 occurs in term G, 'fhe number of' pairings 

involving ,j th letter o:f alphabet .l will be ;,tlichever 

of' La, j and Lb, j .i.s the smaller" 

n 

and 

Sc(x-z) ,G =L L,j 
j=! 

E(L.) 
J 

Ca.ll this value L., 
.] 



The distribution of' the L . a:nd Lb . is given by; 
a, J 1 J 

g-w 
[ l ' P L . = W• = PILb , = wl 

a,J "' ~ ?J .J 

) 

As the terms (x .. z) and G are independent, the La, j 

a:nd Lb . are independent, and their ,joint 
' J 

distribution is given by 
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and (
'. 

- g 1 w n 1 g-w 
L .=V 1= )(-) (--) 
b~J J w_n n (g) v . g-v 

v (~) (E~1) 

(
g\fg)· .1 W+V n-l 2g-w-v 

= J Cr;J <-n-) 
W·IV 
/ \ . 

Call the R.H,S. of' this equation/(w,v,g,n) 

E(L ) =.,JL ~ L . ./(w,v, g,n) 
J ·z___ ~ J 

w:O v=O 

By summing separately the cases in which ><>V, w=v, 'llld 

w<v this expression may be rewritten as 

But 
..JL w-1 
L C L ./(w,v,g,n) 
w=1 V=O J 

(7) 

as in every term v<w, and L. = whichever is the smaller 
J 

of' v and w, The third term j,n the expression on the 

R.H,S, of' equation 6 is also equal to the H,H,S, of' 

7, since 



g-1 ~ 
L L_L.J(w,v,g,n) 
w=O V=W+1 J 

=t=~ 
w =0 4::-~"T 

g-1 g 

=L 2 v/(w,v, g,n) 
V=O W-V+1 

by simply interchanging v and w, which are only 

variables of' summation. 

=t= } g vfg\f)~) W+v (n~ 1 {g-w-v 

v=O w=v+ 1 \w A. v 

Which is most easily evaluated when written as 

g-1 g . ~ 1 1 
L} L .{(w,v,g,n) =L_ v.b(v;g,;;:)k(v;g,~) 
w=O V=W+1 J v=O 

Where: b(v;g,.l) is the probabili.ty that the binomial 
n 

variable takes the value v in g trials when the 

probability of success is .l, and k(v·,g,.l) is the 
n n' 

probability that the binomial variable takes a value 

greater than r in g trials when the probability of' 

success is The values of' these f'unctj.ons for 
n 1 

di.fferent values of v, g, and - are widely tabulated, 
n 

The second term in the expression in the R.H,S. or 

equati.on 6, can also be expressed in terms of the 

binomial function. 
g 

L .f( w,v,g,n)=} 
V=W J ~ 

Substituting these values in equat:lon 6 

E(L.) = 
J 



As E(st,x z).(') -\ ~ . .' ,. 

letters, 

and g "' x ~· z 

E( So) - z + 

b(v;x~z,I) ] 2 
n:. 

n .E .) 
.] 

1 1 
v, b (v;x~z,~)k(v;x··z,~) 

(8) 

To check the validity o:f this reemlt Bll poss:ible 

outcomes i.n some simple cases, where x and n are 
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small, were enumerated, The v<'lues of E(Sc) determi.ne:i 

from these enumerations were found to be the same a.s 

those gi•ren b),. equati<Jn 8 ..for- the same values o,f x 

and n" 

Tn experiments all. values of' the variables :in 

equation 8 wi.Ll. be known exc.ept for z, 

its complexity the onl.y way to solve equatlnr• 8 for 

z is to tabul.ate the values of E(Sc) resul 

from each integral value of z ·' With words of norma 1. 

length thts j~s an easy tasko 



The case where z is not co11stant :is even more 

compiicared, However, providing the var.i.an.ce of z 

is not la:eger than one or two letters, the va.Lue 0f 

E(z) corresponding to any given va.lue of E(Sc) ran 

be estimated by graph.i.cal i.nterpolation.. For th1.s 

interpolation the tables of' corresponding vaJ.ues of 

z and E(se) ca.lcul.at:ed !'rom equation 8 can be used, 

It is possible to make an exaet determination 

of the value of' .E(z.) for the case in wh:ich .z varies, 

but .it involves a more deta:iled anaJ.ys.is ()f the 

exper.imental resu.l.ts, .It .requires the determlnat.ion 

not of E(Sc) but of f{sc)lwhere f{sc) gives the 

probabLli ty that Sc takes each possible va.l ue .from 

zero to x.. The increase ln accuracy gained by the 

exact solut:ion does not seem. large enough to warrant 

the large amount of· extra work entailed, Therefore 

the approximate method i.s used in all experiments 

reported below, 

J,4.4.J Mixed transfer 

.It i.s important to consi.dmc the ease of mi.xed 

transfer as it is probably one that o.ften occurs 

empirically, In mixed transfer opera't.io.n :J is such 

that the posi.tinn o.f l.ettlCrs in term Z is, :fo:t' some 

letters, the same as their position in term X, and 

for other .letters, independent of their posit.i.on in 

term X, The proport.ions ot' the two kinds of trc:1.nsfer 

can always be calculated, where nec.essary.i bec.:.:tu.se 

these proportions detex•mine a particular pa:ir o.f 

values for the two scores E(Sp) a.nd E(Sc), The value 



of E(z) calculated J'rom .E(Sc) 

number of l.etters in term z 

s the avf;rage 

o.f the 

correctness of t:be.ir posit inn~ The vatue of F(z) 

ealcu.la ted from E(Sp) gives the averBge numh<>.r of 

letters eorrect wl th res pee t to bt1th id ent :i ty apd 

position, The average number of .!.etters .in term Z 

whose transfer is indep<m.dent o.f posi-cion is therefore 

related to the di:fference between the two val.ues o.f 

De t erm.Lna t .ion 

of the exact nature of this re.lat.Lonship is not. 

necessary for our present. purposes11 

V81l by 

equat-ions 5 and 8 1 p:rovide e-s-r.Lmates of' the n1. .. a:uber ;)r 

letters received f:r·orn the st:imulu.-s and t:ransxnitted 

in to the reprodtlet i_c).tJ 7 w.h.ic-h are 11.nb:iased by any rorm 

of suppl.ementa tion, In addition they B. mean.s 

for di:f:ferentia1c.ing between the t.:rans.fer of' :in!'m:ma t.i.on 

regarding letter i.denti.ty and 'that regard.i.ng letter 

posi.t.ion, 

App.li.ed to the problem or detenni.ning whe t!Je:r 

affects the stimul:u.s r.::.OnlJ:V)nent 1 a 

possib:te soluti.on .ts seen in the case with w'hieb th? 

accuracy .EH;.ores can be corrected for ng when 

d.i.etionary 1 i.s <::Omp.hltea 

no rna t t er whether the 

These cor:rectio:nB are v-81.1d 

t has had prior 

of the words in dic.ti onary l or not, .It wou1d 

therefore be possible to :i.nvecoti.gate the e.ft'ect of 



prior experience on the stimulus comp-onent by llsing 

complete dictionaries and varying the suojects 

experience wi "th them, No s1wh investigation has yet 

been made, An immediately apparent difficulty is 

that complete dictionaries will usually be very large" 

For instanclil, in a complete dictionary of' three letter 

terms made f'rom the English alphabet, there axe 26·3 

different terms, Adequate rehearsa.l o.f the whole 

dictionary 1 or even. a sign.ifioant poJ:t-ion o.f it, would 

clearly be very difficuJ t to a0hi.<nre, This di fficu.lty 

could be overcome, however, by the use or smaller 

alphabets, 

J, 4, 4, 5 Optimum readiness 

It is reasonable to assume tbat the sub,ject is 

in a state o:f 

just one particu.l.ar, highl.y overlearned, •rordo The 

separa.t,ion of' stlmu1 us and supplementa.ry corrJponen.t s by 

use of a compl.ete die-t j.onar:y as .just sugg2s tPd has 

the great weakness tha,t it i.s not e to such 

conditions or optimum readiness, 

performance under these conditions is essc;,n,tia,l, 

because 7 if prior experience does affect the s·t.imu.lus 

component, then it is under conditions nf opt:itn•J.m 

readiness that it is most 1ike1y ·to do soo l,f', on the 

other hand, there is no ef1'ect o,f e.xperienc. e on 

the stimulus component, then :it is under conditions 

of optimum readiness that this must be dem'mstrated, 

For to demonstrate 'the absence of' the effect under 

_less opt:imlllil conditi.nns 1 :is not to excJu.dF :its 



possibility under more optimum conditi.ons, The basic 

theoretical i.ssue is there.fore most l.ikel.y to be 

settled by the use of tec.hni.ques able to measure the 

degree of stimulus control of word recogni.t.ton under 

cond.ttions o:f opt:Lmum readiness, Techniques that. 

meet this need are developed in the ne.xt section, 

3·5 Word discrimination and £~nd.£>~E;:;pge,~! 

Word disc.r.iminati.on as a method is simpl.y a 

matter o.f asking the sub.ject the que st. ion 1 Was th:is 

word displayed? 1 , rather than, as in word 

.i.dentif'.ication, 'What word was displ.ayed?', Postman 

(1963) notes that the cru.ci.al dif:ference between 

psycho-physical and. word recogni.t:ion procedures :is 

that the former use a very restr.i.cted range o1' 

responses (e,g, yes or no), whereas the :tatter use 

a very wide range of respor~es, It is now genera.Jly 

agreed that the use of a wide :r·ange of responses 

raises very great di.ff.ie'l'>.ities o.f' interpretation 

(see, for example, Hake an.d Rowan, 1.966), .:r:-r is a 

most important feature of the word discrlmination 

method that it removes this diff"erence between 

psycho-physical and word recognition procedures, 

and thereby all of the problems associated w.ith. the 

use o.f a wide range o:f responses, Tn sp.ite of' this 

virtue practi.ca.lly no use has been made of the met.hod 

to study word recognici.on, The most probabl.e reason 

for this is that word discrimination seems to requi.re 

so little stimulus information that it ean provide no 



det;ailed evidence regarding the pereeption o:f complex 

stimulus patternso ln addition, the method o:f word 

discrimination seems to necessitate preparing the 

subject for one particul.ar word, It wi.ll be shown, 

however, that both of these defic.iencies can be 

remed.ied; the first by the method of random d:w.nges 

described. in the next section, and the second by 

procedures described .in Chapter 4, 

J, 5o 2 The me t.ho~L of £!!;Ud~!JL.£1J.e£.!l:.":ft 

ln the merhod o.f random changes the subject m<.lst 

discriminate a briefly disp.layed w·rn:d from a specified 

word, On trials selected at random, the briefly 

displayed word is the same as t;he s:pec.i:fled wo1.·d, and 

on the other tria.ls it i.s di:ff'erent, When it is 

di.fferent only one letter is changed, and this .letter 

is selected at random and changed to another 1.<?t.t;:>r 

se.lected at random, 

To understand the method o:f random changes cons:ider 

the situat:ion in which a sub ct is briefly shown a 

f'ami.li.ar word, say TABLE, and he correctly says \;hat 

it ,is, The e.xperimente:xc~ s problem :ls to discover ho"V~r 

much of the st:imul.us the subject actuaLLy determined 

to have the stated ident.ity; that :i.s, he must dj_scover 

whether the subject actually deteTI!l.i.ned that the fi.rst 

letter was T and not some other letter, that the 

second was an A and not some other letter, and so on~ 

The most sim.ple ,, a_nd perhaps the onl.y possibl.e ~ way 

to find this om; is to change parts of' the stimulus 

and see whether the change is detectced, To est:J.mate 



detection rates accurately, however, cl:J.ange and 

no-ehctnge trials must oceur at random, It .l.s only 

under these oondii·i.ons that tbe subjc;ct detect 

the change in order t<> respond diLferent.iaLl.y to 

change and no~· change trials, The way in which the 

sti.mul.us is changed, on change trials, .i.s also 

I:f the 1.etters changed are selected Ln a 

biased or orderl.y maTm.er 9 then performance \\rill 

depend, not upon the numbe~· o:f letters the sub.jec t 

discriminates, but upon whic.t! he discr.im:Lnateso For 

this reason 1t is necessary that the letters changed 

be selected at random" Only then i.s i.t impossibl.e 

for \:he subj ec.t to bias disc.rimina ti'm. :Ln f'lvo•J..r of 

letters that are more likeLy to be changed, 

The most J.mportant :feature or the method o1' 

random changes is that i.t enabl.es the ex.perimente:c 

to cal.cu.la te the n•;unber o.f 1.etters d.iscrimLoa ted~ 

The subject 1 s abiJ.i ty to dete(:t the change wi.ll 

on two things; the num.ber of lette.rs changed, and tiJ.e 

number o:f letters d:iscriminated, Tbe experim.entP.!" 

knows the .first, and therefore in the right crmd.itier>'> 

can calcuLate the second, _Exactly how· thi .s is dontt 

is shrn>in in the next section., 

The formative system wh:ich can be used t.o 

analyse word discrimi:nation experiments is very 

similar to that used :for wox'd identi.fi.cat.ion 

experiments, The maln d.:L.ff'erence i.s .in the nature 

o:f term R and Qpera tion 6, Term R wi.ll have 



two states: one corresponding to the response 

indicating identity, and the other to the response 

i.ndicating difference. Operation 6 will form term R 

by comparing terms Z and G with some other term. ':Phis 

other term ''ill be called term C. Operation 6 is such 

that if the letters of terms Z and G do not match the 

letters of' term C then term R takes the state 

indicating dif'ference. The scores collected .from 

the experi.ment will be some ±'unction of terms X, R, 

and c. Matters are greatly simplified by the fact 

that the only aspect of' term G that is relevant to 

the scores is the probability that it contains a 

non-matching letter on occasions when term Z contains 

no non-matching letters. 

The following analysis shows how the number of 

letters in term Z can be calculated from performance 

l<hen the method of' random changes is used, 

Let the number of letters: 

:in the word = x 

changed, when the tmrd is diLferent, "' y 

discriminated : z ~ 

Alsa, let the probability that the subject: 

says 1 Dif'f'erent 1 when the words are 

di:fferent ~ u 

says 1 Same' when the words are 

different -- s 

says 1 Same f when tb,e vrords are 

the same - q 



says 1 Different 1 when no change is 

detected = p 

detects the dlii'erence - ¢ 
The basic outcome of any experiment will be estimates of' 

u, and q, which together describe the subject's 

performance, The letters discriminated are those 

letters of the stimulus whose identity determines 

response. The subject detects the difference if 

the letters discriminated include at least one 

changed letter, 

To determine the relation between the number of 

letters di.scriminated and the observed scores, first 

consider the trials on which the word is different, 

The probability that the subject detects the difference 

is ¢. The probability that he does not detect the 

difference is therefore (1-¢). When he detects a 

di.i'ference he says 'Different', When he does not he 

may nevertheless still say 'Different'; the probability 

that he does so is p. Therefore, the probability, u, 

that the subject says different when the word is 

different is given by the equation 

u = ¢.1 + (1-¢) p 

¢ =~ 
1-p (9) 

Now ¢ can also be expressed in cenns of : z, the number 

of letters discrimi.nated; x, the number of letters in 

the word; and y, the number of letters changed, ¢ i.s 

the probability that y letters, selected at random 

from x letters, will include at least one of z 

particular letters, Thus 
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the number of ways of choosing y },etters from {x-z) lett,crs 
the number of' ways of' choosingy lett!rrB"fr-;;:;.-~-i~r-;--"-

<;l 
(x-z)l 

(x-z-y) !y! 

( x-z) ! ( x-y) ! 
( x-z::y}iX!' 

y! (x.~y)! 

X 

(10) 

It is important to note that as the letters to be changed 

are selected at random this expression could be derived 

without any assumptions regarding which letters the subject; 

discriminates, 

The value of' p may be determined by considering all 

the trials on which no change is detected, On some or~ 

these trials the words will in :fact be the sam.e and on 

others they will be different. As change occurs at random, 

the trials on which the words are the same will be a :>:'andom 

selection of all trials. If, therefore, the subject says 

'Different' when no difference is detected, he will be just 

as likely to do so when the words are the same a.s when 

they are different. Thus the probability p is also the 

probability that he says 'Different', when the words <tre 

the same. This probability is ( 1-q), and therefore 

p = 1-q (11) 

Substituting in equation 9 the values given by 

equations lO and ll, we get 



1 - (x-z) l (x-y) l 
" 

u-1+'! 

(x~z-y) ! xt q 

(x-z) ! (x-y) ! l''"u 
' ' = 

(x-z.~y) ' x! q 

But 1-u - s 

( x-z) ! ( x-y) l 5 {.12) 
' (x-z,.y) 

-
' I x• q 

' ' 

In experiments the values o:f all the variables in this 

equation, except :for z, are known or ean be estimated, 

and z can thus be calculated, 

In the particu,lar case, where y-1 equation ,12 

simplifies and i,s easily solved for z, 

When Y=l 

(x~z,)! (x.,y) l 
(x~z-y):x!--

(x-z) l (x-1)! 
(x-z-1}! x! 

(x-z) (x-z-l)!(x-1)! 
,,, ( x- z -rTI--;:-- {>:> 1 J T 

X 

. . From equation J~2 

x-z = !! 
X q 

' . (13) 

This equation also hoLds i,,[ z is not constant, 

but varies :from trial to trial, 

For then :from 1,2 ,32, 
g 



Where /(z) i.s the probabil:i ty fun.c tion. o.f z, 

When y-1 this simplifies to 

X 

" .l _ E z) 
X 

20i{(z ·) . .l 

( J4) 

The .method of random changes and .li+ provide 

a measure wh:ich has J.ong been needed, They allow an 

est:imate of' the number of letters of a presented word 

·which are used t.o determinE' word reeogni. t ion, that is,, 

the number of letters in the sti.mulus eomp•Jnent., 

Most importantly, this estimate cannot be biased by 

~.J:: form of supplementat:ion, and e?n be u.sed to assess 

the effect o:f .en:l:: kind of prior experien<ee, .inc.l.ud:i ng 

optimum readiness, 

J , 3 . 4 ~ . ...E<:>l.:::.lli!L..2Ll~" t 0 L ~~£.El"~n ~llin-iln£ 
~nti.fication scor~~ 

The vaJ.ues caJ.culated from identi:f:icatio:n 

experiments by the equations developed i.n S;,<et ion 

J,4, and those oalcu.Lated from discrimination 

experiments by equation .14, are estimates oi' the same 

thing. Both are estimates of the number of .letters 

in the stimu.lus w·hose identity is used to determine 

response, Perhaps one o.f t:he most useful. func.tions 



ol~ the correetinns d.eveloped i.n th.e ab(P\te S€tctioJl.S 

is that they make possible the compa:d.son ot' 

per.formance across experiments with d.ifferen t tasks 

and scoring procedures.* W.i thout these corrections 

no comparl_son would bA possJbJe 9 .for the. raw .scores 

.trom the two kinds o.f experi.ments are in no way 

comparab.l e, 

Although the two kinds of exper.itrents both allow 

calcu.lati.on of' the number o.f .Letters in st.imul'JS 

component, there are no grotmds ·for assuming 

that the type of task has no e:f.fect on the stium . .l.us 

component. w'he ther it does or not is purely an 

empirical matter, The important point is that 

investigation of the matter is made pos.sib.le our 

ability to ca.lculate E(z) .from the raw scores, 

Before comparisons between values of F:(z) calcu.lated 

1.n the two dif'f'erent ways can be m<tde, it is f'ir.st 

necessary to determine ho-w the vaJ.ue:s calc·.ulat-1?-d from 

di.scrim:ination scores de,pend un position _in.fiJrm?tJ<;.xf.-, 

Does correct discri.m:ination depend on tht1 ident.i 

and position of letters, or on letter identity a.Lone? 

In most casee this qttest.ion 1s easily ans·weredo 

When the changed let:ter is changed to a letter that 

exists nowhere el.se in the word, then the identlt·y 

of' th.e letter is re.l.evant to d.Lfferenee detection, 

The value o:f E(z) ca.Lculated f'rom these tr.ials .is 

therefore the nwnber of' letters di.splayed whos~e 

identity determines recognition, Howeve:r, when th<' 

changed letter is changed to a letter that a:lready 

exi.st-s somew'11ere else in the word the question ec:tnnot 
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so easily be answered. .In these eases d.if"ferenee 

detection may involve either the :identi.ty and position 

of the changed letter, or on.l.y its identity, but 

together with the .identity o.f the already existing 

letter, Because of thi.s tl1e meaning of E(z) 

calcu.lated from such cases is dii':ficu.Lt to determine" 

All values of E(z) calculated fr·om discrimination 

experiments are therefore based only on cases where 

the change is to .letters not a:Lready in the word, 

This value is then comparable with the vaLue o.f 

E(z) calculated from E(Sc) in identification 

experiment. s ~ 

It i.s worth noting the basic property which 

makes separation of the stimulus and supplementary 

components possib.le if a complete dictionary or 

the method of random changes is used, Th.is propert:y 

is in both cases the absence o:f stimulus bias, 

That is, in both cases the aspects or the stimu.lus 

on which performance depends (1"etter identi.ty in on<?. 

case, and letter change in the other) vary randomly, 

It is not through the control of response bias that 

the problem is to be solved, but through t.he removal 

of stimulus bias, 

The first section o:f this chapter attempted to 

make clear what questions were being asked regarding 

the processing of information in word recognition, 

An elementary analysis of the processes invelvBd 

claimed to sh ol'i· a number of distinct systems, and 



the problem was stated to be that of' finding out 

through which of' these systems prior exper.ience 

modifies ~"ord rec tion pPrf"ormance? 

As a f'i.rst. step ·towards sol.ving tbl.s pr·oblem, 

the remaining sections developed procedures for 

cal.cul.a ting the number of' l.etters .in the stimu.lus 

component. These calculations were devel.oped for 

word identifieat.ion performance when a complete 

dictionary is used, and f'or word discrimination 

performance when the method of rand.om cha:nges .is 

used,. The method of random changes was describE'd 

as one in which, on random.ly sel.ected tri.als, 

randomly seleccted parts o.f the ;,rord are changed, 

102 

The subjects' ab.ility to differentiate between change 

and no-change trials was shown to depend on the 

amount of the stimulus discriminated, and to allow 

that amount to be calculated, 
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CJ:!i\PTER 4 

GENERAL METHODS 

In the following experiments the degree of stimulus 

control over word identification and word discrimination 

was studied and compared. F'or word identification a 

complete dictionary 1 was used, and no variations in 

prior experience were induced, the subject being given 

no experience of the word prior to its brief display. 

F'or word discrimination the method of random changes 

was employed, and a variety of prior experiences were 

induced, This chapter describes the methods and 

procedures that were common to these experiments. 

4.1 Apparatus 

The optical system from a Takei J - channel 

tachistoscope, Model 202, 1 was used, with the 

mechanical timer replaced by a more accurate and 

flexible electronic timer. The whole apparatus is 

shown in Figures 1 and 2. In two channels material was 

seen in normal orientation, and in the third - the 

backgronnd field - in mirror reversal, Viewing was 

binocular, and through partially silvered glass, The 

stimulus material in each of the three channels was at 

the centre of an i.lluminated white screen ( 8 1' x 8"), 

and at a distance o.f .31. 5 inches, from the viewing 

aperture, The stimulus words were f'ed into the 

1 Takei and Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan. 
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tachistoscope on roLl.s of' photographic paper, and passed 

close behind a narrow wind.ow cut in the screen. An 

alignment indicator aLlowed rapid and exact positioning 

of' the word in the centre of' the window. 

Each channel was lit by two five watt f':luorescen t 

tubes. It was found that the rise and decay 

characteristics of light output varies widely across 

individual fluorescent tubes. Those used had rise and 

decay ti.mes o.f' about two or three mill.iseconds. An 

oscilloscope, li.nked to photo tubes, enabled the 

duration and .intensi.ty of background and stimulus field 

illumination to be monitored during exper.iments. F·ields 

could be monitored separately or concurrently. Typical 

traces for a 100 mi .. llisecond display are shown in 

Figure J. Monitering led to the detection and 

correction of a number of gross accidental changes in 

display characteristics. For the background field and 

stimu.lus :fiel.d 2, illumination, as measured by a 

Weston Photome·ter, Mode.l 585, was 44 lumens/sq •. ft. For 

stimulus f'ield 1, i.n which the target word was shown, 

it was 22 .lumens/ sq • .ft. The degree o:f dark adaptati.on 

was kept approx.imat:ely constan.t by mai.ntaining the room 

and stimulus f:ield illum'Lnat.ion at about the same level. 

To produce the required display sequences, current to 

the :f.luorescent tubes was swi. tched on and ofT by 

impulses :from an .Iconix Waveform Generator, Model 

56.56. 1 
This was achieved by coupl.ing the Waveform 

Generator to the Taked. tachistoscope through a switching 

1 
Iconix, 945 Industria.! Avenue, Palo Alto, Calif'ornia, 

u.s.A. 
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unit designed by Dr J,R, T·rotter of' t;he Phyehology 

Department, at the Austra.lian National Uniyersity, The 

resulting arrangement allowed great accuracy and 

flexibility in the setting of display sequences. 

4.2 Display sequences 

In order to study the rate at which word displ.ays 

of' normal intensity, contrast, and size are processed, 

it is essential to haYe control over the duration for 

which the visual display is effectively avai.lable. 

Because of' the persistance of Yision little control is 

obtainable when the normal blank pre-stimulus and 

post-stimulus fiel.ds are used, Far greater control is 

achieved by the use of' visual noise fields. A visual 

noise field is one which makes illegible either a 

visual display or a pers.isting image. One form of' noi.se 

f'ield is a very bright flash which follows the stimulus 

display after a short interval (Lindsi.ey and Emmons, 

1.958), but Sperling (1963) notes that this noise field 

may fail in its task by evok.ing negative af't;er-images of 

the stimulus field, He used, instead, haphazardly 

patterned noise fields designed to make any persisting 

image illegibi.e, Patterned noi.se fields of' thls kind 

were used throughout the experiments to be reported, 

The two noise :fields used are shown in ~'igure It. A 

small red dot in the centre of each f'ield served as the 

fi.xation point. Noise f'ield one was used in experiment 

2, and the other in all remaining experiments. The 

change was made only in an att;empt to increase the 

'noi.siness' o:r the field, The importance of' using noise 

:fields will be :further discussed i.n the next chapter. 
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For conven.i.ence t'be brief'l y d.ispl.ayed word wiLl. be 

called the llJ;./lll.J!2r.1, and ~hat w.i th which it was 

compared on dtscri.m.i.na ti on tria.ls will be called the 

corupar.§!,t,or word,. Tri.al.s on wh:Lcb the t;arget and 

coruparator words were the same will be called 1 §l!:!!!!,t 1 

tri_!l.ls, and those on whi.ch they were di.f'ferent will be 

called '.!!ill~!:.!ll!S.-1!.'~~.§. 

In word identi.f'ication trials the display 

sequence was a brie:f dJ.splay o.f the target word 

preceeded and :fo.llowed by the no1.se f':ield. In wo.rd 

discrimi.n.ation trials the brief d.isplay of the target 

word was f'oLlowed by a displ.ay o:f the comparator word. 

This procedure has two advantage.sz f.irst, the subject 

can be told the comparator word pr.ior to the brief' 

display, but he need not be; and second, the subject 

can make his judgement wb:ile look.i.ng at the comparator 

word, thereby avoiding the error's that could be caused 

by a :faulty memory of it, Th!'l comparator word was 

d.isplayed for f'our seconds, this value being chosen on 

the basis of' preliminary experiments which showed that 

most judgements were made w.ith.in this time, The no.isc 

:fie:Jd was shown during the luterva1. between target and 

comparator word di.splays, Prel.i.m.inary experim.ents 

indicated that variations in this .inter-stimulus 

i.n te.rval had surpr.ising.ly 11 tt.l e ef':fec10 on performance, 

at least wi thi.n the range from 0, .1 to J, 0 seconds. The 

inter-stimulus intenral used :for aJ.l l.ater experiments 

was I;.OO milliseconds. This probab.ly allows the 

interven:i.ng noise f'iel.d to achieve maximum erasure, but 
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also keeps the interval re.La tively short. The display 

sequence :in word discrimi:na tio:n trials was there.fore as 

shown in Figure .5. 

In all experimf'nts the subject initiated the onset 

oi' the brief display by pressing a button on the 

response box. The rest of the presentation sequence 

then proceeded automatically. At the begi.nning of 

exper.iments, subjects were given practice in the 

co-ordi.nation of' fixation and triggering. 

4 • J The s t imu 1 us 'iQ.!:£.!s 

The effect of word famil.iari ty on recog:n.ition 

thresholds is known to increase with word length 

(McGinnies, Comer, and Lacey, .1952); the effect i.s 

therefore most easily studied by using relatively long 

words. E'or this reason only words contalning seven 

letters were used. It is also the case that nearly a.ll 

investigations ot' the .famiJ.iari ty e.f.fects have used 

pronounceable words. 

(reported by Woh.lwill 

Apart :from the :findings oi' Beuchet 

(1966) and judged by him to be 

equivocal), i'amiliari ty e.:f.fects wi.th unpronounceable words 

have not yet been c.learly shown. For this reason i.t 

was thought best to use pronounceable words. It was 

also necessary, however, to use words that allowed 

accurate corrections for guessing. Ii' the words were 

randomly selected from all possi.ble sequences of seven 

.letters few would be pronounceabl.e. To sa ti.sf:y both 

requirements, the words used were construcced so that 

the letters 1, .3, .5 and 7 were always cons on ants, and 
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so that t.he let tor·s 2, h and 6 wore always \towels; that 

is, all wo rcis had the :form GVCVCVC. As -the consonants 

and vowels wore selected randomly and independently, 

the correcti.ons derived in Chapter .3 could be used but 

they had to be applied to the consonants and vowe.ls 

separately. Use of th.is standard word strueture has the 

added advantage of reducing· any variability in 

performance that may arise from di:f:ferences i.n word 

structure. To further increase standardization of' 

structure, and to ease ca.lculations, the .letter y was 

omitted from the alphabets used. The total number of' 

words ava.i.lab.le was thus 204 x 5 3 ( ~ 2 .x 107 ). Of 

these, more than .1,000 w<>re used, Random number tabl<>S 

were employed to construct all words, 

The words - all .in capitals - were photographed 

direc"t:ly onto the rolls of photographic paper, by a 

Vari typer Headliner, Model 840. 
1 

A typemaster lolL -

Vl250 was used, which gives 12-point print. Letters so 

produced are about 1/8" high. The resulting stimulus 

materi.als are shown in F'i.gure 6, wh.l.ch gives an example 

of the two strips of words required for word 

discriminat.ion, 

In word d:iscrl.minati.on tria.ls, the subject was 

required to s,;,.y either 'Same' or 1 Dif1'erent 1 , on every 

trial. He could do so whenever he w.ished. after the 

onset of the comparator word. The exper.imenter recorded 

1 Varityper Corporation, 720 Frelighuysen Avenue, 
Newark 14, New Jersey, U.S.A. 



the subject's response on a score sheet, whicb also 

showed whether the words were in fact the same or 

different, and U' di,t',ferent, which Jetter had been 

changed. F'rom t:hese records t.he average number of 

letters di scr·imina ted was ca,lcul,ated by Equation .14 ot' 

Chapter J. 

In word identifi.cation trials the subject wrote the 

letters on a ro 11. of paper marked w.i th a matrix sev"en 

cells wide. Af'ter each trial, the sub,ject wound the 

paper on, making another b.lank grid availab.le, and 

removing the last :from view, Subjects were required to 

place a letter in each of the seven ce.Lls on every 

trial. They were required to place o:n.ly consonants in 

cells 1, 3, 5, and 7, and only vowe1.s .in cells 2 1 h, and 

6~ To remind them of this tho letters CVCVCVC were 

placed in permanent view at tho head o.f the relevant 

colwnns, 

To score t;hese reproductions the average values o.f' 

Sp and Sc were determined, and corrected f'or guessing 

by Equations 5 and 8 respect.ively. It will be 

remembered that the va.lue of z calculated .from Sp .is 

the number o:f .letters ident.i.f:ied where position is 

taken into account, and that calculated f'rom Sc is tbe 

number of .letters identified where pos:ition i.s not 

taken into account. As already mentioned, those 

corrections were per,formed. on the consonants and vowels 

separately. The correcti.on of Sp .for consonants i.s 

given by t.be equati.on 

E(z) = 
c 
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where E(Sp) 1s esti.mated by the average value of' Sp for 

consonants. Simi.larly, E(z) f'or vowel.s is ca.lculated 

by 

E(z 1 . 'v 
The estimated value of E(z) :for the whole word was 

obtained by summing these two values. For t.he correction 

o:f Sc the two graphs shown in Figure 7 were drawn, 

Points on t.hose graphs were plotted by determining the 

value of' E(Sc), as g.iven by Equation 8, for each 

possible integral. value of' E(z), The value of.' E(z) for 

each value of E(Sc) was read .:from these graphs, The 

estimated value of' E(z) f'or the whole word was again the 

sum of the separate values for consonants and vowels, 

4.5 Practice procedures and instructions 

Al.l experimental sessions were preceded by a minimum 

of' 15 minutes practice, except when the subjects were 

already highl.y :fami.liar with the situation. In the 

practice s€ssions the subjects were acquainted with the 

part.icular experimental conditions to be used. In 

experiment 2 the :first session was a practice session 

only. Some <Jf the subjects of experiment 2 were used 

again :in e:xperimen t .5. .In e.xperimen ts .J and 4, 

subjects wer€ used :for a single session only, 

Verbaiilll ·instructions were not thought to be either 

:feasable or .necessary. .Instead, they were given in 

accordance w:ith an instruction protocol, which outlined, 

as clearly as possible, what the subject had to be told. 

Instructions were given at the start of' practice and 

repeated whenever necessary. 
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1~.6 The statistical ana.I.ys.is of~~ results 

Most of the effects of' particular theoretical 

lmportan.ce were large. In many cases, therefore, a 

relative~lY simple analysis of' the data was suf':fici~ent. 

The principal means of' handling the data was provided by 

the analysis of' variance. 'l'his technique was chosen :for 

three main reasons. (1) Subject e:ffects are large .tn 

word recogn.i tion expez·iments, and therefore best removed 

from the error term agalnst which treatment effects are 

tested. (2) Treatments were easi.ly combined, thus 

permitting fu.ll .factorial des.igns. ( ,,, ) ~I 
.J , n some cases 

interactions between treatments were of special interest. 

The most suitable designs were thought. to be treatment 

(A) x subject (s), and treatment (A) x treatment (B) 

x subject (s) designs. The treatments were fixed 

effects, and the subjects were random effects, so a 

mixed model was appropriate. These designs are 

discussed by Lindquist (1953, Chapter 6, and p.2J7), 

and by McNemar ( 1962., p,JJJ). Both authors recommend 

them as usef'u:l and ei'f'icient designs. In these designs 

each subject undergoes all combinations of' t.he 

experimental treatments. In the treatment (A) x 

treatment (B) x subject (s) design., the main ef':fect A 

is tested agai~nst the A x S .interaction term, and t,he 

mai~n ef'f'ec t B agai.ns t the B x S i.nteraeti on term. The 

Ax B interaction is tested against the three way 

interaction A x B x S. 

Lindqu:ist (1953, p.157) di.scusses the assumptions 

made in using the F-tcst: with such designs. In add:i ti.on 



to the hypothesi.s being tested, there are three 

assumpti.ons t 
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1., The e.xperi.mental subjects are a s.imple random 

sample· from a speci.fied population. ln order 

to consi.der this assumption sat:is:fied 

statlstical inferences must be limited to a 

hypothetical population of subjects 'like those 

used in the experi.ment 1 • As treatment x 

subjects i.n teractions are negllgi ble in the 

r·esults to be reported, this population i.s 

unli.ke.ly to be severel.y restricted. 

2, The treatment x subjects interaction ef'f'ects 

are normally and independently distributed in 

each treatment population. Lindquist (195.3, 

p.159) states that this condition • ... seems 

very likely to be approximately sati.s.fied in 

.most psychological and educational 

experiments.' In any case Schef'fe ( 1959) 

concludes that non-normali.ty .has little e:f.fect 

on inferences about means" 

3, The distri.but.i on of i.nteract.ion ef'f'ects has the 

same vari.ance in each treatment populat1on. 

(This assumption "is equivalent to the 

assumption o.f ho.mogenco•£! wi.th:in-treatments 

variance l.n simple randomtzed designs). W 1. 'th 

regard to th.i.s asstL'llpti.on Sche±':fe ( 1959 p. J45) 

says 1 Inequality of' variances :in the cells of' a 

layout has l.ittle effect on inferences about 

means :if the cel.l numbers are equal, seri.ous 

efi"ects wi.th unequal eel.!. numbers. 1 Equal cell 
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for homogonei t.Y of ·v ar:! anc(:::: were un.necessaT')' .. 

The way in which ind.iv:idu.a.l means should be compared, 

:following an analysis o·f variance, is s·hll. a matter oi' 

controversy (Ryan, 1962; Wilson, 1962). The trad.itional 

procedure as given by Lindquist (195.3, pp.I64~166) is 

still w.i.dely used, and where necessary is the one 

adopted here. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERDiENT 2; THE EFFECT OF PRIOR EXPERIENCE 
ON THE STIMlJbUS GOMPONENT 

OF WORD RECOGNITION PERFOR~NCE 

5.1 Introduction 
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In this experiment word discrimination was studied 

under two conditions of' prior experience: low 

familiarity, and high familiarity. 

1. In the .low familiarity condition the 

subject was given no experience of the 

targec or comparator words prior to their 

display f'or discrimination. I'he 

comparator word was randomly selected 

±'rom the complete dictionary of' CVCVCV' s, 

and the target word constructed according 

to the method of' random changes. Thus 

under this condition all the subject 

knew of' the target word prior to its 

brief' display was that it was going to be 

a CVCVCVC. For convenience, this 

condition will be referred to as low 

.familiarity discrimination, or LFD. 

2, In the high f'amiliarity condition the 

subject was made well acquainted with 

ch.e target and comparator words prior 

to their disp.l.ay for discrimination. 

Thus in this condition the subject was 

ready f'or a particular, h.ighly overlearned, 



comparator word, but did not know 

whether the target word would be 

ident:tca.l to it or a random va.riati.on 

of' j t"' This is the condition of optimum 

readiness, whose importan.ce has a.lready 

been discussed (Section Jo)), This 

condition wiJ . .l. be referred to as high 

.f'am:i.liar.ity discrimination, or HFD, 

ll5 

.I.t has a:Lready been. shown how from performance under 

these conditi.on.s the number of letters discriminated 

can be calculated, 

Prel.imi.nary experiments indicated large effects 

o:f prior experience on. the stimulus component under 

these conditions~ Experiment 2 was therefore designed, 

not only to demonstrate those effects clearly, but 

also to provide evi.dence of whereabouts in the 

transmission sequence they arise, The teehnique s 

developed in Chapter 3 are only capable of separating 

the stimulus and supplementary components, Once prior 

experience is shown to ai'fect the stimulus component, 

it becomes necessary to develop procedures for 

determin.ing whether .i.t does so by affect 

reception, read-· out, storage, or use, The form such 

procedures may ·take i.s suggested by the i'ollowing 

considera ti.ons, 

Consider the task o:f reproducing a visual display 

that is a vari.ant o.f a known displ.a.yo A great 

reduction i.n in:t'ormat.ion.al 1 cad can be achieved i:f 

the display is rec od ed :i.n terms of the known di.spl.a.y, 

or, in Woodworth's terms 7 if it is seen as 'schema 
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with correction•. But receding is only useful if it 

occurs before the inf' ormation loss, and this is only 

possible i:f a schema of' the known d.ispl.ay functions 

in the receding of' input prior to the loss, Thus, if 

we have a situation in which perf'ormance is limited 

by information loss occurri:ng at known loci in the 

transmission sequence, we can determine whether or 

not receding occurs before those loci, by showing 

displays which are variants of displays known to 

the subject, 

A situation in which perf'ormance is limited by 

inf'ormation loss occurring at known loci is provided 

by Sperling 1 s method involving noise f'ields, When 

noise fields are used to erase persisting images, the 

duration of' e:ff'ectivc display availability is made 

very nearly equal to the duration of' display 

presentation, Under such conditions the relation 

between performance and the duration of' effective 

display availability can be investigated. Heporting 

such an investigation, Sperling says: 

The point of' all these experiments is 
that, under a variety of conditi.ons, random 
letters of' good contrast are scanned at the 
same rate; typically, about one letter per 
10 msec, However this holds true only :for 
the first three or four letters to be scanned, 
Fig • .5 (shown here as~!:._!} shows data 
obtained with the same two subjects viewing 
a dark pre-exposure field and a noise !X)St-exposure 
field. One subject reported three, the other 
four letters in the f'i.rst .50 msec of' 
exposure, Additional stimulus exposure 
from .50 msec to 100 msec accounted for about 
one or two additional letters. Beyond 100 
msec the rate of acquiring additional letters 
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:i.s so low as to be virtually indistinguishable 
from zero on this time scal.e, Additional data 
points wou.ld have shov.'lt the critical break in 
the curve to occur well before 100 msec. 

This kind of experi.ment perhaps more 
clearly than any other defines an immediate
memory span for visual materials. Letters 
up to the immediate--memory span can be 
scanned at a rate of' one letter per 10 or 
15 msec, This is so rapid that the rate of' 
acquiring additional letters beyond the 
immediate-memory span is negligible by 
compari.son, (Sperling, 1963, p.25-26.) 

Peri'ormance at durations below the 'critical point 1 

will be called duration-sensitive performance, 

Performance at durations above the 1 critical point 1 

will be called duration-insensitive performance, 

The· critical point was at about 100 milliseconds in 

Sperling's experiment, but the value will vary with 

disp.lay conditions. Sperl1.ng takes it for granted 

that duration-sensitive performance shows 

limitations due to read-out rate, and that duration

insensit.tve performance shows limitations due to 

post read-out storage mechanisms. In this thesis 

much weight is placed on these claims, so an attempt 

is made to give them a more explicit justification. 

There are three main reasons for believing 

duration-sensitive peri'ormance to show limitations 

set at read-out, 

1. Duration-sensitive performance is affected 

by variables unlikely to have any influence 

af'ter read-out, Display duration itself 

is the best documented example. Results to 



be reported later show that this 

performance is sensitive t-o changes 

:in displ.ay duration of as little as 

5 milliseconds. Now if this performance 

:results .from limitations set after 

read-out, then display duration must 

be represented i.n the systems beyond 

read-out to within an accuracy o.f' at 

.least 5 milliseconds. In other words, 

d:i.sp.lay duration must itself be read out 

and transmitted into the later systems 

with at least this accuracy. Although 

possible, such an occurrence seems 

unlikely. (If duration-sensitive 

performanc.e was shown to depend on other 

aspects o.f' the display that are unlikely 

to be accurately read-out, such. as size, 

shape, brightness, or contrast, this 

argument would be greatly strengthened,) 

2. Duration-sensit:ive performance is highly 

dependent on the brightness,patterning, 

and contrast o.f both the pre-stimulus an.d 

the post-stimulus fields. For instance, 

unless the post·-stimulus f.iel.d is 

sui'f'icient.ly 'noisy• there is no :rapid 

decrease in per.f'ormance wi. th duration. 

It is un.likel.y that all these 

characteristics o.f' the post-st.imulus 

field are read out. If they are not, 

then they cannot aff'ect information 

already in store. If they aff'ect 
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p<,rformance, therefore, they must do so 

by changing the amount of :information that 

gets into store, That i.s, by reducing che 

number of letters read out. 

J, At some durations only 1 or 2 letters are 

reproduced. We know that the storage and 

retrieval mechanisms can handle more than 

this wichout loss. The implication is, 

therefore, that under these conditions no 

more than 1 or 2 letters get into storage. 

The reasons for believing that duration

insensitive performance shows storage limications 

are nearly as strong. There are three main reasons, 

1. Such performance is little affected by 

specifically visual characteristics, and 

therefore seems to be limited by events 

outside the visual receptor systems. 

2, Post read-out limitations can be sho'V.n to 

be of the right order of magnitude, for 

performance is very li tt.Le improved when 

read-out is ensured by sufficiently long 

display durations (Baddeley, 196!4). 

J, The post stimulus sampling experiments of 

Averbach and Coriell (1961) and of 

Sp<~rl.ing ( 1960), show that the span of' 

apprehension is not due to limitations 

in the receptor systems. In experiments 

of Averbach and Coriell the subject was 

shown an array o:f sixteen letters, and soon 



after the off'set of the displ.ay a letter 

was selected at random t·or the subject to 

identify, The results show that, for a 

short t.ime at least, the receptor systems 

make available i.nformat ion far in excess 

of the apprehension span, 

If' the above interpretations are correct, 

comparisons o:f the functions re.lating performance 
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to duration under high famiLiarity and low familiarity 

conditions will show whether in:formatoion loss is 

reduced by recoding in read-out, in storage, or in 

both, 

An identification condition was also included 

in the present experiment. A.s previous studies have 

always related duration to performance on 

identification tasks, it is important to discover 

whether word discrimination and word identification 

are similarly related to duration, Ji'ox· this reason 

a word ident;if':ication condition was included, 

Randomly selected words were briefly displayed and 

the subject was requested to ident each letter, 

As in the LFD condition the sub,ject was given no 

experience o:f the word prior to its di.splay. This 

condi tton is theref'ore caLled low familiarity 

identification, or LFl, Tt was expected that 

performance under the LFl and LFD conditions would 

either show that the two tasks are equivalent or 

that discrimj.:nation is easier" Reasons i'or this 

expectation are given in Section 5.4,Lt. 



To summarize, experiment 2 asked four 

questions: 

1. Does the number of letters in the stimulus 

component depend on prior experience? 

2. Does the number of letters read out depend 

on prior experience? 
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J. Does the number of letters stored depend on 

prior experience? 

4. Can more letters of low familiarity words 

be discriminated than identified? 

5.2 Method 

5.2.1 Outline 

The experiment was required to measure and 

compare performance under three conditions over a 

selected range of display durations. The three 

conditions were: high familiarity discrimination 

(HFD), low familiarity discrimination (LFD), and low 

familiarity identification (LFI). The display 

sequences for both discrimination conditions was that 

shown in Figure 5 of Chapter 4. For the LFI 

condition it was simply the brief display of the 

target word preceded and followed by noise fields, 

Six brief durations were selected on the basis of 

preliminary experiments: 50,55, and 60 mil.liseconds 

were selected to show duration-sensitive performance, 

and 70, 90, and 200 milLiseconds were selected to 

show duration-insensitive performance. The performance 
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of six subjects was studied under all three conditions 

and at all six durations. Six experimental sessions 

per subject were required, each lasting about 2 hours. 

5.2.2 Design 

The experimental design which followed naturally 

from the requirements was a J x 6 x 6 factorial 

design, With such a design it is important to controJ. 

serial and order effects, and i.n this case particularly 

so, because generalized practice effects are typical 

of tachistoscopic performance. The control of serial. 

and order ef'fects proceeded in three ways. First, 

to avoid the larger eff'ects, as much practice as 

possible was given prior to the experimental 

conditions. Second, a counter-balance.d design across 

subjects was used; that is, for each session all 

possible orders of' the three conditions were used, 

one order per subject. Third, for each subject, 

conditions were given in a balanced order (ABCCBA), 

both within and across sessions, The full design is 

shown in Tab].e 1, Appendix 2, 

Complete control of serial effects would be 

provided by this design if' serial effects were linear 

within sessions, or linear across sessions 1 or 

unifann across subjects. It is reasonable to assume 

that at least some of these conditions are well 

approximated, Order effects were not thought likely 

to inf'luence the results. In any case 1 they were 

well controlled, as each conditlon followed each other 

condition exactly four times per subject, 



5. 2. 3 Procedure and instruct io~ 

For each subject there was one practice session 

i'ollowed by six experimental sessions. In the 

practice session the sub,ject was familiarized with 

the general situation and with the specific tasks to 

be performed. Full instructions were given in the 

practice session in accordance with the followlng 

protocol. 

Instruction Protocol 

1. Outline thf' purpose of the experiment in 

general terms as a study of' how people use 

brief'ly available information. Do not 

allow the specific alms of' the experiment 

to become known to the Sl:tbject. 

2, Seat subject com:fortably and descr.ibe the 

required head position and fixation poi.nL 

Show the subject how he is to trigger the 

display sequence, and request a minlmum of 

eye movements during that sequence, 

J, Describe the words to be used, their leng'th, 

CVCVCVC form, and :ran.dom construction, 

Note the omission of the letter Y, Show 

an example in the tachistoscope for about 

ten seconds. 

4, Descrlbe the di scrirulnatlon task, .Emphasize 

the randomness of identity and dif'ference, 

and the random nature of the diff'erence, 

Request the sub eject to say either 1 Same' 
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or •Di:ff'erent• on every trial., and to do 

so only a:fter the onset o:f the comparator 

word. Give ten trial runs o 

Describe the identification tasko Show the 

seven columns in which the letters are to 

be written. Point out the C or V headings 

of' the columns serving as reminders of the 

appropriate type of letter. Request subject 

to fill in all seven cells on every trial, 

Give five tr.ial runs. 

6. G-ive trial runs of 20 discriminations and 

20 i.denti:fications, Tell sub.ject how many 

of' each were correct. Show the sub.ject 

how the identif'ications are marked to produce 

the two scores Sp and Sc. 

The practice session was ended by giving the 

subject the set of words to be used in the BFD 

condition o.f the first experimental session, with 

the request that he learn them, Kone of the words 

used in the practice sessions were used again. 

The experimental sessions began with a five 

minute practice period, The experimental conditions 

were then given in their assigned order, A minute 

rest was taken halfway through, The display durations 

within condi t.ions >verc in either ascending or 

descending order, alternating between conditions, 

Under each of the HFD and LFD conditions, every 

subject made a total of' 720 discriminations, 120 at 

each duration, For the LFD condition this required 
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720 randomly selected comparator words, because a 

minimum and constant state o.f unfamiliarity can onl,y 

be mainta.ined by presenti.ng a word no more than once 

to any one subject, The same 720 words were used for 

all subjects., For the HFD condi.ti.on :repeated use of 

the same word is of course possible, This is 

fortunate, as subjects could not be expected to 

overlearn 720 random words, One comparator word was 

used per subject per sessiono Wi.th sj.x sub,ject:s and 

six sessions, J6 randomly constructed comparator wor·ds 

were required, Under the LFI c ondi ti.on every subject 

made J60 identifications, 60 at each duration.. For 

this condition 360 words were ranrlomly constructed 

and each subject saw each word once, 

5.2,4 'rhe randonLchanges, 

For the HFD and I"FD eonditions the target words 

were constructed from the comparator wards according 

to the method of random changes, Two decisions were 

necessary concerning the way in which the changes were 

made, First, it is a consequence of random selection 

that changes wi.Ll not occur at each letter position 

with exactly equal :frequenc:ies across dm·ations and 

across conditions, Nevertheless, :it was decided not 

to put a restriction on the randomness, as any such 

restriction might al.low the subject to art:Lfi.ciaJly 

raise performance? Second, it was necessary to 

decide whether changes to letters already in the 

comparator word should be allowed, As noted :in 

Section J,5,J, only changes to letters not elsewhere 
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in the word are used for the calculation of z, This 

is because under such conditions the position of the 

letters need not be used for discrimination, and z 

is then strictly comparabl.e to the value of z calcul.ated 

f'rom Sc. But it is just conceivable that if' the 

position of the letter were never relevant, changes 

might occur in the way in which the subject processed 

the input. The compromise chosen was, therefore, to 

allow changes to letters elsewhere in the word, but 

to exclude them from the calculations. 

5.2,5 The 2rior experience in the HFD condition 

If the subject .learned only the comparator 

word, then on 'different' trials, the target word 

would be similar to a known word but would not itself 

have been seen before, It is not known how the 

effects of learning a word transfer to similar words 

under these conditions, so it is pref'erab1e that the 

subjects learn the variant words al.so. To achieve 

this a set of variations were constructed for every 

comparator word used in the HFD condition, Each 

variant word differed from the comparator word by 

just one letter, One variant word was constructed 

for each position at which a change could occur, 

As the comparator word contained seven letters this 

required seven variant words, In this way, change 

could occur at random, but still produce a word 

known to the subject. The J6 comparator wards were 

randomly selected, and the sets of variations on 

them constructed by randomly selecting a letter for 

each position in turn. At least one day before the 



experimental session the subjects were given the 

comparator and seven variant words to learn. They 

were then required to reach a learning criterion in 

the practice per:iorl of the experimental sess:ion. 

The words were presented in the tachistoscope :in 

a set order and this series learned according to 

the me·thod o.f antic.ipation. 

),2.6 Knowledge o.f resuJ.ts 

Knowledge o:f results were given to sustain 

interest and motivation. At the end o.f each block 

of ten discriminations the subject ·was told the 

number correct. He was not to.ld on which trials 

errors had occurred, At the start of most. sess3.ons 

tbe subject was shown the scored identi.fications of 

the previous session~ 

The subjects were the first six psychology 

undergraduates who volunteered "to act as paid 

sub ts, Their ages 

Two were male (R,K.M, 

(M.G., A.S., E.P. and 

ranged from 18 to 26 years, 

and A,J,P,) and four were £·ema.Le 

T. V,), Three wore glasses 

The total number of correct and ineorreot 

resportses for LFD and HFD conditions, for each sub,je0t 

and duration are given i.n Tables 2 and J of Append:ix 2, 



The percentage of correct responses averaged over 

subjects are given in Table 1, and shown in Figure 

TABLE 1 PERCENTAGE OF CORR.EOT RESPONlili§ 
FOR THE HFD AND LE'.D CONDITIONS 

n;:)[j!jRAGED ov.ER suruEcTsy-

DURATION (MILLISEC01'DS) 

so 55 60 70 90 200 

I L .. :F',.,D,. l 58 61! 66 62 71 81 

l H,F,.D,. L67 73 75 82 86 93 
I 

----~-
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The probability of' su.ccess cl.early depends '~pon both 

display duration and pr.ior experience, However, 

di±'i'erenc es in the probabi1i ty of success do not 

necessarily imply dif.ferenc.es in the number of letters 

discriminated, Th.is is because an increase in the 

probabi.lity of success will result from a decrease 

in the probabi.lity that the sub,ject says 'Di.fferent' 

when no di.fference is de tee ted, even ii' z remains 

unchanged, For the calcula·tion of' z the number o:f 

correc·t aud incorrect responses for 'same 1 and 

'different 1 tri.a:l.s separately are necessary 

numbers are a 1 so given in Tables 2 and .3 of 

Appendix 2, 

These 

The l;otal number of letters reprod:uced correctly 

and in the right position under the LFl condition is 

given in Table 4 .• Appendix 2, for each subject and 

each durati.on. Table 5, Appendix 2, gives the total.s 
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when position is not taken into account, From these 

totals the average values of Sp and So for each 

duration were obtained~ a.ru:l corrected for guessi.ng" 

Comparison oi' the two values of z so obtained for 

each duration shows that there ts a consistent 

difference between them of about 0,5 or 0,6 of a 

letter. This means that most letters identified 

are also correctly located, The mean number of 

letters identified but i.ncorrect1.y located is about 

hal£ a letter, 

The values of z for the LJ<'D, HF'D, and LFI 

conditions were obtained f'rom the data in Tables 2, 

3 and 5 of Appendi.x 2 respectively, These values 

are given i.n Tables 2, J and 4, together with the 

mean values over a.ll subjects, The mean values f'or 

the three conditions are plotted in Figu;re J, All 

the main outcomes of the experiment can be seen in 

th.i.s graph, 

TABLE 2 THE YALUES OF· z FOR TilE LFD fONDIT,lON 1 

BY SUB.JECT AND DURATIO~ 

DURATIO.:.l IN l>i.ILLISECONDS 

SUB,JECT 50 55 60 70 90 200 

1, (R.M.K, ) 2,J 1,7 ],8 L8 ],9 5.1 
2, (M,G,) J,l ].1 J.5 J,O 4.J 5'18 

J, (A.J ,p,) 2.4 2,7 2,6 L5 4,2 5·3 
I+,(A,S.) ,J .8 2,0 L6 2,J 4~5 

5, (E.P,) .4 2,8 LJ L7 J,6 J,8 
6.(T.v.) LO 2,7 .1 1.8 2.1 4.8 

~·-···~-~---~~-~--···-~·-~·-----~~--~~~-- "-"--~~--' -~---·· 
,,,,,~.' 

1.9 J,4 lt.9 
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TABLE J THE VALUE~_OF z FOR THE LFT COND~ 
l!X_St:B,JECT MD DU:RAJ:IOr; 

I 
DU.RATION IN MILLISECO)IDS I 

' SUBJECT ,50 55 60 70 90 200 

L (R.:>LK,) 2.5 J,6 J,7 4,8 ,5.2 6.1 
2, (M.G.) J,J J.9 J,4 4.2 4.6 5.6 
J, (A,,J.p,) .J. 7 4.5 4.8 4.8 s.4 6.4 
4.(A,S.) lv4 2.0 J,O J,8 4, 1, 5.6 
5.(E.P,) 2,h 2.9 J,4 J.9 4.7 5.5 
6,(T,V.) ·7 2,0 J,O J-5 4.7 5, 

MEAN 2 ... J J,2 J,6 4.2 lf' 8 5.8 

~LE !i THE VALGES 0:[~3 FO!L, THE; llFD CONDIJ?lQtG. 
BY SUBJECT AND·D~TJ,:ON 

SUBJECT 50 

1. (R.M, K.) 4.0 4.8 5.5 6.8 6, If 6,7 
2.(M,G,) 4.3 5.6 5.8 6.4 6,J 6.6 
J,(A,J,P,) 5 Q -4 s,;; 3~9 6.4 6.9 7::0 

4.(A,s,) 2.3 2.2 5.1 4.9 s,.J 6.9 
5. (E,P.) 2.1 4.1 ),6 5·1 598 6.2 

J,l J.7 4.0 597 iL 9 6.5 
J.s 4 .• J 5.0 5·9 5.9 6.,? 



The rela·tion of performance to dul:'atl.on was 

similar to that found by Sper.ling (see Figure 1 of 

th:Ls chapter), The main differenc.e was that 

pert'ormance with the unfamiliar words continued to 

improve with increases in duration beyond 100 

milliseconds, although at a markedly reduced rate, 

The most likely reason for this i.s that here the 

words were pronounceable whereas in Sperling's 

experiment they were not~ As the re.lati.on of 

syllabic to letter coding is of interest in itself, 

an attempt to confirm this by a direct comparison 

of pronounceable and 1..llpronounc.eab.l.e wo:t:·ds would be 

worthwhile, 

The analysis o.f variance performed on the z 

scores is summarized .i.n Tabl.e 5, 

TABLE 5. SL"MMJIRY OF .ANALYSIS OF V.<\RIANCE OF z SCO.RES 

on 

!Juration 

Subjects 

c X D 

s X c 
s X Il 

s X c XD 

(Al.l Conditions, Subjects and Durations) 

(c) 

(D) 

(s) 

SUMS OF 
SQUARES 

.75 

41.20 

10.78 

4,82 

14,29 

12" .39 

317~63 

D.EG.RFES 
OF 

FREEDOM. 

2 

5 
5 

10 

10 

25 

50 

107 

MEAN 
SQGARE 

56,]8 

24,28 

8,24 

L07 

"1+8 

' 

2" , ·' 

p 

H7 <" 

43 <, 

4~3 <,001 

L9 NS 

2.3 <,01 
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Both cond.i tion and duration e.ffec ts are highly 

significant, The critical. difference .for 

significance at the .0_5 level (two-tail) for 

individual pairs of condition means is ,_37. The 

means over all sub.j ects and durati.ons were for LJ<'D 

2,7 letters, f'or L.FI 4,0 .letters, and for HFD _5,2 

letters. All dif'f'erenees are therefore significant, 

The signifieance of the C x D term means that. the 

size of the differences du.e to conditions changes 

with duration, As the value of" z under a.Ll oonditi.ons 

must approach seven letters as duration increases, 

and zero letters as duration decreases, this result 

is to be expected, It can be seen from the non~ 

significance of the S X C term that the eff'ects of 

the condit:ions did not var·y across sub,jects, 

The HFD and LFD conditions differ s.i.gni .. ficant ly 

at each of the six durations separate 'fhi.s is 

shown by the si.gn test for correlated v<:tr'iab.les 

(P <,02 at each duration), The sign test also shows 

that the HFD and LFI conditions differ signifi.cantly 

at al.l durations exeept 50 mill.i.seconds. However, 

an analysis of variance performed on performance under 

the H~'D and LF'I condi'tions at the three shortest 

durations, indicates that the two conditions differ 

at the 50 milliseconds durat:i.on al.so, This analys.i.s 

is summarized in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 SUM.MARY OF ANALYSTS OF VARTANCE OE' z SCORES 
FORHFDAND Lfi CONDTTTONS AT THE DURATIO.NS 
~ jO, ,55 AND~60.J;[lLLI§E..9Q!:-lDS~~-~~~~ 

~--·-r:--- ~l CE OF' SUM OF DEGREES MK.!Il\ 
F I VARIATION SQUARES OF SQUARE 

' 
' FREEDOM .:: .. -~~-~~-~--=d 

14.44 14.44 38 <,01 i Condition 1 

Duration (D) 10,81 2 5' 41. 
. I 
16 <101 

I 
(s) 

d 
5,40 Subjec·te p 27,02 5 

c X D l I ,lJ 2 ,07 ,.J NS 

s X c jl L92 5 ,J8 L5 NS ! 

II 
; 

s X D ),28 10 ,JJ L) NS I 
s X c X D li 

2,59 10 • 26 I 
i i! I 
I TOTAL ll 60,19 )5 l i .__ 

---~,~-.. - -1 

The signi:ficanc.e o±' the condi ti.on ei'fect and the lack 

of' a significant condition X duration inTeraction 

indicates that the conditione differ at a.ll tl:ucee 

durations (50, 55 and 60 milliseconds), The effect 

o:f duration is also highly signiftcant, ':fhe critical 

dif:ference :for significance at the ,05 level :for 

i.ndividual pairs o.:f means at the di:ff'erent durations 

is ,52, As the means arc 2,9 letters .f'or 30 

milliseconds, J, letters f'or 55 .milJ.iseconds, 

and 4,J letters f'or 60 mLlliseconds, all differences 

are significant" This resu.lt gives substance to 

the description of' performance a.s duration

sensitive~ 



5.4 ~~ussion 

Each of' the f'our quest:ions with which the 

experiment was concerned will be d,iscussed in turn~ 

5,4,l E;rior exJ2erier:ce and the ~~El12s eompon!'nt 

'J'he mean nuniber or letters discriminated in tbe 

Ll<'D condition over all subjects and durations was 

2.7 letters, but in the HFD condit.ion it was 5,2 

letters - nearly twice as much. Tt has already 

been shown that no .t'orm of supplementation can affect 

these scores, The LFD an,d HFD condi.tions differed 

only in the subject's or experience of the words, 

There can there,fore be no doubt that in this 

experiment the number of stimulus letters contro:ili.ng 

word recognition was greatly affected by the subjects 

prior experi,ence with the presented words, 

The conditions of' this experiment dit:fer in 

important ways :from those of previous experiments 

in this area, Bef'ore attempt,ing to use the 

results in explanation of' the commonly observed 

ef'fects o,f prior experience, it is necessary to 

consider whether the phenomena observed a,re likely 

to have been a.t'f'ected by these differences, The 

three most obvious dif'ferences concern the display 

sequence, the type o:f response, and the prior 

exper.ienceo 

L The display sequence was di:fferent in that 

two displays were involved, instead of one, 
"o Preliminary experimen-ts have shown, however, 



!:hat the second word can be om.itted in the 

HFD condition wit.h little ef'r'ect on 

performance~ All that is necessary is 

for the subject to know wi.t.h which word 

he must compare the brief d.ispl.ay. It 

is there.fore unlikely that stimui.us 

component facilitat.ion is .limited to 

double display sttuatinns, 

2. The type o.f response di.ffered in that 

the subject had to say 'Same' or 

'Different', and was never required to 

say the displayed word, But as the sub 

knew the comparator word he couJ.d easi.Iy 

have been ask.ed to name it :instead o:f 

saying 'Same', and to attempt reproduct:ion 

o.f the variant word instead of' say.ing 

'Dif.ferent•, It seems unJ.ikel.y that so 

minor a change in procedure would remove 

the increased degr<?'e of stimulus c<:mtrol 

over performance" Thi,s ls con£irmed in 

experiment 5 where HFD and LF'I perf'ormances 

are compared under conditions involving 

identical f'orrns o:f response, 

J, The di±'ferenees in the prior experiences 

seem to be the only ones likeJy to a.f±'ect 

the results, Conditions of optimum 

readiness have not been used in most 

previous experiments~ It is therefore 

importa.nt to kno"' to what extent the results 

of this experiment depend upon .it, This 



i.s the prob.lem with whi.ch the next two 

experiments are concerned.-

In addition to the task of determining the range 

of conditions under whi<'h experience ai':fects 

the stimu1.us component, there is the equaLly 

important task of determining the mechanism of the 

effect when it does occur, The only way in which 

the transmission Eequence can be made more eff'icient 

is by the reduction of information loss, and the 

reduction of l.oss, due te~ word familiarity, must 

result f'rom some kind of interaction between the 

input and a stored representation (or trace) of the 

familiar word. Interaction between trace and input 

is o.f cm.ll'se common knowledge. What these results 

show, i.n add:it.icn, i.s t.heJ.t, this interaction can lead 

to a decrease in :infoJ. .. 'mati.on lossa The impo:x~tant 

point is not simply that an increase in transmission 

e:fficiency due to an input -trace in.teract ion can 

occur, This i.s obvi.ous in cases invoJving 

loads" For instance, consider a pex"son listening to 

a long poem with which he is highly familiar o He 

could easily rAproduce the ;.hole of what was said, 

If a randomly selected word were he wou.td 

usually not:i.ce it and cou.ld t<ithhold reproduction, 

This would demonstrate that when the poem is read 

correctly he reproduces what he heard, and not what 

(at the time of reproduction) he guesses hi.msel.f to 

have heard, His per f'ormanee would be very dif .fcrent 

if the poem was unknown to him, for then he l>OUld 

neve.r give a correct reprodue:Lion from a s~ng.ie 



presentation. 'l'he important point made by the results 

of the present experiment is that i.nput~·trace 

interaction can also produce an _increase jn 

transmission eff:i.c.iency when the input i.s only one 

word, and the storage time only a few seconds, 

The various phases in which information loss 

might be reduced are read-out., storage, and useo 

The ne:xt three sections consi.der each possibility in 

turn. Two prelimi.nary considerations suggest that 

reducti.on in .loss at read-out might be the more 

important. In the first place, there seems to be no 

information loss during storage in the Ll!'D oonditi,mo 

If' there was, per±'or·man.ee would be expected to 

improve with decreases in the interva.l between target 

and comparator words. Evidence that this is not 

the case has already been mentioned (Section 4.2), 

In the second place, information loss dur.i.ng use, 

at least in the LFI condition, seems unlikely, 

Reasons for this view were given earli<"r' 

5.4.2 

It was arg1J.ed at the beginning of this chapt; er 

that duration-sens:i.tl.ve pert~ormance shows the number 

o:f letters read out, This performance has now been 

shown to vary wit,h the sub,Jects experience o:f 

the displayed words, Good grounds therefore exist 

for concludi.ng that read-out varies with word 

f'amiliarity, Before it can be assumed that this 

conclusion is established, however, an important 

objection must be considered, The objection is that 
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there are two aspec<,s of the results that weaken the 

claim tha<, LFD performance at the short durations 

shows the number of letters read out" F'irst, the 

c.laim was, in part, based on the sensitivity of 

performance to disp.lay duration, and L~'D per:formanc e 

was t'ar less sensitive to duration changes than 

either IH'D or LI<'I performance, Second, LFD 

perf'ormance was worse than LFI performance, This 

finding will be discussed more fully in Section 5,4,1+, 

.Its relevance here i.s that it strongly indicates, 

contrary to earlier assumptions, that some information 

l.oss in the LFD condition occurs during uti .. liza ti on, 

The LFI and LFD conditions diff'er on:ly i.n the way 

in which the in±'orma tion is used, and this dif'ference 

involves a longer storage time in the LFI condition; 

recognicion responses were completed withJ.n about 

9 seconds in the LFI condition, but within about 

J seconds in the LFD condition, The dif'ference In 

performance thus indicates that some informat.ion 

loss in the LFD condition occurs during comparison 

with the comparator word, If this i.s so then the 

superiority of' Hli'D over LFD perf'ormance might r·esu.lt 

from a reduction of' this loss and not from a 

reduction of loss during :t:ead-out, 

cfhe above Ob,jection is sound, but it Car!. be IUBt 

by the comparison of' HFD with L.FI perf'ormance, L!<'I 

performance was shown to be highly sensitive to 

duration and there is no evi.dence in this case of' 

information .loss during utili.zation, As scor·ing 

diff'ers in Ll''I and ID'D conditions it is necessary to 
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cons:ider whethe.r the observed dift'ere"nce bet.,een them 

is merely a scoring artifact, .rt can be shown 

mathematically that if whole letters are read out ·then 

the two scores are equ:ivalent, but that if only parts 

of' letters are read out the discrimination score wi.Ll 

be greater, It might therefor·e be claimed that read·~ 

out in HFD and LF'I condi.tions is the same, but is 

only of' parts of letters, thus p:t'oducing an apparent 

difference, There are three good reasons for 

rejecting this claim: 

l, If' it were true then LFD performance 1vould 

be better than LFI performance, but :i.n fact 

it is 1Vorses 

2, There i.s good evidence that read-out i.s 

predominantly in letters, not letter par·ts, 

F'or :instance, there is much evidence that 

read-out :involves transformation of the 

letters into their acoust:ic equivalents 

(Conrad, 1964; Sperling, 196J) ~ This con.ld 

hardly be so if' read.-out was of letter 

parts, 

If the superiori of HFD over LJl'D 

per:form.ance was due to the diff'erences 

it wou.ld be independent o.f 

letter pos.i tion, because the scori.ng 

dif'ferences do not depend upon letter 

position. It will be shown in Chapter 8 

that HFD superiority is i.n fact high.Ly 

dependent upon letter pos.iti,Jn, 
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The outcome o.f the above arguments is that 

experiment 2 provides very strong evidence that the 

amount read out from a briefly ava:i.lable visual 

display depends upon the .familiarity o.f the disp.layed 

material, 

This conclusion, i.f correct, carries important 

implicat:ions .for the nature o.f inf'orma tion processing 

in word recognition, It might: seem to carry the 

paradoxical implication that the subject must .first 

1 see' the word in order to know how much of .it to 

'see'. A similar problem, .known as the problem o.f 

the pre-perceiver, has of' course been much discus sed 

in cormection with t:he phenomena of perceptual 

de.fence. Here, the paradox rests upon the widely 

held assumption that the input is categorized as 

a particular word only a.fter 

instance, Broadbent, 1963), 

read-out (see, for 

If the word :is c lassi.fied 

as familiar only after read~out, then how can read

out be affected by word familiarity? The i'ol.low:ing 

arguments show that the only possible answer to 

this question :is inadequate to account f'o1' the results 

of' the present experiment, 

If it :Ls only by the letters read out that; the 

word is categorized as :familiar, then .famiLiarity 

can affect read-out in only one way; and that is by 

changing ohe read-out: rate of' later letters on the 

basis o.f the identit:y o.f letters read out: earlier~ 

~'or example, :r·ead-out rate could increase i:f letters 

already read out were part o.f a familiar word, Now 

it can be seen that an e:ff ec t of th:is kind cannot 
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account for the results o.f' experiment 2.. In t;he first 

place, HF'D read-out; is four letters at; durations at 

which LFI read-out is only two letterso If the e:ff'ect 

of farnilia:ri ty were based on the .i.denti ty of just two 

letters it would generalize to nearly all wards, and 

thus leave l.it;tle or no difference between farni.liar 

and unfamiliar words, In the second place, with an 

effect of this kind t;he difference in performance 

between familiar and unfamiliar words would increase 

with the number of letters read out (because this 

would increase the probability of differentiation 

between familiar and unfamil.iar words)~ If th:is 

were the case the difference between HFD and LFI 

conditions would increase w.ith duration, But it was 

seen in the analysis of variance summarized in 

Table 6 that; the condition X duration interaction 

term did not even approach signi.fic ance, 

On the assumpt~on that word classi.:fieation 

occurs only after read-out, therefore, the observed 

effects of fam~l.i.arity on read-out are not possible~ 

Thus, if these arguments are correct, the assumpt~on 

must be wrong, and classification occurs before 

read-out .. 

It is important to note that this classit' ~cation 

cannot be a rna t ter of differentiating between .famil.iar

and unfami.liar words on the basis o:f limited 

properties of the input, The :famil:iar and unfami.U,ar 

words in this experiment were of homogenous .structure, 

as all were CVCVCVC' s, F'urtb.ermore, the fami.liar and 

unfamiliar words were formed by random sampl i:ng from 
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this population of homogeneously structured words. 

The input nmst there:fore be cl.assii'ied as a particul.ar 

word, bef'ore i.t can be treated as :familiar or not, 

As all words were printed in capitals this 

classification cannot be based upon 'general wox·d 

outline' (see Section 1,2,1), but must involve the 

use of' letter identity. 

1'hese considerations show the importance of 

the distinction between the task of classif'ying the 

sensory input a,nd the task of storing information 

telling which classifications have been made. If 

read-out is associated with the task of storage 

and not with the task of' classifying, the problem 

of the pre-percei.ver disappears, For sufficiently 

:familiar words the sensory input is classified as a 

particular word, and that single classification is 

then read out. F'or unfamiliar words no ready-made 

classi:fleation is available, Each part o.:f the 

stimu.lus is separately cl.assif.ied as a parti.cular 

letter, and each of these classifications are then 

read on t, Thus, if' the amour,t read out in a given 

time is limited to a certain number of' cla.ss:ifieations 

the information loss due to these limitations will 

be reduced if read-out is o.f classifications at the 

'Word level~ 

Thi.s interpretation of the dependenne of 

duration-sensitive perf·ormance on familiarity has 

arrived at what is essentially the 'whole-ward' theory 

o:f Woodworth and ,James McKeen CatteLl. (see Section 
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L2.1). l.f the interpretation is valid, the results 

of experiment 2 show this theory to be correct, 

).4,J R!lor experience and star~ 

The longest presentation durations in this 

experiment were included on the groUildS that 

performance at such durations shows storage 

limitations, Performance at these durations was 

much better Uilder high than under low f'amiliarity 

conditions, As stated in the previous section there 

are grounds i'or suspecting that some information 

loss in the LFD condition might occur duriJ1<5 

utilization. But again the difficulty can be met 

by comparing lir'D and LFI performance; and again this 

comparison shows performance wim highly familiar 

material to be superior. Experiment 2 therefore 

indicates that the information loss during storage 

is less for familiar than for unfamiliar material. 

This conclusion is in agreement with that of Lachman 

and Tuttle (1965), who studied the memory of 

paragraphs approximating English to varying degrees, 

usiJ1<5 a method of 'successive binary recognition', 

.If this conclusion is correct it is easi.ly 

explained by the whole-word theory~ The avoidance 

of storage limitations is a natural consequence 

of having only one classification to remember" A 

possible objection to this explanation is that if 

it ,-ere correct HFD performance should rise rapidly 

to seven letters, which it did not, There are two 

replies to this objection, .Pirst, the level.ling-of'f 



of HFD performance at less than 7 letters could 

easily be a ceiling effect; second it is possible 

that there are other limitations, perhaps in 

resolution or in read-out processes, which are 

observable only when storage limitations are 

removed, Some evidence relevant to these problems 
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is provided by experiment 5, in which HFD performance 

wich higher input loads is studied, 

5.4.1! The effect of the task on performance 

In both LFI and Lb'D conditions the subject must 

see and remember as many letters as possible of an 

unfamiliar word, The conditions dif'fer in that in 

one case he writes the .letters down and in the other 

he uses them :for comparison with another word, LFI 

performance was superior to LFD performance, For two 

reasons this is a surprising result: 

1, The duration for which information needs to 

be stored is much less in the LFD condition, 

The LFD response required, on average, 

about J seconds; the LFI responses 

required, on average, about 9 seconds, 

2, The methods of identification and 

discrimination used here are very similar 

to the traditional methods o:f recall. and 

recognition respective Experiments 

comparing retention using the latter two 

measures have consistently shown recognition 

scores to be higher than recall scores 

(Luh, 1922; Postman and Rau, 1957), 



As the LFT and LFD conditions di£:fer 

predominantly in the way in which the inrormation 

obtained about the stimulus is used, it seems most 

li.kely that the additional loss oi' i.nformation in 

the LFD condition occurs during the comparison 

process .. It is not easy to see -why comparison 

should cause inf'ormation loss, However what t;his 

result does show is that the perceptual systems 

cannot be assumed to provide a lci.nd of' general 

purpose in:formati.on which can be used equally well 

±'or any task. The degree to wn.ich the task i tsel.f 

causes information loss in addition to that occurring 

in other ways probab.ly varies greatly ±'ram task to 

task, and m:l.ght often be neglig.tbJ.e, Kevertheless, 

the LFI-LFD dil'ference certainly urges ea.ution i.n 

the ient erpreta tion. o.f tachistoscopic experiments, 

5,5 s~ 

The two most important co:nclusions of experi.m.ent 

2 were: 

l, The number of letters in the stimuJ.us 

component of word recognition performance 

depends upon the sub.j eet' s experience 

of the displayed words, The evidence f'or 

this conclusion was the superiority o.f the 

HF'D perf'ormance over LJ<'D peri'ormanc€', 

2, The number or letters read out depends upon 

the subject's prior experiene e o:f the 

displayed >Wrds, The evidence .for t.his 

conclusion was the superiority of' duration~ 



sensitiYe HFD performance over both L~'D 

and LFI peri'ormance, It was argued that 

this result confirms the 'whole-word 1 

theory of' Woodworth and Cattell .• 

Two subsidiary conclusions were: 
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1, The number of' letters which can be 

effectively stored until uti:Lizat.ion 

depends upon the subject's prior experience 

of the displayed words. This conclusion 

was based on the superiority of HFD 

performance over both Ll''l and LFD 

performance at the longest display 

durations used. It was noted that this 

result is easi.ly explained in terms of 

the 'whole-word' theory. 

2, More letters of low familiarity words can 

be written down than can be used for 

comparison wit;h another word. It was 

argued that this probably indicates a 

loss of stored information during the 

comparison process, but no further 

explanation was of'f'ered, 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERHiENT J: 'ffiE DEPE)[DENCE OF WORD DISCRlMINATION 
ON THE DURATION OF PRIOR EXPERIENCE 

AND ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE VARIAt"T WORDS 

6.1 Introduction 

Experiments such as those of Goldiamond and 

Hawkins (1958) and o:f Spence (1963), have shown that 

prior experience af'fect s the supplementary component. 

Experiment 2 has shown that prior experience affects 

the stimulus component. However the generality of' 

the two kinds of effects is unknown, and it is still 

possible that the many phenomena described in 

Sect ion 1 .. 1 are predominantly due to one kind of effect 

rather than the other. What is nov; required is a 

closer examination of the conditions on which the 

effects depend. 

It was argued earlier that the potentially 

important differences between experiment 2 and the 

common types o:f word recognition situations concern 

the nature of the prior experience. The optimum 

readiness established in experiment 2 does occur in 

other situati.ons but probably not often. The present 

experiment and the next, therefore, attempt to 

determine whether effects like those f'ound in 

experirrent 2 can occur with less optimum but more 

general types of readiness. The present experi.ment 

is concerned with two aspects of the prior experience: 
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its duration, an.d its content (i, e, the words of' which 

it gives the sub,ject knowledge), 

6 •. Ll ~ duration of ,prior experienc.:; 

The amount o.f prior experience is cleqrly of 

great importance, Research has often shown this to 

be so, but, surprisingly, the aspect of' prior 

experience whose amount is important has not yet 

been identified, Tho amount of prior experience is 

usuall.y measured in terms of frequency, of which the 

two major forms are the Thorndike-Large frequency, 

and the experimentally controlled presentation 

f'requency, The relative frequencies with which words 

occur in popular publications - estimated by Thorndike 

and Lorge (19hh) - is one of the most all-embracing 

independent va:t·iables 1n psychology, It must be 

correlated with nearly every aspect o:f prior 

experience, Use oi~ the Thorndike-Large .frequency 

can show performance to depend on the amount of 

something, but it can.not show what that something is, 

ExperimentaLly controlled presentation frequency 

greatl.y reduces but does not remove the difficulty. 

In the f'irst place i.t i.s hard to determ.ine what a 

presentation is, and in the second place no cogent 

arguments are anywhere presented to support the claim 

that frequency is the crucial characteristic, rather 

than the var.iables with which :it tends to be associated, 

Ammons (1954) has noted that one such variable is 
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total exposure duration, This tends to be associated 

with .frequency, and might a priori be the more 

important, 

If the critical quantitative aspects of prior 

experience were known, determination of their relation 

to effects on the stimu.lus component would completely 

resolve this part of the generality issue, This is 

not possible, and the present experiment attempts 

only to determine whether prior experience can affect 

the stimulus component when presentation frequency 

is reduced to 1, and exposure duration to just a :few 

seconds, 

The method involved a simpl.e modif'ication o:f 

the LFD condition o:f experiment 2, The required 

amount o:f pr:i.or experience was achieved by displaying 

the comparator word be.fore, as well as a:fter, the 

target wor·d, There were three conditions: the 11 

second condition, in which the comparator word was 

shown for 11 seconds be!'ore the br:i.e:f displ.ay; the 

l second condition in which it was shown for 1 second; 

and the 0 second condi t.ion in which it was not shown 

at all be:fore the brief display, 

In the last chapter it was argued that the prior 

experienee g.i von in the HFD condition enabled the 

input to be receded in terms of the familiar words 

before read-·out, .If this is so it is of great 

interest to discover the conditions on which this 

rec oding depends, It is of' particular importance 

to determine how .:familiar the '~ords must be before 
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such receding is possible, and the present experiment 

contributes some ev.idence relevant to this question. 

It is possible that su.f:fic ient .f'amiliari ty is 

established once the ward is accurately known to the 

subject, If' this were the case, then performance 

under the 11 second condition would be as good as 

that under the HFD condition, but perf'ormance under 

the 1 second c ond i ti on \vould be worse, This is 

because 11 seconds is suf.ficient to es'tablish accurate 

kn.owledge but 1 second j.s not, 

6.1.2 Knowle~e of' the variant words 

In experiment 2 the subjects learned the variant 

words in addition to the compara'tor words. In the 

present experiment the subjects were given no prior 

knowledge of the variant words, and i. t there :fore 

provides a test of the necessity of such knowledge to 

the ef:fect of prior experience. 

This aspect of prior exper·icnce is important 

both with respec't to the mechanisms of 'transmission 

:facilitati.on, and with respect to their generality. 

It is relevant to the mechanisms o:f transmission 

:facilitation because we do not yet know what relations 

between the input and the t'amiliar word are computed 

and used, :It might be that the input is related to 

the representation of' the :familiar word in such a way 

as to extract only the relation of identity and not 

the re.lation of difference, On the other hand it 

might be that both the relation of identity and the 

relation ot' d:if:ference are extracted. In other words, 
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it could be that onJ,y identity relations are computed 

and used, or it could be that both identity and 

difference relations are computed and used, The first 

possibility implies that prior experience will not 

affect performance when, as in the present experiment, 

it provides f'amiliarity only with the comparator words, 

When both the variant and the c ompara't or words are 

kn,own, as in the HFD condition, all read-out can be 

of identity relations; but when, as in 'the present 

experiment, only the comparator words are known, 

read-out must also be of' di±'ference relations. Thus, 

if only identi"ty relations can be computed the effects 

of prior experience in the present experiment will 

either be small or absent. 

Knowledge of the variant '"ords is relevant to 

the problem of generality, because kn,owledge of' all 

the words shown is common but not universal. In 

addition, knowledge of' variants has the consequence 

that the subject knows that one of' the only two 

letters is possible at each letter position. If this 

were a necessary condition for the effect of' prior 

experience to occur it would clearly be an important 

re str.ic tJ_on" 

6"2 Method 

6,2,1 ~t12,ne 

Word discrimination under three conditions of 

prior experience was studied using the method of' 

random changes, In a,ll three conditions the basic 

display sequence was that used in the LI>'D condition of' 
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experiment 2, and shown diagrammaticaJ~lY in Flgur e 5, 

Chapter 4. In the 11 second condition the comparator 

word was first displayed in the tachistoscope f'or 1 1 

seconds. At the end of' the 11 seconds it was replaced 

by the noise field. The subject then prepared 

himself to receive the target word and t~·iggered its 

display when he was ready. The comparator word 

returned to the screen 400 mill~iseconds after the 

offset of the target word. It remained on the screen 

f'or four seconds, during which time the subject said 

either •Same' or 1 Diff'erent 1 • ~Five seconds after 

the offset of the comparator word, the next 

comparator word appeared on the screen for 11 seconds, 

and the whole sequence was repeated 10 times. For 

each d:iscrimination a new comparator word was used* 

The subjects were requested to learn the comparator 

word as well as they could during its 11 second 

presentation but without writing or saying it. In 

the 1 second condition the comparator word was shown 

prior to the target word for 1 second, instead of' 

for 11 seconds. In all other respects the display 

sequence was the same as for the 11 second condition. 

The 0 second condition differed from the other two 

only in the omission of any prior presentation of the 

comparator word. This condition was theref'ore very 

much the same as the L.l!'D condi.t ion of' experiment 2, 

To display dura iion of the target words was 

always 100 milliseconds, This value was chosen as 

being the most likely to provide a "task of moderate 

dif:f:iculty for all subjects, 
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6,2,2 Desi@ 

'fhe per.formance of 12 subjects was measured under 

each of the three conditions, The design was 

therefore a, J X 12, f'actorial design, The control 

for serial and order effects was very simi.lar to that 

of experiment 2. First , practice was given prior 

to the experimental measurements. Secondly, the 

treatments were en in a counter-balanced order 

across subjects; each possible order occurred for 

exactly two subjects. And thirdly, the order in which 

conditions were presented to each subject, was a 

triple replication of a balanced design (that is 

ABCCBA,ABCCBA,ABCCBA). 

6.2.] Procedure and instructions 

Ea.ch subject was tested in a single session, The 

session began with about 10 minutes practice, in which 

the subject became acquainted with each of' the 

experimental conditions. Full instructions were given 

during this practice period. The instruction protocol 

used was the same as that of' experiment 2, except that 

Sections 5 and 6 were replaced by the following: 

Describe the 0 second, 1 second, and 11 seconds 

conditi.ons,; Ask the subject to learn the 

comparator words as well as possible during 

their 1 or 11 seconds presentations. Give 

at least fjve trial runs under each condition, 

li'or the experimental measurements, 10 trials were given 

under the first condition, 10 under the second, and 

10 under the third. The order of' the conditions was 
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chen reversed and another three blocks of 10 

discriminations made~ This whol.e procedure was 

repeated three times, providing 60 discriminations 

under each condition for each subject. Each subject 

therefore saw 180 di.ff'erent pairs of words. The same 

180 pairs o:f words were used f'or al.l subjects, each 

word occurring under each condition ·for exactly 

f'our subjects. Af'ter each set of 30 discriminations 

t.he subject was told how many were correct out of 

the .JO, but was not told on which trials the errors 

had occurred, 

6.2.11 Subjec,ts 

The subjects were 12 psychology undergraduates 

acting as unpaid subjects to fulfil part of their 

course requirements. Their ages ranged :from 16 

to 28 years. Seven were f'emal e and five were male. 

Kone had been used in the previous experiments. 

6. J Results 

The total numbers o:f correct and incorrect 

responses for each subject and condition are given 

in Table 1 Appendix J. The separate totals :for 

1 same I and 1 dif'ferent' trials are given in Tables 2 

and J of Appendix J. These results are analyzed 

:in terms of the z scores and in terms of the 

proportions of' correct- responses. 



6,J,1 Letter discriminati.on scores 

The nrunbers of le·tters discriminated by each 

subject under each condition were calculated from 

the results given in Tables 2 and J of' Appendix J, 

These are shov.'!l in Table 1, 

TAB~: LETTER DIS CRI.MINATION PERFORMANCE 

SUB.JECT 

L 

2. 
J, 
4. 

s. 
6. 

7· 
8, 

9· 
10. 

~ ' 

PRIOR EXPERIENCE OF COMPARATOR WORD 
(in secondrs) 

0 1 11 

J.4 4.7 s.s 
J.2 J.2 2.4 
2.8 J,2 J,1 

L7 4.4 .8 
J,6 4,1 4.5 

,6 J.6 4,0 
6.2 7.0 6' J. 

J,J 4.1 J,9 
4.0 s.o 4.1 
2.9 ~L9 2.1 
2~7 2.2 o.o 
J,2 ),.1 l+. 4 

·~~~-----
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ll'IELJ'{S J,l 4.2 J.~ l 
-----·-------------' 

Letter discrimination seores averaged over all subjects 

and cond:i.tions was J,6 let'ters, which is about half of 

the wor<L No sub,ject scored 0 or 7 under all conditions, 

Together these resu1 t s indicate that a 1.00 milliseconds 



durat:ion .for the brief display is an acceptable value 

for the testing of groups of individuals at a single 

duration. 
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A two way analysi.s of variance was performed on 

the letter discrimination scores. The results of' this 

analysis are summarized in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: StJMNARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERFORt'illD ON 
LETTER DISCRIMINATION SOOIDcS 

-
SOURCE OF SOM OF DEGREES OF M.EAL'I 
VARIATION SQT:ARES ~'REEDOM SQUARE 

F P 

-
Learning 

Time 7.49 2 3.75 

Subjects 52.82 11 4,80 

" 

Learning 

Time X 

Subjects 18.64 22 .85 
-

35 

The signii'icance of the conditions eff'ect justifies a 

more detailed analysis. The critical difference for 

comparisons between individual means, calculated in 

the manner described by Lindquist (1935, p.l64-l66), 

is .78 letters, Using this value it can be seen i'rom 

the mean z scores given in Table l that the number oi' 

letters discriminated is significantly raised by 1 

second of' prior experience, but not by 11 seconds of 

prior experience, and that it :is significantly greater 

under the 1 second than under the 11 second condition, 
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As only a single brief duration was used, these 

results do not show directly how the improvement under 

the 1 second condition was divided between duration

sensitive and durati on-insensitive performance. 

However, an indication may be obtained by comparing 

the results o:f the subjects scoring least under the 0 

second condition with those scoring most. For those 

scoring least, performance is more likely to be at the 

duration-sensitive stage, and for those scoring most 

it is more likely to be at the duration-insensitive 

stage, The subjects were therefore divided into two 

groups according to whecher they scored above or 

below the mean on the 0 second condition. The means 

for those two groups under the 0 second and 1 second 

condition are shown in Table J. Dividing the results 

ln this fashion confounds poorer subjects with 

duration-sensltive performance. The difference 

between the two groups may thus be due to a greater 

effect of prior experience with poorer subjects, 

This, however, is unlike.ly in view of' the :fact that 

experiment 2 found subject x condition interaction to 

be small and insignificant. 

TABLE J: MEAN LETTER DISCRIMINATION PF~RFOR~Li\.NCE 

Subjeccs scoring 
mean on 0 second 
condition 

lsubjeots scoring above 
!mean on 0 second 

2.1 

EXPEHIENCE IN SECOND 

1 

1condi t ion 3. 8 

----------------------~ 



These resuLts the ref' ore suggest that the e:ffec t o"f' 

1 seconds prior experience is at least as great on 

duration-sensitive performance as it is on duration

insensiti,re perf'ormance4 

6,,],2 Numbers and l?E.£20rtions o~.£.E_and 
incorrect respon_s_es 

Tahle 4 shows the numbers o:f correct and incorrect 

responses sttmmed over 1.2 subjects :for each condition, 

and Table 5 the proportion of' correct responses. 

TABLE 4; NUMBERS OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT RESPONSES 
--· { SU~'Hm oyFFALL Sl:BJECTS ), 

~·~-

PRTOH. EXPERIENCE OF BASIC DISPLAY IN SECOJ:..'DS 
-~ 

0 1 1 1 
- -~.-· 

In- Correct 
In- Correct Correct 

cor:eect correct 

rent' fdif':fe~ 
l t;r~a"l s 

I' same 1 

~1 s 

L To~al 

186 .H8 202 102 

I 
' 240 104 i 294 ;50 I 

l 426 222 I 496 152 

PROPORTIONS OF CORRECT RESPONSE 
--< I4L~§UBJ~['S c Q\if!INED') 

'PRTnR EXPERIENCE 

0 1 

171 

296 

467 

IN 

1.1 

i' .t'f'tn·c;u 1 trials .612 .664 ,_563 
H>.1~ 

H<.Ol~ 
; \ 

'>. 1 J 

rsa.mel trials ,6~ .855 • 860 
' ' <.01 )--4 

:) L H>.1) 
--- f ,.(< ,01) • , 

In-
correct 

1JJ 

48 

181 

! 
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The values in brackets in Table 5 are the probabilities 

that the indicated differences would occur by chance 

(calculated using the No:rwaJ. approxi.mation to the 

Binorrti.al distribution), This analysis confirms the 

conclusion that 1 second or prior experience increased 

the number of letters discriminated, In addition, it 

shows that although 11 seconds of' prior experience 

may not have increased the number of letters 

discriminated it did affect performance by raising q 

(the probability that the subject says 1 Same 1 on 

1 same' trials)~ This did not lead to a significant 

increase .in the value of' z, however, because the 

.probability s also increased, 

This experiment was concerned with the generality 

of the e.f.fect of prior experience on the stimulus 

component, The primary aim was to d:i.scover whether 

a great deal o.f .learning, and a know.ledge of the 

variant words, are essential to the eff'ec 1;, The 

results show tl1at neither are necessary, However, as 

the ef'fect did not occur .i,n the 11 second condition 

the results are most equi.vocal wUh regard to its 

generalit)''. Together, the results o:f experiment 2 

and J, suggest the possibiLity that prior experience 

wi.ll not affect the st:Lmulus component if it makes 

the subject hi.ghly f'amiliar with the comparator words 

but not with the variants. As prior experience o:f 

tb.is kind is very common, this possibility was 

investigated by experiment 4, which is reported in 
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the next chapter, Ftu'ther discussion o:f the generality 

issue is there :fore postponed until the results of this 

investigation have been described. 

The remainder of this discussion deal.s with a 

number oi' subsidiary issues arising f'rom the results 

of the present experiment. 

Better performance a:fter 1 second than after 11 

seconds of prior experience is a surprising result. 

Unless it is replicated, no extensive theoretical 

inf'erenc e should be dra>•TI from it. The surprising 

nature of this result may be reduced, however, when 

it is noticed that performance under the two conditions 

would give rise to nearly equal thresholds scores. 

Threshold measurements depend only upon q (i.e, upon 

the probability that the subject says the learned 

word when the learned word is displayed), These two 

probabilities were very nearly equal - • 855 after 1 

second and , 860 after 11 seconds - so threshold 

measures would also be very nearly equal, The 

dif'f'erence in the z scoi'es tells us that the equality 

thresholds would show is only apparent, and results 

from higher guessing rates in the 11 second condition, 

and higher letter discrimination rates in the 1 second 

condi,tion ~ 

This result emphasizes the dif'i'iculty of 

interpreting experiments which do not separate 

stimulus and Sllpplenentary components, For instance, 

Mooney (1958) studied the recognition o1 complex 

novel visual configurations after varying amounts 

of prior experience. Recognition scores obtained 
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after .10 seconds of prior visual exposure to the shape 

were found to be t:he same as those obtained after less 

than 1 second of prlor exposure. 

Mooney assumed that the equality indicated equal.i.ty 

of stimulus discrimination. He concluded that the 

perceptual learning concerned with novel visual 

configurat:ions was independent of' exposure duration, 

This conclusion is unjustified, however, because the 

recognition scores used allowed no adequat:e correction 

for guessing. Mooney's experiment and the present one 

are simi.lar in that both find equality of uncorrected 

recognition scores after short and long periods o:f 

prior exposure. The results o.f the present experiment, 

however, shm.; that this cannot be assumed to indicate 

equality of stimulus discrimination. 

It; is not known why the 11 second condition .failed 

to increase letter discrimination performance. Of' the 

many possible explanations only three wi.Ll be 

mentioned. First, there is t;he possibility that the 

result was an arti:fact of the experimental procedure. 

It might be that; looking at; a word for 11 seconds 

result:s in some temporary f'ati.gue which reduces 

performance in the following f'ew seconds, But as ali 

conditions were well interspersed this possibility 

seems unlikely. It is also unlikel.y in view· of the 

fact that, in all conditions, the subjects themselves 

"triggered the brief display when they felt that they 

were ready, Second, bee a use the i'requency of the 

response 1 Same' , on 1 difi'erent' trials, increased 

with learning durati.on the result might be described 
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as due to an increase in the competitive properties of 

the comparator word, Thi~s ex.p.l.anati.on predicts that 

an increase in .l.earning durations beyond 11 seconds 

woul.d either "·orson perf·ormance or not affect it, A 

test of this prediction is provided by experiment 4, 
Finally, thare is a possi.bility arising out of the 

claim, made by some subjects, that the 1 second 

condition i.s easier than the 11 second condi ti.on, 

because, being o.f short duration, the prior exposure 

is more Like the brief display, and thus is easier to 

discriminate from it. This suggests that some visual 

processing, changing the appearance of 10he display 

in subtle ways, may take longer than a second. The 

possibility that prac;tice with brief displays is 

better for the discrim.ination of brief displays is 

therefore an interesting one, and merits further 

investigation, 

The results aJ~so suggest that the crucial 

quantitative aspect o.f prior experience is neither 

presentation frequency nor exposure duration, If 

.fx'equency were the crucial aspect, the 1 second and 

ll second conditions should produce tha same 

performance, as .in both eases the presentation 

.f'requenc-y is 1 ~ If duration were the cruci~al aspect 

an increase in duration l<'ould not be expected to 

produce a decrease in perf'ormance. 

One thing is made clear by the failure o.f 11 

seconds of prior experience to raise performance 

above the 0 second condition; knowing the comparator 



word, and being ready to use it, are not sufi'icient 

to reduce i.n:formati.on loss during transmission. This 

is an .important resu:Lt, It shows that the superior 

performance i.n the HFD condition of experiment 2 is 

not simp1.y due to the subject knowing the comparator 

word and being ready to use it, but to processes or 

development by prior experience that extend beyond 

the f'ormati.on of' accurate representations, 




